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FOREWORD

This report was compiled by the Systems Support Division, Materials Directorate, Wright Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was initiated under Task 24180704 "Corrosion Control &
Failure Analysis" with Thomas D. Cooper as the Project Engineer.

This technical report was submitted by the editors.

The purpose of this 1991 Conference was to bring together technical personnel in DOD and the aerospace
industry who are involved in the various technologies required to ensure the structural integrity of
aircraft gas turbine engines, airframes and other mechanical systems. It provided a forum to exchange
ideas and share new information relating to the critical aspects of durability and damage tolerance
technology for aircraft systems. The Conference was sponsored by the Aeronautical Systems Division
Deputy for Engineering and Materials and Flight Dynamics Directorates of the Wright Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was hosted by the Air Force Logistics Command's San Antonio
Air Logistics Center.
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INTRODUCTION

This report contains the proceedings of the 1991 USAF Structural Integrity Program
Conference held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in San Antonio, Texas from 3 -5 December 1991.
The conference, which was sponsored by the ASD Deputy for Engineering and the Wright
Laboratory Flight Dynamics and Materials Directorates, was hosted by the San Antonio Air
Logistics Center Aircraft Directorate, Aircraft Structural Integrity Branch (SA-ALCILADD).

This conference, as in previous years, was held to permit experts in the field of structural
integrity to communicate with each other and to exchange views on how to improve the
structural integrity of military weapon systems. This year, as in previous years, our friends
from outside the U.S. borders provided the audience with outstanding presentations on activities
within their countries. It is anticipated that this conference will include their contributions in
the agenda of future meetings.

The sponsors are indebted to their hosts for their support of the conference. The sponsors are
also indebted to the speakers for their contributions. In particular, thanks are due to the three
luncheon speakers for their informative presentations. Mr Phil Panzarella, who will be the
DCS, Engineering and Technical Management, for the Air Force Materiel Command provided
an inspiring discussion of the merger of the Air Force Logistics Command and the Air Force
Systems Command. Mr Tom Swift who is the Chief Scientific and Technical Advisor, Fracture
Mechanics and Metallurgy, for the FAA made an excellent presentation on the role of damage
tolerance for ensuring safety of aging commercial aircraft. Major Brian Van Vilet, USAFR,
from the Wright Laboratory, Flight Dynamics Directorate, gave the audience an interesting
perspective on life in the desert area during Desert Storm. As usual, much of the success of the
conference is due to the efforts of Jill Jennewine and her staff from the Universal Technology
Corporation. Their cooperation is appreciated. We are also grateful to Rita Scholes of
WLIMLS for compiling the Proceedings and preparing the publication.

Robert M. Bader Thomas D. Coopei/ John W. Lincoln
WL/FIB WL/MLS ASD/ENFS
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F-16N FUEL SHELF JOINT FATIGUE LIFE EXTENSION BY
COLD EXPANSION OF FASTENER HOLES

Presented at the

1991 USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Program Conference

San Antonio, Texas

Len Reid Vice President, Engineering Programs

Fatigue Technology Inc., Seattle, WA

Antonio Rufin Senior Project Engineer

Fatigue Technology Inc., Seattle, WA

Abstract:
Fatigue cracks have been detected in U.S. Navy F- 16N aircraft center fuselage bulkheads after 1200 to

1500 flight hours. Under a Navy- sponsored program, Fatigue Technology Inc. evaluated use of hole cold

expansion as an effective method of extending the fatigue life of holes in the bulkhead fuel shelf joints.

A series of spectrum fatigue tests were conducted on complex load transfer specimens simulating both

production and rework hole configurations. X-ray diffraction and photoelastic evaluations confirmed

inducement of residual compressive stresses during cold expansion. Minimum fatigue life improvement

using cold expansion was 1.5 : 1 in specimens with edge margins as low as 1.26.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy's 26 F-16N aircraft are flown in the structural enhancement and a depot-level struc-

role of aggressor/adversary aircraft at its Fighter tural repair method for the highly stressed fastener
Weapons School. Cracks have been detected by holes in the fuel shelf area bulkhead at FS 341, as

the Navy after 1,200 to 1,500 flight hours in critical shown in Figure 1. The program was related to

center fuselage carry through bulkhead structure at verification of structural integrity of the F- 16N
FS 325, 341, 357 and 309. Most detected cracks are airframe in support of General Dynamics Corpora-

less than 0.030 inch in size around bolt holes and tion ECP 1909. Specific cold expansion processes

attachment points. Similar cracks in the fuel shelf used in this program included FTI's patented Cx

area have since been detected in U.S. Air Force F- system (split sleeve cold expansion plus ream to

16's. final hole size) and Cold Expansion to Size System,
(Cx2s) in simulated production and rework con-

Under a recently completed program for figurations, respectively. An overview of the cold
AeroStructures, Inc., and the U.S. Navy, Fatigue expansion techniques is presented next, followed

Technology Inc., (FTI) evaluated use of its split by a detailed description of the test program.

sleeve cold expansion process as both a production

27



F FS 357
FS 341

FS3250

Figure 1
F-16 FS 341 Bulkhead Location

2.0 OVERVIEW OF COLD EXPANSION from damage, ensures that the material is radially
E expanded, and enables one-sided (blind) process-

ing. The depth of the resultant residual compres-
High-interference cold expansion is a technique sive stresses around the hole effectively shields the
used by the aerospace industry to improve the hole from the effects of applied cyclic tensile
fatigue life and durability of holes in metallic loading (Figure 3). From a fracture mechanics
materials. The process, which has been exhaus- viewpoint, the sharp stress reduction means that the
tively validated through test and in-service experi- stress intensity factor at cracks emanating from the
ence, provides fatigue and crack growth life im- hole will also be reduced, thus inhibiting crack
provement by creating residual compressive stresses growth.
around the hole. This condition significantly re-
duces the stress concentration at the hole as detailed The cold expansion to size process [3] utilizes the
in [1]. elastic/plastic properties of the base metal with the

specifications and tooling dimensions to size a hole
The basic FTI high-interference split sleeve cold to a prescribed interference or clearance dimen-
expansion process [2],is accomplished by drawing sion. Close tolerance holes are attained without
an oversize mandrel through an internally pre- additional final reaming of the material, making it
lubricated split sleeve to expand the metal around particularly suited to rework of fastener holes.
the hole (Figure 2). The sleeve protects the hole

NosecapWorkpiece

J Lubricated

Puller Unit Split Sleeve

Figure 2
Basic Cx System Components
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Area of Cold Expansion

The permanently induced
zone of compressive stress
around the hole effectively
extends fatigue life.

Figure 3
Basic Principles

3.0 TEST PROGRAM An additional rework size of 3/4-inch diameter was
deleted because the configuration may not meet

The evaluation effort involved testing of complex structural integrity requirements. However, this
load transfer test articles subjected to spectrum may be replaced by an 11/16-inch diameter hole as
fatigue loads that reproduced the geometry and part of a follow-on program.
flight loads of the actual aircraft configuration.
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and FTI The spectrum fatigue tests were supplemented with

jointly developed and validated the 2-ft long load approximate stress and strain evaluations of the

transfer test articles, consisting of a contoured cold-expanded holes using X-ray diffraction and

2124-T851 specimen and thin titanium straps. photoelasticity, respectively. The overall test ma-
trix is shown in Figure 4.

A total of four hole conditions were evaluated to
simulate the new production configuration and the
rework requirements of these holes: Specimen Nutier(s) Specmen Descnbon t Test Type

A18NFn 9/16"NCx Static + SCG
(tretotal) (one static)

1. Baseline 9/16 inch diameter as-reamed, no cold ,t))SA18CFn 9/6Cxh* oa) l SGo,
expansion (NCx). (three total) SCG Only

A19CFn 19/32" Cx2$a Static SCG
(three total) 1 (one staowc)

2. Production 9/16 inch diameter, cold ex- A2oCFn 58a" c(on static SCG)
(three total) (one star'Sc)

panded (Cx) and reamed. A18cP1 9/16"Cx Photoelasticity
A19CP1 A20CP1 (19,*32' W=s. 5/8" Cx2s) Potestcy

A18NX1 / AI8CX1 9.'16 NCx (9116 Cx, X-Ray Diffraction
3. Rework 19/32 inch diameter, cold-expanded to AI9CX11 /A2OCXI 19,32 Cx2s. 5/8 Cx2s)

size (Cx2s). Figure 4

Test Matrix
4. Rework 5/8 inch diameter, cold-expanded to

size (Cx2s).
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Standard Fastener (4 PL,)
Grip Area 1 \

(2 PL.) 0 Ti Strap (2 PL.)

StandotI, Cold Expanded Hole (4 PL.)

S, Specimen

Total Specimen Length: 24.00 Inches

Figure 5

Spectrum Fatigue Test Article

3.1 Specimens tests. The goal for bypass load-to-total load ratio at
peak load in the specimen was 0.838 (a reduction

The spectrum fatigue test articles consisted of a of 5 percent from the calculated airframe ratio of

2124-T851 aluminum specimen surrounded by 0.882, to preclude failures near the center of the

two hourglass-shape titanium (Ti 6A1-4V) straps. specimen). The average value calculated from

The specimen and straps were fastened together by strain gage readings on one test article out of every

4 bolts located at the test holes (see Figure 5). The group tested was 0.842 +/- 0.017.

assembly was designed to closely simulate hole

and edge geometry and peak stresses due to the The load spectrum included compression loads

combined airframe bypass load, pin bearing load- which would have caused the straps to buckle in a

ing on the holes, and bending stresses. In all cold- standard load transfer configuration. To avoid

expanded specimens the split sleeves were oriented damage to the straps, the strap holes were machined

with the sleeve gap towards the end to an oval shape; the straps thus

grip area. remained unloaded when the test
article end loads were compres-

The aluminum specimens origi- sive. This solution was also made

nated from 3 material lots. The possible by the very light torque

specimens were intermingled (each applied to the fasteners and the

test configuration contained typi- low-friction standoff sheet mate-

cally one specimen from each lot) rial (0.015-inch thick Micarta.m)

to avoid statistical biasing. No ap- placed between the straps and the

parent lot-to-lot variations were specimen. In addition to these

detected in the results. measures, the straps were kept
parallel and close to the speci-

The final test article design was the men by means of two lightly fas-

result of several design iterations tened aluminum slotted plates

that were individually evaluated Figure 6 (Figure 6).

byrmeansof finite elementanalysis Test Article In Frame One of the early test article con-

(FEA) and fully instrumented static
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figurations investigated in the program involved a Inch

direct application of bending moments by fasten- -
ing a steel plate on one side of the specimen only 2 00

(no straps). The plate was also designed to intro- Inch

duce the appropriate amount of bypass loading. XRO measure-S(• • menta on6
However, this method failed to perform as ex- L.24 equidistant pont6

pected due to the high grip/end fixture rigidity. inch 20" on ligament (Ist
near hole; 6th

Asymmetrically placed end shims failed for the near edge)
same reason. Lateral offset concepts were there- 0

fore dropped.

The photoelasticity and X-ray diffraction speci- Figure 7
mens (Figure 7) were one-hole 1.00-inch thick X-Ray Diffraction(XRD)/
facsimilies of the spectrum fatigue test specimens. Photoelasticity Specimen
They were designed for the specific purpose ofrheywevealing stigned stres distcibtios arpoude o minimum of 2 uniaxial foil strain gages at its centerrevealing strain and stress distributions around th e a d t s e f e s e b y t e k t n i n a d p aand tested after assembly to peak tension and peak
holes before and after cold-expansion. compression. The first specimen tested also had

3.2 Test Equipment gages near the ends (front and back), and the straps
had a single gage located near the center (one side

Testing was performed using FTI's MTS 100-kip only). The strain gages on this specimen and an
capacity closed-loop servohydraulic universal test additional gage at the center of each of the straps
frame. The spectrum waveform was generated by were used to verify the loads and check the strap
a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/ unloading feature in compression.
23+ computer equipped with a MTS 442 test
processor, from data provided by AeroStructures, A strain gage rosette used early in the program on
Inc. an NCx specimen without straps showed that the

To minimize possible bending loads on the speci- principal strains in theligamentwerecloselyaligned

men due to slight grip and/or fixture non-coplanar- with the specimen axis. This result was subse-
ity, an alignment verificationchckwasperformed. quently confirmed by the crack growth patternsietyaagent verification chckd wsingastrfomened observed after fracture near the holes in both NCx
The test was conducted using an instrumented

specimen from this program with straight-sided and Cx specimens.

0.100-inch thick, 4.00-inch wide Ti 6AI-4V straps. 3.4 Spectrum Loads
Strain gages at the center of the aluminum speci-

men showed a small amount of bending which was The ASCII-format spectrum loads file supplied by
later practically eliminated (< 1.1 percent) with the AeroStructures, Inc. was a 100-equivalent flight

addition of end shims. hour block spectrum based on Top Gun aircraft

3.3 Static Tests 163270 (FS 341 upper bulkhead). The NAVAIR-
defined peak tensile and compressive loads were

The static tests were performed to monitor strains 94,726 lb and 10,664 lb, respectively. The latter
and specimen bypass loads. The first specimen of required scaling down the compressive portion of
each hole configuration was instrumented with a the spectrum, because the program had a pre-
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established peak compression-to-peak
tension ratio of 0.1605. These loads Z"
properly accounted for membrane and , -

bending loads. Each spectrum passrep-
resented 100 equivalent flight hours -t

and encompassed a total of 12,685 seg- j [II
ments. The average frequency was 7

Hz.

3.5 Crack Monitoring -. ,. sin Om sam

H0t0 Diameter. Insh

Direct visual access to the area in the Figure 8
immediate vicinity of the fastenerholes Spectrum Fatigue Test Results

was was blocked by the straps and and fasteners. fraction equipment to measure residual tangential
Crack growth measurements were instead made stresses on the front and back surfaces (mandrel
using Micro-Measurements (Measurements Group, entry and exit sides) at 6 points located as shown in
Inc.) TK-09-CPAO1 bonded crack growth gages. Figure 7. The NCx specimen was intended as a
Each gage consists of a number of electrical resis- control data point.
tor strands connected in parallel; crack growth Measurements Group, Inc. applied their PS-8B
through the specimen (and hence, gage), causes a (0.08-inch thick sheet grade) and PL-8 (castable
change in total resistance which can be monitored grade, 0.100-inch typical thickness) high-sensitiv-
through a signal amplifier. The gages allowed ity photoelastic coating [4] to 3 specimens (one for
initial crack detections at about 0.030 inches away each Cx/Cx2s hole size). The holes were subse-
from the hole edge (the typical location of the first quently cold-expanded. The PS-8B bi-refringent
wire strand) and then in 0.010-inch increments, up sheets were permanently bonded to the mandrel
to 10 increments, entry and exit sides of the specimens. The castable

material was used on the edge of the specimen
3.6 X-Ray Diffraction and Photoelasticity Tests nearest to the hole.

X-ray diffraction testing was performed by Tech- 4.0 TEST RESULTS
nology for Energy Corporation (TEC) on speci-
mens representing the NCx and Cx/Cx2s hole Spectrum fatigue test results are summarized in
configurations. TEC used multiple-tilt X-ray dif- Figure 8. Relative to the average of the NCx

results, all Cx specimens lasted more
--" - -- than 1.5 times longer. The amount of

"'Holos fatigue life improvement attained by
lit cold-expansion was essentially inde-

Intll pendent of repair hole size [5]. The
rack

Site$ -typical appearance of a fracture sur-
face for both Cx/Cx2s and NCx speci-Figure 9 mens is shown in Figure 9. Crack

Typical Cx/Cx2s Failure Surface initiation was always at the hole, with
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the secondary crack starting at 30,

the base of the fillet near the
end of the specimen's lifetime
(95 to 99 percent).

Typical tangential stress mea- 10

surements obtained by X-ray z
diffraction are shown graphi- a o
cally in Figure 10. The vertical
bars represent the absolute er- - 0 'I din. NM - a A
ror margins as estimated by * 'imr CILICXu - W& BI-~~ / I" r da. cx - nW"' or" aide
TEC [6]. - Wir ft CX mwds " mId.•1.- • I. air d.e- phtelsl (entry)I

20-* 9/6 d& Cx - phoelaftc (exWt)

The photoelastic specimens

were meant primarily as a quali- -30- L-
0 OzS 11is

tative strain evaluation tool. The Non-dimensional distance to edge [(d-a)/a]

fringe order (taken from fringe
color pattern changes on the Figure 10

Cx Tangential Stresses Measured by
specimen) is directly propor- X-ray Diffraction and Photoelasticity
tional to the difference between I I
principal strains. In general, special procedures Compared to typical open hole tests (e.g., as pre-
and equipment not available for this program would sented in [1]), the level of fatigue life extension was
have been needed to separate individual strain relativelymoderate, probablyasaresultofthehigh
components, due to the biaxial nature of the cold applied stresses, filled hole configuration, and
expansion strain field. The only exception is on the combined low edge margin and fillet stress concen-
contoured side of the specimens, where the tangen- tration. Nevertheless, the results were determined
tial strains are nearly uniaxial and a simple fringe by the Navy to justify the use of this process for
count revealed their magnitude. Maximum re- repair of the F-16N fuel shelf joint.
sidual tangential edge strain and stress estimates
(based on fringe counts) compared favorably with The independence of the fatigue test results from
the X-ray diffraction measurements, as shown in hole size was unexpected and the cause has not

Figure 10. been conclusively established. The residual tensile
stresses at the edge were also found to vary little

6.0 DISCUSSION with hole size.

The test effort verified that a significant degree of Finally, the correlation between X-ray diffraction
fatigue life improvement can be achieved in this and photoelastic stress measurements at the edge of
particular mechanical joint through cold expansion the specimens show that X-ray diffraction (and to
of the fastener holes. Results for the NCx (control) a lesser extent, photoelasticity) can be effectively
specimens correlated well with NAVAIR predic- used in this type of components to determine
tions drawn from aircraft data (2860 measured residual stresses with reasonable accuracy.
average equivalent flight hours, vs. 2,900 pre-
dicted hours).
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS R

Cold expansion processes are being used exten- I. Phillips, J.L., "Sleeve Coldworking Fastener

sively in fatigue-critical applications as a means to Holes", Vol. I, Air Force Materials Laboratory

retard or preclude crack growth. The F-16N fuel report AFML-TR-74-10 (1974).

shelf fastener holes presented unique challenges

from a test standpoint in terms of loads and con- 2. Ff1 Process Specification FTI 8101B (Cold

figuration which were successfully addressed in Expansion of Fastener and Other Holes Using
this program. Test results demonstrated the poten- the Split Sleeve System (Cx) and Countersink

tial offered by the Cx and Cx2s processes to Cold Expansion Nosecap (CCx)). (May 1984).

significantly improve the fatigue life of the specific
fuel shelf joint evaluated in this effort. 3. FfT Engineering Process Specification FTI

8201 (Cold Expansion to Size of Fastener and
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WINRODU(MFON

COn1 Mor~iay, - . h-,,rrc event :o(+- lace in the desert near P-l'
Calitcmia: the maiden flight of the B. 2 Adk. . . ý.-..'.Seij[lth) Bomber, -- j i,

ihologiall advanced •hi•cratt of our time. This event represented a major milestone in a
deve'opxinat ptog-•,'. iw'hii-h bes,•n alxncc! ! 0 years ago. With all the pomp, circumstance and
media covrrage of a Hollywood gala, millions of people witnessed live coverage of first flight.

Just like all premier events, much work had been accomplished behind the scenes in
order to ensure a successful debut. It is possible that the development testing of the B-2 is the
most extensive test program ever accomplished during the history of aircraft design. This
presentation will address one portion of development testing conducted by LTV Aircraft
Products Group from November 1986 to December 1987. This test was referred to as the
"C40! Box Test" and involved the static and durability testing of major production structure.

PURPOSE QE MEST

The primary test requirement was to qualify the fuel containment capability of an
integral fuel tank by demonstrating that there would be no structural or material detects that
would result in fuel leakage. This was accomplished by conducting pressure tests and
durability testing to two lifetimes.

The second objective of the test was to verify the structural integrity of the section. This
was accomplished by verifying the analytically predicted strains and their distributions and the
predicted durability characteristics of the structure including major joints.

DESCRPTON QE TEST ARTICLE

The test article consisted of a portion of the left hand wing structure of the aircraft. The
outboard section consisted of a steel load transfer box which was used to apply some of the test
loads to the next section inboard.

The next section was approximately 50 inches long. The inboard 27 inches of the
structure was representative of the actual vehicle.

Inboard of the test fixture, was the test box built by LTV Aircraft Products. This
section was the primary test structure and was structurally identical to the production article.
Materials used are graphite epoxy, aluminum, and titanium. In addition to functioning as a fuel
tank, the box acts as a spanwise load path. The box is approximately seventeen feet long and is
comprised of the following major components:

I) Front and rear spars made of "T" shaped upper and lower caps enclosing a
shear web. The web is pierced in several places by openings which allow
access to the fuel tank.

2) Primary full-depth ribs, three in number, span the gap between the front and
rear spars. The construction of the two outboard full-depth ribs is similar to that
of the spars, consisting of caps enclosing a shear web. The inboard full-depth
rib, consisting of a straight and canted section, are machined from one-piece
forgings and contain integral stiffeners.

3) Intermediate partial-depth ribs are located at 5 locations. They also span the
distance between front and rear spars but do not extend the full depth of the
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airfoil. They are separated into upper and lower sections, tied together at
intervals columns. The ribs are stiffened by vertical "T" sections.

4) Upper and lower skins serve as airfoil surfaces as well as the top and bottom of
the fuel tank. They consist of multi-axial layers of graphite epoxy tape bonded
into a sheet with integral blade-type, spanwise stiffeners on each inside surface.
The skin stiffeners are fastened to the ribs with titanium butterfly clips and
Hi-Lok fasteners.

The test box was sealed at assembly following production procedures. Most of the
joined surfaces were coated with wet sealant prior to mate-up, fastener insertion, and torquing.
Voids without access holes were packed with sealant prior to closure. Any voids which had
entrances and exits were filled by injection after assembly. The final sealing operation was that
of filleting inside comers of joined parts and covering fastener heads. All fasteners which
project through the skins were sealed with Stat-O-Seals and "0" rings. For fasteners which exit
the tank other than through the skins, the stat-o-seal was used and the fastener end which
projects inside the box was coated with a dome-type sealant. In all cases, the sealant around the
joints and fasteners present a double barrier to leak propagation.

The inboard section is approximately 10 feet long and extends 2 feet to the right of
aircraft centerline. This section also represented actual vehicle structure.

The fifth and final section was a steel load transfer box which extended approximately 8
feet past the test structure. This box was rigidly mounted with the test fixture and served to
react the majority of the applied loads during test. The entire test article cantilevered out from
and was supported by the fixture while the test loads were applied.

DETERMINATION QF LOAD POINTS AND LOADS

A challenge presented early in this test program was how to accurately reproduce
internal load distributions with a minimum of load points (for cost and safety concerns) while
maintaining accurate structural interface loads. The approach taken by Northrop and LTV in
this joint effort was to use a carve-out of the test article from the master NASTRAN model.

Initially, only vertical loads were applied to the model, but these proved insufficient and
underscored the need for additional loading in the fore and aft directions, as well as
horizontally in the spanwise direction. A coarse grid model was used in an iterative process of
matching VMT between the test model and the master model. A grid point force balance
(working outboard to inboard) resulted in the determination of load points and jack locations.

Once the jack locations had been fixed, a fine grid model was used to tune the
individual loads to achieve the best match of internal load distributions. Throughout the
process, constraints were placed on each jack so as to preclude local overloads of the structure.

The NASTRAN carve-out model was linear with no coupling due to non-linear
deflections. The results showed good matching of bending moments and torsion, but the
shears did not match well. This was acceptable since vertical shear did not play a significant
role in sizing the structure. During the course of the test, good correlation was achieved
bletweci to-r o -- d and predicted strains; measured deflections were within 5% of predicted at
ultimate load. More importantly, good correlation existed between the C401 test and the
forward box stru%.ire of the full-scale fatigue article.
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TEST SE-UP AND LOADS

Twenty-seven hydraulic actuators were used to apply the flight loads to the test article
during durability cycling. An additional actuator was used during strain surveys to introduce
the correct load distribution into the lower rear spar cap. The locations of the actuators are
shown in the figure. The actuators were hung from the fixture via gimbals and attached to the
test article through specially made fittings containing self-aligning bearings. Four of the
actuators apply the spanwise loads to the test article from the outboard end of the fixture. The
remainder of the actuators apply loads which are approximately normal to the span line of the
test article. All actuators operated in both tension and compression.

SPECTRUM DEVELOPMENT

Development of the test spectrum was the responsibility of Northrop. A flight-by-flight
approach was used for airframe loads spectra development. Within each flight, service usage
loads were established for each ground and flight phase. Static analyses were employed to
obtain balanced loads for ground handling conditions. Landing and taxi loads were obtained
from time history simulations using a dynamic model incorporating the appropriate rigid and
flexible degrees of freedom. Both discrete and continuous runway profiles were considered for
taxi. Gust loads were obtained using a similar dynamic model. Maneuver loads were
determined from static aeroelastic analyses. Fuel tank pressurization loads were superimposed
on air and ground loads where appropriate.

Each phase contained its associated loads, which were randomly sequenced within that
phase. The phases were kept in their proper sequence within a given flight. As a result, the
ground-air-ground load cycle was automatically included in its proper sequence. The flights,
consisting of seven different mission profiles, were then randomly sequenced over the aircraft
lifetime.

LQA._DNI SEOUENCE

PRESSURE TESTS

The initial test of the specimen was a partial vacuum test to confirm the fuel sealant
would not be dislodged from the comers and crevices of the tank. The empty specimen was
loaded to the 0.0 G condition and a negative 2.5 PSIG pressure was applied with a vacuum
pump. Seal integrity was verified by visual inspection with television borescope monitors and
by observing the vacuum decay rate for a 15 minute period. A production proof pressure test
was conducted to locate any leaks started by the vacuum test. The tank was pressurized to 5.2
PSIG and held for six minutes. No leakage or pressure drop was detected.

Fuel containment tests were conducted subsequent to the strain survey. The initial test
was a proof pressure test to 8.0 PSIG in 2.0 PSIG increments simulating an in-flight refueling.
The test article was loaded to an in-flight 1.0 G condition. The test was then repeated with the
test article under a 1.09 G ground load, simulating a ground refueling. Tests to burst pressure,
12.0 PSIG, were conducted next as a continuation of the proof pressure tests. Pressure
increments were 1.0 PSIG from 8 to 12 PSIG.

STATIC STRAIN SURVEY TESTS

Static tests to determine structural behavior and substantiate predicted analytical strains
were conducted. Loads were applied in ten per cent increments to 100% of the desired load.
Maximum strain survey loads were 60% of limit load.
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DURABILITY TESTS

Durability testing involved a spectrum of repeated loads and pressure cycles. The
spectrum was a repeating block of 335,434 cycles representing one-fifth of a lifetime. Total
cyclic testing was for two lifetimes.

The spectrum was comprised of 106 flight or ground handling conditions, each
produced in the test article by a unique arrangement of the 27 actuator loads. The computer
controlled loading algebraically adds pairs of loading conditions together, multiplies them by a
factor, and adds an on/off tank pressurization signal. The effect on the specimen is to
superimpose the actuator loads of a base and a secondary flight condition upon one another,
factor the sum to a desired percent of the load condition, and pressurize the test specimen as
required.

Inspections were conducted at regular intervals determined by analyses of the fatigue
critical areas of the test article.

At the end of two lives a composite damage tolerance test was conducted on the
specimen. Two locations on the upper skin between internal ribs were selected as areas to be
damaged. One area was centered between adjacent skin stiffeners. The other was centered over
a single stiffener. Program damage tolerance requirements were visible damage (0.1 inch dent
depth) up to a maximum of 75 foot-pounds. A one-inch diameter penetration was dropped with
an impact energy of approximately 70 foot-pounds in order to generate a dent 0.1 inch deep.
Both areas were ultrasonically inspected before and after impact to determine the extent of the
damage.

RESIDUAL STRENGTH TESTS

At the completion of the impact test, the article was loaded to failure in an upgust condition. At
174% design limit load the lower forward cap of the inboard canted rib failed. Failure was
caused by a fatigue crack around a fastener hole, This resulted in the test fitting which applied
loads from actuators 19, 20 and 21 being separated from the specimen at the intersection of the
canted rib and front spar.

POST TEST TEARDOWN

After the completion of all tests, the test article was partially disassembled and inspected. The
article was separated into three sections by disassembly of the inboard and outboard joints. The
forward box was then cut into four separate sections as shown in the figure. Two saw cuts
were made inboard and outboard of the outboard and inboard ribs respectively. A third pair of
cuts was made to remove a wedge from the aft spar area, centered at the kink. The wedge
extended approximately halfway across the width of the box.

Each of the three sections were tom down to the detail level. All parts and fasteners
were identified and marked as to orientation. Each fastener and detail part was inspected for
delaminations, wear, cracks, galling, or yielding. All holes were dimensionally inspected at 00
and 900 orientations. Holes in metallic parts were inspected with eddy current while those in
composite parts were inspected using zinc iodide techniques.

Composite surfaces were ultrasonically inspected. Metallic surfaces were fluorescent
penetrant inspected. Any cracks found or indicated were opened and fractographically
examined.
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RESULTS

EUEL SEALING

The forward intermediate wing integral fuel tank passed the vacuum test, the pressure
proof test and the durability test to two lifetimes with no class "B" leaks (seeps) or worse. A
total of eleven seeps from around fastener heads were found at various times during testing.
Most of these locations were on the lower wing skin surface. None of the seeps required repair
per technical order leak classification procedures.

IMPAtDAMAGE

The two impact tests were performed after the box had been loaded to 150 per cent of
design limit load in both the upgust and downgust conditions. The diagram shows the locations
of impact and the resulting internal damage as determined by ultrasonic inspection. No
additional damage was detected after loading to 174 per cent design limit load.

TEARDOWN !NSPECIQN

Two areas of interest were noted during the teardown and inspection of the wing
assembly.

Many fastener holes in the C401 box were rough and exceeded the specified
manufacturing tolerances. This was caused primarily by the use of one-step hole drilling
methods. Due to changes in manufacturing methods the quality of the drilled holes in the
production structure has shown marked improvement with succeeding articles. The C401 box
is considered a conservative (worst case) representation of hole quality effects.

Eddy current inspections revealed three holes with radial cracks in their bores. Two
were in hole numbers 603 and 702 in the aluminum canted rib. These were determined to have
been caused by the static failure of the rib during the residual strength test. The third cracked
hole, number 692 was in a 7075-T6 aluminum angle which joined the canted rib to the lower
forward spar.

The initiation of the residual strength failure of the canted rib at the front spar was
traced to an undetected crack that existed in the rib at the completion of durability cycling. A
fractographic evaluation revealed that the crack initiated as a result of fretting between the steel
splice angle (test fitting) and the aluminum canted rib. The crack initiated early (5% of cycles
complete) and quickly propagated into an adjacent fastener hole. The crack
then grew due to tensile and out of plane bending stresses to the edge of the canted rib.

Evaluation of the production design showed significant differences from the C401 test
configuration at the failure location. These included omission of the leading edge support rib
and a leading edge access door from the test. A second difference was the introduction of
concentrated test loads by the jack attachment fittings at the test failure location. No protective
sealant was used between the test steel splice fitting and the aluminum rib which is required in
production. Lastly, the test steel splice fitting forms a single shear structural load path in the
test as compared to the non-structural 7075-T76 splice plate used in production.

Each of these factors contributed to the development of the fatigue crack and failure of
the canted rib. An assessment of the production design indicates that no fatigue problem would
be expected to occur in this area. No design changes were instituted as a result of this test.
However, this area is being closely monitored during the full scale durability test programn.
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Ultrasonic ins.pection of the stiffener and rib runouts revealed delaminations caused
either by static fnilure during the residual strength test or by the prying loads imposed on these
parts during disassembly to the component level. Considerable effort was required to free the
skins and spar webs from the spar caps even after all the fasteners had been removed. The fuel
tank sealant effectively bonded these parts together.
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USING APPROZIKT3 0MTODS FOR COMPLeX DAMAGE TOLERANCE PEOD S

Arnold Nathan: TASHAN Engineering Center, Israel Aircraft Industries

1.0 IITRODUCTION:

In a damage tolerance substantiation effort of either a military or
commercial aircraft, many critical locations must be analyzed. An
integral part of the analysis is the calculation of the stress
intensity factor which depends upon the applied stress, the crack
size and a "geometric" correction factor, commonly referred to as 8:

KI - odW 8

Numerous methods exist to help calculate the stress intensity
correction factor. Handbook solutions are available for standard
crack configurations. Simple methods such as compounding and
superposition help easily and quickly obtain solutions when multiple
geometric or loading influences exist. Nevertheless, most "real
life" problems include complexities not easily found in the standard
handbooks, nor easily solved with the aforementioned simplistic
methods. Thus, time consuming mathematical approaches or finite
element models are necessary.

It is specifically these "non standard" problems which are the
subject of this paper. Time and monetary constraints may prohibit
lengthy and complex solutions. Combining the five following ingre-
dients, the stress intensity of complex problems may be calculated
in a fraction of the time with minimal error:

1) standard handbook solutions
2) simplistic methods

(compounding, superposition, stress distribution, etc)
3) physical understanding of the standard B solutions
4) physical understanding of the load path
5) engineering judgment

In short, it is the purpose of this work to demonstrate the
accuracy of certain shortcuts, approximations, and engineering
judgments and thus give the analyst some useful tools to get quick
and reasonable results for complex cases.

Section 2 begins with a simple example to demonstrate the general
approach. Some basic assumptions and methodologies are verified to
build a foundation for more complex problems. Once certain insights
are developed, they may be applied to more complicated geometries.
The "engineering judgment" solution is compared to known solutions
or finite ele-ient results to determine the reliability of the
approximation. Upon successful correlation between the approximate
method and the finite element solution, a physical understanding of
various influences is developed and confidence is built in applying
appropriate assumptions. More complex crack configurations may be
solved in an efficient and relatively accurate manner.
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2.0 DEMONSTRATION OF THE ENGINEERING APPROXIMATIONS

2.1 Example 1: Crack by a notch

A relatively simple example of a crack by an elliptical notch (See
Figure 2.1) will first be presented to demonstrate the general
approach. A solution to this problem exists in Reference 1 and is
compared to the approximate results:

Approximate Method:

Step 1: Calculate the stress concentration, Kt, of a notch in a
semi-infinite plate from Reference 2

Step 2: Calculate 0 at the notch using the stress distribution
method (See Footnote 1 below).

Step 3: As the crack grows away from the notch, the local stress is
decreasing. Reference 4 attempts to calculate the reduction
in local stress across the cross section away from the
notch. Thus for small cracks assume a diminishing stress
distribution per Reference 4. Then calculate 0 per
Footnote 1 below:
K = 1. 12aremote Ktaa (Equation 2.1)

thus 0 = 1.12Kta (Equation 2.2)

(Note that the a calculated in Reference 4 is given as a
factor C and includes a factor of 1.12 which we have already
included in the above Equation 2.2)

See Figure 2.2 for a comparison of the approximate method results to
the solution given in Reference 1 for a crack by a 0.5" radius notch.

Footnote 1

Stress Distribution Method to Calculate Stress Intensity
(Taken from the USAF Damage Tolerance Design Handbook - Ref. 3)

Note: To be used for small cracks only

KI = 1.12alocal,

In the immediate vicinity of the stress concentration, Kt:

KI . 1.12Oremote Kt (thus A = 1.12Kt)

As the crack grows into area where Kt is diminishing:

KI 1.12remote K ta (thus 0 - 1.12Kt a)

a = Ratio by which Kt has thus far diminished
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2.2 Example 2: Continuing Damage

Taking the engineering judgment one step further, the case of a
broken ligament and a crack emanating from the other side of the
nole, may be solved (See figure 2.3). This is an extremely common
problem in any damage tolerance substantiation analysis, for which
no simple solution is available. Assuming that there is also the
influence of finite width, the problem may be approached as follows:

Step 1: Return to the Reference 1 stress intensity solution for a
crack by an elliptical notch. Assume a notch radius of
curvature equal to the radius of the hole and a notch length
equal to the broken ligament plus the diameter of the hole
(See Figure 2.4)

Step 2: Assume an edge crack finite width effect (Reference 5)

Step 3: Compound (multiply) the notch and finite width W's
(Divide out a factor of 1.12 because this edge effect
appeared both in steps 1 and 2)

Step 4: For larger cracks, the crack no longer feels the hole and an
edge crack solution with the crack sized equal to "d+D+a"
will give reasonable results (See figure 2.5)

A numerical example is in order with a comparison between the
approximate approach above and a PROBE "p-version" finite element
solution. (See Figure 2.6 for the PROBE finite element model. See
Reference 6 for explanation of PROBE "p-version" finite elements).

Broken ligament, d - 1.5"
radius of hole, r = 0.5"
crack length, a = 0.5"

Approximate Solution:
2.6

Notch length, b, = 1.5" +1" = 2.5"12C

Notch radius = 0.5" b
10" 10"

From the ellipse geometry calculate:

c- rb -xr 1.118"

ONOTCH (per Reference 1) = 2.80

0 Edge Crack Finite Width (Reference 5) = 1.78

KI = o5 = 1i(n.5) (1.78 x 2.80)/1.12 = 5.57 KSIJIN

Finite Element Solution:

KI - 5.30 KSIJ-IN

Difference of Results: = 5%
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2.3 Example 3: Multi-Cracking from Single Fastener Hole

The question of Multi-site damage has been addressed by both the
military and commercial damage tolerance requirements. With the
recent emphasis on the problem of aging aircraft, multi-site damage
has gained increased awareness. Nevertheless, the relatively simple
problem of two different sized cracks emanating from a single
hole (see figure 2.7), is far from trivial. Our standard handbook
solutions include the case of 2 equal sized cracks growing from a
hole, but do not offer a solution for our more general case.

An approximate approach is summarized for various cases in Table 2.1.
Examples to justify the methodology for the various cases will
follow in this section.

In Table 2.1 we first differentiate between the "lead crack" and the
"opposite crack". The "lead crack" is the one for which we are
calculating the stress intensity factor. The opposite crack is on
the other side of the hole and has an influence on the stress field
of the "lead crack".

Secondly, we differentiate between different crack sizes:
(with "a" equal to crack size and "r" the radius of the hole)

- small crack 0.2 > a/r

- medium crack 0.2 • a/r ! 1.0

- large crack a/r > 1.0

The guiding principles used in the approximations of Table 2.1 are
the following:

1) At a certain size, a crack by a hole is so large that the crack
tip is out of the stress concentration influence of the hole, and
does not know if there is a crack and a hole behind the crack tip
or just one large crack.

2) An "opposite" crack which is very small will not influence the
crack tip stress field of the lead crack.

3) A small or medium sized "lead" crack by a hole, is influenced by
a significant sized crack at the other side of the hole. Never-
theless, the dominating two influences on this "lead" crack are
the stress concentration caused by the radius of the hole and the
fact that additional cross section is absent at the other side of
the hole. Thus, if both of these effects can be amply accounted
for, the stress intensity of the "lead" crack should be
reasonable.
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TABLE 2.1: Calculation of KI of Lead Crack with Opposing Crack at

Holee

CATEGORY SKETCH LOGIC JUSTIFICATION

Lead Crack: opposite(-\ lead Lead crack does See example
- large . not feel the Section 2.3.1

hole and may be which results
Opp. Crack: Opposite lead treated as one in difference
- small long crack of about 3%
- medium opposae- Iad between approx
- large opposite method and the

more rigorous

-2a' solution

Lead Crack: opposite ,lad See example
- small Lead crack does Section 2.3.2
- medium not feel the which results

opposite side in negligible
Opp. Crack: opposite lead errors when
- small ignoring the

small opposite
crack

Lead crack feels
Lead Crack: the radius of
- small opposne'-" ,ead the hole and
- mediumQ also is effected See example

by additional Section 2.3.3
Opp. Crack: missing material which results
- medium opposite lead at the other in differences
- large ! side of the hole of 3-5%

due to the between approx
opposiad opposite crack. method and the

Use elliptical finite element
notch stress solution
intensity factor

opposite , lead with the final
radius of curva-

ture equal to
the hole radius
and:

2b a +D
opp D

NOTE: Large crack a/r>l; Medium crack 0.2!a/r11; Small crack a/r<.2
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The following sections present examples to justify the methodology,

assumptions and approximations presented in Table 2.1.

2.3.1 Category 1 (of Table 2.1) - Approximation Justification

"J.arge lead crack does not feel the hole and may be treated as
one large crack the size of the hole and the two cracks"
(See sketch by category 1 of Table 2.1)

Example 1: Verify assumption by comparing to known selution,
i.e., 2 equal sized cracks emanating from a hole in
an infinite plate

2a'

D-l' 2a'-0.6+0.6+1,2.2"

K1 = o•j-• K1 --of•~

KI = 110=-' 1.4 K1 = IT1.1 1

KI = 1.92 KSIFI'N KI = 1.86 KSI'Nh

Difference = 3%

Example 2: Verify assumption by comparing to PROBE "P-version"
finite element solution (See Figure 2.8 for typical
PROBE model of two cracks emanating from a hole)

"lead" crack = 1"

KPROBE 2. 01 KSI4IT

0.2K oFn'
KAPPROX o •FW

D 1J1.125'n"(•)(1(.03)

= 1.94 KSI•FN

Difference 3.5%

2a' = .25 + 1 + 1 = 2.25
a' = 1.125 inch
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2.3.2 Category 2 (of Table 2.1) - Approximation Justification

"Lead crack does not feel opposite crack when the opposite
crack is small"

Example: Verify the assumption by comparing 2 known solutions
which will clearly demonstrate that if the opposite
crack is small it doesn't effect the lead crack.
Compare the case of 2 small cracks emanating from a
hole to the case of 1 small crack by a hole, and note
the efftct of the opposite crack on the lead crack.

.. 05D
r-0.5' r-0.5'

KI 1 I= 'na 2

l q .9439-(.6805/k.2772+a/r) 02 = .6762+(.8733/(.3245+a/r)

Al = 2.75 P2 = 2.73

Difference 1%
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2.3.3 Category 3 (of Table 2.1) - Approximation Justification

"A crack by a hole with a significant sized "opposite" crack
may be approximated by a crack by an elliptical notch of
length equal to the opposite crack and the hole with the end
radius of the notch equal to the radius of the hole"
(See sketch Category 3 of Table 2.1)

Example 1: Verify the assumption by comparing to a PROBE
"p-version" finite element solution

lead crack = 0.3"

opposite crack = 0.5"

"PROBE" Solution KI = 1.85 KSIf

Approximate Method:
05 0.3
0V K I = o a ellipse x PFW

D-I

Pellipse=1.82 - See Reference I
IT(al + a2 + D)

_FW = sec = 1.02] ~l2W

Kapprox = 110.3n (1.82)(1.02) = 1.80 KSIJ-N

Difference - 2.5%

Example 2: Verify the assumption by comparing to same PROBE
"p-version" finite element solution - but looking
at the other crack

lead crack = 0.5"

opposite crack = 0.3"

"PROBE" Solution Kf = 1.83 KSITIN

Approximate Method:

0.3 0 5 K I = o•-Pellipse x PFW

D-1 Pellipse= 1.50 - See Reference 1

It (al + a2 + D)
PFW = sec = 1.02

2W

K approx = IJO.5n (1.50)(1.02) = 1.92 KSIFIN

Difference = 5%
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2.4 Example 4: Lug

In this section, the case of a lug will be studied (see sketch
Figure 2.9a). One critical location is the lug hole. The stress
intensity of the lug hole has been studied extensively in the
literature and will not be addressed in this work. Another location
which is also prone to fatigue cracking is the radius which is
sometimes placed near the base of the lug. It is this area which
will be addressed in this paper.

The radius near the base of the lug is characterized by a signifi-
cant stress concentration and a complex non-linear cross sectional
stress distribution. A PROBE "p-version" finite element model was
built (Figure 2.9b) and the stress distribution calculated across
Section A-A (Figure 2.10).

Approximate methods will be used to calculate the stress intensity
near the base of the lug, and will be compared to the values
calculated with a "cracked" PROBE finite element model(Figure 2.11).

2.4.1 Small Cracks

For small cracks, the local stress distribution approximation will
be used (See footnote 1 - Section 2.1 of this paper):

KI = 1.12alocal 1'a

where olocal is calculated by the uncracked PROBE model(Figure 2.9b)

A comparison of the approximate method and the PROBE finite element
solution is presented in the table below:

Table 2.2: Lug Radius - Comparison Approximate and PROBE Solutions
for Small Crack Sizes

Crack Size A from PROBE 1.12 x Oloca % Difference
(inch)

0.08 2.40 2.28 5%

0.10 2.28 2.16 5%

0.20 2.18 2.04 6%
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2.4.2 Intermediate Sized Cracks

Let's look again at the lug cross sectional stress distribution
presented in Figure 2.10. For small cracks we were able to use the
stress distribution method of Reference 3, but this approach is
limited to small cracks only. For intermediate size cracks, a linear
stress distribution will be assumed which "more or less" follows the
stress distribution curve in the intermediate crack size ranges (Fig
2.12). We may have a tendency to make this linear stress distribu-
tion slightly above the true stress distribution in the area of
interest to compensate for the missing high stresses at the notch
radius. It is reemphasized that this linear stress approximation
may only be valid for a range of crack sizes which are in the area
characterized by the linear stress approximation (See Figure 2.13).

With the linear stress distribution already defined, a stress
intensity calculation is straightforward. The linear stress
distribution may be separated into pure tension and bending
components:

o1 al+a2 2l-a2

o22 - +

The stress intensity solution for an edge crack in tension or
bending is given in all stress intensity handbooks. The principle of
superposition may be used to combine the stress intensity factors of
the two different loading cases.

Summary of the approximate approach for the intermediate crack sizes:

STEP 1: Draw a linear stress distribution which approximates the
true non-linear stress distribution for the crack length in
question. (See footnote 2 below)

STEP 2: Separate the linear stress distribution into tension and
bending components

STEP 3: Calculate KI for each tension and bending component

STEP 4: Superimpose the 2 stress intensity factors

This approximate method was used and compared to a PROBE finite
element model which included a crack (Figure 2.11). The results of
the comparison are presented as Figure 2.14. A 3-6% stress
intensity solution difference is calculated for crack sizes ranging
from 0.4"-0.75".

Footnote 2: This approach will not result in a reasonable answer if
the linear approximation only characterizes a very small portion of
the true stress distribution curve and totally misses the vast
majority of the curve prior to the crack size in question.
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3.0 CONCLUSION

It was the purpose of this paper to demonstratez how nriginee.1ing
insight and judgment may be used along with basic damage tolerance
tools to attack the "non-standard" crack configurations. All
assumptions were compared to more accurate solutions to develop a
feeling for the validity of the approximate approach. The cases of
continuing damage, multiple cracking and complex stress distribu-
tions were all solved in a relatively quick and simplistic manner
using no more than standard handbook solutions along with superposi-
tion, compounding and the stress distribution method. Even with the
most gross approximations, the error in ý remained well under 10% if
reasonable judgment was applied.

Reference 7 is recommended as a useful source to help develop the
physical understanding and insights needed to find approximate
fracture mechanics solutions.
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FIGURE 2.1 CRACK BY NOTCH

ca

b

FIGURE 2.2: CRACK BY A NOTCH
APPROXIMATE VS. KNOWN 8 SOLUTION

7

6

5

LITERATURE"7 SOLUTION
4 (Reference 1)

3 APPROXIMATE

SOLUTION
2

1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

CRACK SIZE (INCH)
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FIGURE 2.3: CONTINUING DAMAGE
BROKEN LIGAMENT AND CRACK FROM OTHER SIDE OF HOLE

FIGURE 2.4: NOTCH ASSUMPTION FOR BROKEN LIGAMENT CASE

b- bd +D

d D a .radius of curvature

radius of hole

DESIRED CASE KNOWN SOLUTION
(CRACK BY NOTCH - REF. 1)
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FIGURE 2.5: BROKEN LIGAMENT - LARGE CRACK
EDGE CRACK APPROXIMATION

a'

d a d+D+a
D6

DESIRED CASE KNOWN SOLUTION
(EDGE CRACK - REF. 5)

FIGURE 2.6: PROBE CONTINUING DAMAGE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
(1/2 model due to symmetry - not to scale)

Broken Hole Crack
ligament
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FIGURE 2.7: MULTI-CRACKING FROM SINGLE HOLE

'LEAD CRACK* - CRACK OF INTEREST
al a2

"OPPOSITE CRACK' - CRACK EMANATING

FROM OTHER SIDE

FIGURE 2.8: TYPICAL PROBE MODEL WITH

TWO CRACKS FROM A HOLE
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a) Sketch of Lug b) PROBE Finite Element
Model of Lug

FIGURE 2.9: LUG EXAMPLE

FIGURE 2.10: LUG EXAMPLE
LOCAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION - SECTION A-A

NORMALIZED STRESS
3.5

3
NOTE: THE LOCAL STRESS IS NORMALIZED WITH

RESPECT TO THE NET SECTION STRESS

2.5 ACROSS SECTION A-A

2

1.5

0.5-

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
DISTANCE FROM EDGE
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crack

Blow up of Cracked
Area Including

Scaled Displacements

FIGURE 2.11: "CRACKED, PROBE MODEL OF LUG

FIGURE 2.12: LUG EXAMPLE
LINEAR APPROX OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION

NORMALIZED STRESS
3.5

3
NOTE: THE LOCAL STRESS IS NORMALIZED WITH

RESPECT TO THE NET SECTION STRESS

2.5 ACROSS SECTION A-A

2

1.5

*1

0.5 
LINEAR APPROXIMATION

0 - - I -

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
DISTANCE FROM EDGE
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FIGURE 2.13: LUG EXAMPLE
APPLICABILITY OF LINEAR APPROXIMATION

NORMALIZED STRESS
3.5

3

AREA WHERE

2.5- DISTRIBUTRIONIO

LINEARAPPROXMATIO
0.5 /iT.=:o

0 L__

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.53
DISTANCE FROM EDGE

FIGURE 2.14: COMPARISON OF K FOR LUG
INTERMED/ATE CRACK SIZE

STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR (KSIFJ)

3.5
LAPPROXIMATE METHOD -.

3

2.52

"PROBE" SOL UTION •
1.5

1-

0.5

0 - L_ _ ~

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
CRACK SIZE (INCHES)
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OUTLINE

Background

Damage Tolerance Assessment of the Viggen Fighter

Part I 1980-83

Part II 1986-89

Service Life Extension

1990-
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Background

- Viggen crashes 1975-76

- 3-aircraft have been lost within a period of several months
after ca 250-300 FLH

- Wing failure due to fracture of the mian spar in the root area

- Early fatigue crack initiation at a complex stress
concentration in the lower spar flange
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Viggen, fighter version,

7wing spar (F)
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tx

Vigqyen EatigIue Fracture of the main spar of the wing
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Cause:

The fatigue tests carried out earlier were locally not representative
for production aircraft

Actions:

- cold working of the holes

ggeometry modifications

Learned Lesson:

The successive changes of the structure in the last stage of
development should be carefully evaluated with respect to the
performed fatigue test representativeness
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Damage Tolerance Assessment of the Viggen Fighter

A cooperative project of FFA and SAAB-SCANIA-Aerospace
Division under the direction of FMV

Part 1 1980 - 1983

Overall Objective

Adopting the USAF philosophy in achieving the structural
safety, the Damage Tolerance Requirements MIL-A-83444
are thorougly applied with the objective to gain an adequate
experience in the proposed methodology with respect to the
needs of a prospective methodology utilization in the
development of future Swedish military aircraft.
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Major results

- Slow crack growth in the main attachment of the fin has been
verified

- Fail safe -crack arrest capabilities have been demonstrated in
the most critical area of the Fin-box

- Relatively high stress levels have been found in the main wing
attachment frame

- The Damage Tolerance Philosophy has been officially adopted
by the Swedish Airforce to be applied in development of the
future Swedish military aircraft
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Damage Tolerance Assessment of the Viggen Fighter

Part II 1986 - 1989

conducted at the FFA with support of Saab-Scania
Aerospace Division

Main Objective

to assess damage tolerance of four versions of the main wing
attachment frame
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Viggen - The main wing attachment frame
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Methodology

Analysis/Fracture Control

- Extensive FE-analyses
applying substructuring technique and advanced
Self-Adaptive FE method

- Iterative solutions of contact problem occurring in the area
of load transfer between the wing attachment frame and
wing spar

- three dimensional solution of stress intensity factors in specific cases
applying Self-Adaptive FE-code

- Linear Fracture Mechanics applied

Tests

- Coupon tests

- full scale damage tolerance test of one version of the main
wing attachment frame
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Major results

- a good correlation between calculated and measured stresses
in the region of high stress levels and concentration

- relatively good correlation between predicted and measured
crack growth

- except the frame version examined in the full scale test relatively
short critical crack lengthes < 2.5 and corresponding short inspection
intervals have been obtained

- Particularly one of the four frame versions analyzed appeared as
seriously critical
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*Service Life Extension

Cover Aluminium Cover
Coer Forging s Sheet

Sheet

Middleparts

0. .0

-r < 127mm
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"* Inspections ?

- Very small cracks
- Complex structure

"* Proof test ?

- No transition point
- Very high loads and short

intervals

12 g = > 280 flights
10 g = > 180 flights

"* Conservatism ?

Input data Assumptions

- Spectrum - Initial quality
- Stresses - Failure criteria
- Material data - Others
- Others

* Other options?
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*Input Data:

-Spectrum: Usage nz spectrum gave:

Pr = 7.6 g (min(once in 20 DLT),(1.2*Plt))

Pit = 7.1lg (once in aDLT)

Tima FPL 37

Fl- _11 -1 -1 7705-01-- 98-04-30

Pr _44 EDCLSPAC37

PtDESIGN SPECTRUM *FIMFORISA-__

5 ACTUAL USAGE SPECTRUM5_ L

a 028a An~br

Iacr =1.69 mm, Ccr =2.36 mm.

Prop time to failure = 0.05 DLT
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*Input Data:

-Stresses: Detailed study gave:

Stress reduction from 280 MPa to
228 and 257 MPa for the two
fastener columns.

iT;

(E)_

acr 211 m, Ccr= 3.5 mm

Prop time to filue=01
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* Input Data:

- Mat. data: Empirical retardation factor of 4.5,
based on test results gave:

acr = 2.11 mm, Ccr = 3.05 mm.

Prop time to failure = 0.5 DLT

g, mm
11 -
10
9-

8 ----- 6_gRes. strength, g
7.. 6,4 g • "

6
5
4
3
2 Crack length, mm

1 - 1/DLT I DLT

0 500 1000 1500 flh 2000

ai -1.27 mm gave 6.4 g failure
load at 1 DLT.
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* Assumptions

- Init. quality: ai < 1,27 mm ?

Two fatigue tested sections of a
frame has been torn down.

- 4 DLT of testing
- -650 rivet/bolt holes

= > Cracks < 1.0 mm in 6 holes.

- Failure crit: Kc (plain strain) too conservative ?

- Very small cracks
- Stresses close to yieldstress
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- Back to safe life?

- Leave the "slow crack growth,
non inspectable" ?

- Fail safe

- Failure of one of the two forgings
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* Fail safe

- Aerodynamic effects:

- Flutter
- Changed V-shape
- Changed alpha

- No damage on aux. systems:

- Hydraulic
- Fuel
- Electrical
- Propulsion
- Flight control

- Detectable/Inspectable
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* Sufficient res. strength

- Load transfer: Measurements + FEM-calculations
show < 60 % increase of stresses in
the intact frame.

- Dyn. factor: FEM-calculations give
Df - 1.4 (No damping cons.)

- Cracks in intact frame:

Crack with ai = 0.127 mm has
grown during 1 DLT.
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* Results:

At failure: Fail safe up to > 7.6 g OK.

After failure: Inspection interval 75 flh.

Flight safety based on fail safe is
demonstrated.

Inspections for broken frame:

After overloads > 6.5 g.
Every 60 flighthours
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* Ongoing actions:

- Detailed usage analysis

=> Actual stress spectra.

Statistic evaluation of reported overloads

=> Plt and Pr expressed in terms of stresses.

- Failure criteria

- JR, KR, CTOD/CTOA
- Others

=> Less conservatism
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* Modification of the

middlepart

Original Modified

- Stress reduction of - 40 %

Increases the weight with - 50 kg,

close to c.g.
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* Future, regarding the rest

of the structure:

- Much lower stresses.

Most of the structure has been fatigue
tested 4 + 2 DLT, the last two with
increased load level.

=> Hope to be able to demonstrate DT slow crack
growth.

- Studying CRP/BRP reinforcement
methods.
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* Concluding remarks

- Reliable method

- Service life extension

- Flight safety demonstrated
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1991 USAF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM CONFERENCE

SYNOPSIS: CHALLENGER INITIAL ANALYSIS UPDATE

C. Nguyen-Quoc: M. Schade

The aim of this Initial Analysis Update is to provide the Challenger
customer with an economical and accurate damage tolerance review of
the aircraft structure when they intend to operate the aircraft differently
from the basic design Challenger. The original Challenger (CL-600-1A,
3A) was designed for Executive or VIP usage. Recently, Canadian D.O.T
and DND have operated the aircraft with the Navaid, Electronic Warfare
and Low Level flight roles and mission profiles. To reevaluate the
damage tolerance analysis of the whole aircraft structure, an Initial
Analysis Update (Task 4a ASIP) has been implemented through the ASIP
program. The Initial Analysis Update mainly describes a Damage
Tolerance Methodology used to Justify the A/C Inspection Interval when
the aircraft fleet changes its roles and mission profiles. An analytical
spectrum combining all the load factors from pre take-off to post landing
can be derived based upon the new mission profile/role. A damage
comparison between the basic design profile and the new role can be
performed at the typical control points of the aircraft. Subsequently, the
aircraft Inspection Interval which raised the Time Limits/Maintenance
check can be reevaluated. The methodology used has been automated
and supported by a package of computer software developed for the
Regional Jet and Challenger program.
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CERTIFICATION METHODOLOGY FOR AIRCRAFT PRIMARY COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

by

E. F. Kautz, S. L. Huang, R. E. Vining, and R. M. Catanese
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania

The recommendations in this paper are not to be construed as the official
position of the Naval Air Systems Command on certification of composite
structures.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the results of a Navy sponsored research and
development program that investigates the issues associated with certifying
the structural integrity of aircraft constructed with advanced composite
materials. Recommendations for material design allowable development, pre-
production component design tests, and a full-scale static and fatigue test
certification process are given.

INTRODUCTION

Structural certification test procedures for Navy fixed wing piloted
aircraft are contained in Military Specifications MIL-A-8860 through
MIL-A-8870. These specifications, when combined with other applicable
documents which are modified and amplified for specific aircraft model
types, define the ground tests required to demonstrate the airworthiness of
an aircraft for its planned service life.

By specification, current Navy certification test procedures for metal
aircraft require that (1) a full-scale static test article successfully
withstand minimum loads of 150% design limit, and (2) a full-scale fatigue
test article demonstrates an airframe life of at least two times the design
service life when subjected to repeated loads for the most critical flight
conditions. These two requirements, when successfully completed in
conjunction with other applicable tests, such as drop tests, elevated
temperature tests, and cabin pressure tests, typically satisfy strength and
rigidity requirements for final structural certification. Pre-production
component design tests, when conducted by airframe manufacturers, are
typically performed for the purpose of early verification of the static and
fatigue strength capability of final or near final structural designs of
critica gtructural areas. These tests are not an inherent part of the
final c•.tification process.

A concern that both government and industry share is the significant
variability of composite materials in both static strength and fatigue
life. Consequently, the need to establish appropriate certification test
procedures that will insure the structural integrity of aircraft
manufactured with composite airframe parts throughout their entire service
life is a priority goal. Presented in this paper is a summary review of a
recent study that was conducted to evaluate the scatter in static strength
and fatigue life of composite structures. The characteristics of composite
structure behavior are discussed in three major areas:

Mechanical Properties Variability
Environmental Sensitivity
Impact Damage

ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES VARIABILITY

Two separate investigations were conducted to define mechanical property
constants for composite aircraft structures. In the first investigation,
scatter (variability) in demonstrated static and fatigue strength were
determined for unnotched, open hole, and bolted-joint specimens. In the
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second investigation, static strength and fatigue life scatter were
determined for bonded, co-cured, and impact-damaged composite structures.

Two airframe manufacturers, Northrop Corporation and the McDonnell Aircraft
Company (MCAIR), both under contract to the Naval Air Development Center
(NAVAIRDEVCEN), performed the investigations and reported the findings of
their work for unnotched, open-hole, and bolted-joint specimens in
references (1) and (2), respectively, and for bonded, co-cured, and impact-
damaged specimens in references (3) and (4), respectively. Northrop
selected the two parameter Weibull distribution to describe the scatter in
static and fatigue strength. The shape parameter (a) was used to describe
the scatter. MCAIR chose the normal distribution in analyzing the static
and fatigue strength scatter of the composite specimens. Scatter for the
normal distribution was described by the coefficient of variation (CV).
For direct comparison of the Northrop data with MCAIR, a transformation
(approximate) of CV to an equivalent a by the method of moments was made.

In addition, both Northrop and MCAIR also assessed the effects of loading
direction, test environment, specimen geometry, and laminate lay-up on
static strength scatter. As shown in table 1, additional scatter in static
strength was attributed by Northrop for loading direction (compression
versua tension) and for test environment (elevated temperature wet versus
room temperature wet and dry). MCAIR, however, did not observe any effects
of these variables on scatter. From these observations, the need to fully
investigate factors affecting scatter for all loading condition variables
as an inherent part of the material design allowables development test
program is recommended. The results of each contractor's analysis of
static strength scatter (a) are shown in Table 2.

Table 1

OBSERVED EFFECTS ON STATIC STRENGTH SCATTER

Variable Northrop MCAIR

Loading Direction Yes (1) No

Test Environment Yes (2) No

Specimen Geometry No No

Laminate Lay-Up No No

(1) Test results show tension scatter was significantly less
(95% confidence) than compression scatter.

(2) Room temperature dry and wet (RTD/RTW) scatter was
significantly less (95% confidence) than elevated temperature
wet (ETW) scatter for tension loading.



Table 2

STATIC STRENGITHICATTER

Composite Structure NORTHROP MCAIR
a a (CV)

Bolted Construction 20 19 (0.065)
Bonded Construction 9 16 (0.076)

Co-Cured Construction - 16 (0.078)
Impact Damaged 12 30 (0.043)

Note: As a decreases, scatter increases.

The results of the MCAIR and Northrop studies are very similar for bolted
construction. The results for bonded and co-cured construction and for
impact damaged specimens, however, are significantly different. This
difference may be attributed, in part, to the different number of test
results analyzed. In the bolted construction studies, more than 2,000 data
points were used. For the other conditions, most cases had less than 200.
Therefore, on the strength of the large sample for bolted construction and
since this type of construction represents the type of structure found in
typical primary airframes, only the bolted construction data is used in
this paper to demonstrate a static strength certification procedure for
composite structures. A value of a = 20 has been selected for this
purpose. The actual a values used in a specific aircraft development
program should be established during the material design allowable phase.
In the case of metal structures, a values ranging from 25 to 35 (references
(4), (5), and (6)), have been exhibited. For comparison purposes, a value
of a = 30 is used in this paper for metal structures.

Fatigue life scatter for composite structures, as determined by Northrop
and MCAIR, are given in table 3:

Table 3

FATIGUE LIFE SCATTER

Composite Structure a (Northrop) a (MCAIR)

Bolted Construction 1.25 1.0
Bonded Construction 1.25 1.0

Co-Cured Construction 1.0
Impact Damaged 1.4

A value of a = 1.25, representing the typical fatigue life scatter found in
bolted composite construction, is used in this paper for demonstrating a
fatigue life certification procedure. A value of a = 7.5 is used for metal
structure (reference 1).
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The comparison of Weibull shape parameters clearly show the scatter in
static strength and fatigue life is greater in composite structure than in
metals. Consequently, appropriate test loads and demonstrated lifetime
requirements must be established for composites to achieve an equivalent
acceptable level of confidence currently enjoyed with metal structures.
Our goal is to ensure every Navy aircraft will safely reach its planned
service life.

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY

Composites have demonstrated significant sensitivity to the operational
environment, in particular, the synergistic effects of temperature and
moisture. For structures which are subject to matrix controlled failures,
the influence of the environment takes on additional significance.
Consequently, the certification process for composite structures must
consider these effects.

The issue of strength degradation due to the environment is currently
addressed during the certification process by the development and use of
strength reduction (knockdown) factors. These factors, expressed as
percent reduction in room temperature strength, give measurable values for
establishing acceptable design allowables that reflect reduced load
carrying capabilities due to the critical environment.

The Navy emphasizes the need to use strength knockdown factors associated
with a hot/wet environment for compression and a cold/dry environment for
tension loads. These factors, along with factors for material properties
variability, are typically included in all pre-production component design
verification tests as well as in the full scale static and fatigue tests.
The use of knockdown factors is intended to provide an acceptable level of
confidence that the required room temperature strength needed to certify
the structure for the critical environmental condition(s) is adequately
defined. In reference (2), typical graphite/epoxy knockdown values are 15%
for compression and 6% for tension.

IMPACT DAMAGE %

Composite laminates exposed to low-velocity impact damage have demonstrated
the potential to sustain extensive internal damage without exhibiting
visual signs on the impacted surface, reference 7. To counter the onset of
any reduction in the strength of the laminate, the Navy has established an
impact damage requirement that has been included in the detailed
specifications for recent aircraft development programs (e.g., V-22, A-6
Re-wing program). This impact damage requirement states that a laminate
exhibiting a specified threshold of visible impact damage on its surface
must be able to sustain design ultimate load fully compensated for
environment and material properties variability. For the purposes of this
requirement, the threshold of visible surface damage has been defined as
any indentation that is clearly visible to the unaided eye up to a distance
of five feet (1.5 meters). Typically, a 0.05 inch (0.13 centimeter)
indentation will be visible to the naked eye at that distance. The
requirement also states that the internal damage can not grow.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CERTIFICATION TESTING

MATERIAL DESIGN ALLOWABLES

STATIC STRENGTH DESIGN ALLOWABLES

A primary objective of static testing is to establish design allowables for
the environmental service envelope. For composite structures, these
allowables may be determined by testing coupons that represent the specific
material(s) being used by the airframe manufacturer in the fabrication of
the aircraft. Unidirectional coupons (i.e., coupons with 00 or 900 fiber
orientations) and multi-directional laminate coupons are recommended for
testing. The unidirectional tests are performed to establish mechanical
properties such as Young's modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio. To
obtain theses properties, tests should include longitudinal and transverse
tension, compression, and shear. Multi-directional laminate tests are
recommended for a minimum of five different lay-ups found in the aircraft
primary structure. These strength tests should include unpotched tension
and compression, open hole tension and compression, filled hole
compression, bearing, and bearing/bypass configurations.

Test coupons must be environmentally conditioned to establish strength to
temperature/moisture relationships for the entire environmental service
envelope. Sufficient replicates of each test condition must be performed
to generate an acceptable statistical data set for establishing statistical
constants. In references (1) and (2) a minimum of fifteen replicates was
recommended. The specific test conditions and the number of replicates
required in an aircraft development program must be established early in
the program and approved by the procuring agency. B-basis design
allowables can then be developed for each loading condition from these test
results. B-basis allowable. for lay-ups not tested should be determined
using a combination of analysis and the available test data in conjunction
with the established statistical constants. Examples of typical test
matrices are shown in tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4

UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINATE - STATIC STRENGTH ALLOWABLES TEST MATRIX

Loading Mode Laminate Environments
Fiber

Orientation

Tension 00 LTD RTD ETW
Tension 900

Compression 00

Compression 900

Shear ± 450

Legend:
LTD = Low Temperature Dry
RTD = Room Temperature Dry
ETW = Elevated Temperature Wet
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Table 5

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL LAMINATE - STATIC STRENGTH ALLOWABLES TEST MATRIX

Test Type Loading Mode Laminate Environments

Unnotched Tension LI - L5 LTD RTD ETW
Unnotched Compression Li - L5

Open Hole Tension Li - L5

Open Hole Compression Li - L5

Filled Hole Compression LI - L5

Bearing Tension LI - L5

Bolt 20% LT-Tension Li - L5
Bearing 30% LT-Tension LI - L5
By-Pass 50% LT-Tenuion Li - L5

Bolt 20% LT-Compression Li - L5
Bearing 30% LT-Compression LI - L5
By-Pass 50% LT-Compression LI - L5

Ledend: Li - L5 = Lay-up I through Lay-Up 5
LTD = Low Temperature Dry
RTD = Room Temperature Dry
ETW = Elevated Temperature Wet
LT = Load Transfer
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FATIGUE STRENGTH DESIGN ALLOWABLES

Fatigue tests are performed to determine the fatigue threshold strain, that
is, the strain levels below which fatigue failure will not occur. As in
static design allowable development, fatigue allowables are determined by
testing coupons that have been fabricated from the specific material(s)
that are to be used in the aircraft production. The manufacturing
processes used for these coupons must be consistent with those employed on
actual airframe parts.

Laminate tests are recommended as follows: Perform fatigue tests for the
critical environment on no-hole and open-hole coupons to establish the
fatigue threshold. A minimum of four strain levels should be tested to
establish the fatigue threshold. A minimum of six replicates of each test
condition is further recommended. Pooling techniques should be used to
determine scatter in the test data since investigation results to date
indicate the independence of scatter from strain level. Analysis of test
data should be performed using the Weibull distribution. B-basis strain
life curves may be constructed using computed a values. The fatigue
allowable strain is thereby defined as the threshold strain on the B-basis
curve.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT TESTING

STATIC TESTS

Pre-production static tests are used to verify analysis, provide confidence
in the design allowables, evaluate design details, and provide test results
for use in the interpretation of subsequent full-scale airframe static test
data. Design verification tests range in complexity from relatively simple
elements to full-scale components such as wing torque box structure and
landing gear back-up structure. The actual number and type of tests
required will depend upon the aircraft design but must include specimens
that are representative of each major critical component and type of
construction used in the airframe.

A building block approach to design verification testing is essential for
composite structures because of the relatively high variability in
mechanical properties exhibited by composite materials, the reduction in
mechanical properties due to moisture absorption, and their multiplicity of
potential failure modes.

The essence of the building block approach is as follows:

Select critical areas for test verification based upon stress analysis of
the aircraft structure and by consideration of structural "hot spots* that
have occurred in previous aircraft development programs. Determine the
most critical failure mode for each area selected and establish the test
loads and environment which will produce similar failures. Special
attention should be given to matrix controlled failure modes such as
delamination, debonding and potential failures caused by out-of-plane
loading. The sensitivity of composite matrix dominated failure modes to
the temperature/moisture environment makes environmental test simulation a
key issue in a design development program. The approach for static testing
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should be that the test environment selected is the one that produces the
failure mode which sustains the lowest loads.

Design and test a series of elements, each element representing a single
area and single mode of failure. These initial specimens will generally be
of low complexity. From this point on, a series of sub-component specimens
should be designed and tested which simulate progressive structural design
complexity. The extent of this test effort will be different from aircraft
to aircraft, however, the number of replicates for each test specimen must
be sufficient to identify the critical failure mode and provide a
reasonable estimate of the mean load carrying capability of the
element/sub-component. Both damaged (representing undetected impact
damage) and undamaged elements must be tested

Design and test full-scale components representing major portions of the
aircraft structure such as wing torque box structure, landing gear support
structure, arresting gear support structure, and horizontal tail support
structure. For certification of these development structures, design
verification test loading must be established such that the test data and
failure mode will be applicable to the full-scale static test airplane.
The importance of applying proper load distributions and boundary
conditions can not be over emphasized. Extensive strain gage coverage of
the test specimens is necessary since the certification process requires
correlation of measured strains on the static test aircraft with strains
measured on the appropriate design verification test specimens.

Prior to testing elements and sub-components, predicted failure modes and
failure loads must be determined. All specimens should be loaded to
failure and strains (at failure) determined for each specimen type.
Premature failure or failure in an unanticipated failure mode are
indications of deficiencies in the design and/or analysis. Such events
require in-depth evaluations to implement necessary corrections before
proceeding to tests at the next level of complexity. Where multi modes of
failure are observed in a certain specimen type, additional tests are
recommended to determine the most critical failure mode and the associated
mean strength.

Composite structures must demonstrate the same strength reliability as
conventional metal structures. Traditionally, metal structures have been
required to demonstrate the ability to sustain 150% design limit load
(DLL). On the assumption that the test article represents a mean fleet
aircraft and the scatter in static strength is known, the reliability to
sustain maximum service loads can be calculated (Reference 1). Typically,
the maximum service load experienced by Navy fighter aircraft in service is
approximately 125% DLL. A 95% confidence reliability at 125% DLL
demonstrated by a single metal structure (a = 30) tested to 150% DLL is
computed at 0.99274. To demonstrate the same reliability with 95%
confidence (temperature and environmental effects ignored), a single
composite structure where a = 20 must sustain 164% DLL. If the test is
performed under ambient temperature and dry conditions, the effects of the
temperature and moisture absorption on static strength must also be
considered. Consequently, the minimum acceptable test failure load must
account for static strength variability and environmental effects. For
example, if an environmental knockdown factor of 15% is used to account for
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compression failure strength of composites under hot and wet conditions,
and if the scatter in the compression static strength data was described by
a ý 20, then the minimum acceptable test failure load for a compression
failure should be 193% DLL instead of the traditional 150% DLL for metal
structures.

FATIGUE TESTS

Due to the large scatter in composite structure fatigue life, a two
lifetime fatigue test will not demonstrate the same reliability as
demonstrated with metal structure. A composite structure could require
testing to more than fifty (50) lifetimes to achieve the same reliability.
Since this is not practical, tests of all-composite components should be
performed using the load enhancement factor approach described in
reference 1. In this approach, all loads in the test spectrum are
increased by a factor sufficient to demonstrate the desired fatigue
reliability in a two lifetime fatigue test. Load enhancement factors may
be calculated using procedures described in reference 1. For the typical
composite fatigue life where a = 1.25, and for a static strength where
a = 20, the load enhancement factor is 1.15. All loads in the fatigue test
are multiplied by this factor and a two lifetime test performed.

In the certification of mixed metal-composite structures, i.e. structures
with both metal and composite components, the higher loads dictated by the
load enhancement approach may cause premature failure in the metal
components before substantiation of the fatigue strength of the composite
components can be accomplished. Consequently, a two lifetime unfactored
test to demonstrate adequate metal fatigue life is recommended followed by
a two lifetime test using the load enhancement factor to substantiate the
fatigue life of the composite components. This approach, as might be
suspected, has a significant disadvantage in that it might require costly
repair and/or replacement of metal components.

An alternate test method to certify mixed metal-composite structure was
proposed in reference 1. In this test method, occasional high loads are
introduced into the spectrum. The number and magnitude of these high loads
are selected to demonstrate the same composite fatigue reliability as the
load enhancement approach (all loads increased), while maintaining metal
fatigue life at a constant value due to beneficial retardation effects.
Consequently, the composite parts and the metal parts are tested adequately
in fatigue with minimal risk of premature and unwanted failures of the
metal parts. This approach significantly reduces the problems associated
with fatigue testing of mixed metal composite structure and should be
explored in more detail and verified experimentally.

FULL-SCALE TESTING

STATIC TESTS

By specification, test conditions that do not require test to failure must
be successfully performed to at least 150% DLL without failure. For each
test condition, prior to testing, the critical areas must be identified and
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the environmental strain allowables clearly defined. During static
testing, measured strains in composite structure at 150% DLL must not
exceed the previously defined design allowable strains. These measured
strains (in the critical areas) must agree with the strains measured on the
design verification test specimen(s). These comparisons are required to
provide confidence that the full-scale static test article does in fact
have the strength characteristics demonstrated by the design verification
test article.

Typically, the Navy requires full-scale static testing to failure for the
most critical condition. An inherent part of this test program is the
definition of critical area(s), failure load, failure mode, failure strain,
and environmental design allowable strains prior to actual testing.
Additionally, the minimum acceptable failure load required to demonstrate
the required reliability shall be established for the predicted failure
mode. As previously discussed in the section on structural design
development static tests, definition of the minimum acceptable failure load
must account for static strength variability and the effects of the
critical environment. If, for example, the static strength a for the
predicted failure mode is 20 and the environmental knockdown factor is 15%,
the minimum acceptable failure mode to demonstrate a reliability of 0.99274
is 193% DLL. A test is considered acceptable when the failure load is
equal to or exceeds the minimum acceptable failure load and when measured
strains at 150% DLL do not exceed allowable strains for the worst case
environment. Direct agreement of full-scale test strains with those
measured on the design verification specimen(s) in all critical areas must
also be established.

When the test structure includes metal(s) and composite(s), the failure of
a metal part prior to satisfactory demonstration of the static strength of
the composite part(s) requires extrapolation of measured strains in the
critical areas of the composite structure to the point corresponding to the
minimum acceptable failure load. The extrapolated strains must not exceed
the mean failure strains obtained from the results of successful design
development tests. All significant test variations from analytical
predictions require thorough investigation and reporting to the procuring
activity for review and approval.

FATIGUE TESTS

The load enhancement factor approach as described earlier may be used for
an 'all-composite' structure. For mixed metal-composite structure a two
lifetime unfactored test to demonstrate adequate metal fatigue life is
recommended followed by a two lifetime test using the load enhancement
factor to substantiate the fatigue life of the composite components.

CONCLUSIONS

Static strength certification of composite and mixed composite/metal
structures can be achieved (with the same degree of confidence now attained
for all-metal structures) using the procedures presented in this paper.

A comprehensive certification plan must be developed by the airframe
manufacturer and approved by the contracting agency before the structural
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design is finalized. All testing in a composite aircraft development
program must be considered as part of the certification process.

The highest test load used for certification of a composite structure
depends on the strength scatter for the particular material and type of
construction used and on the failure mode of the structure which sustains
the final failure.

Fatigue certification of mixed composite/metal structure is difficult to
achieve by a single test due to significant scatter of composites. The
method of introducing occasional high loads in the load spectrum should be
investigated further and experimentally validated.

The certification process for composite structures demands a thorough,
timely, and well planned program to achieve reliability goals.
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CT114 TUTOR WING FLIGHT LOAD SUWVE.

by

Mr. Bruno Mercier Capt. John F. Peetsma
Military Aircraft Division Directorate Aerospace Support Engineering
Bombardier Inc. National Defense Headquarters

S9UMP"Y

A flight test program to measure the wing loads and strains on the Canadian Forces CT114 Tutor was
recently completed. This program was conducted to assess the wing design Loads and to better define
the wing Load spectrum. This is part of the CT114 ASIP activities to provide data for safe airframe
operation up to the Tutor retirement date.

This paper first gives an overview of the toad measurement system. It reviews the basic concepts used
for measuring the loads and discusses the results of the load calibration. Key elements that have a
direct imrpact on Load measurement are highlighted.

The paper then describes the data acquisition, processing and verifications carried out during the
flight tests. Activities such as the verification of signal saturation, calibration checks, response
to reference manoeuvres and derivation of Load offsets are discussed. These activities are considered
important as they determine the accuracy and reliability of the loads measured. In view of the data
verifications, preliminary results for severe flight conditions are discussed.

1.0 INTRDUJCTION

The Tutor Wing Flight Load Survey was undertaken in 1987 to assess the wing design loads and to better
define the wing Load spectrum. This in-ftight investigation was mainly justified by the fact that the
wing loads had never been measured in-flight and that a flight load survey of the Tutor tail carried
out in 1978-80 indicated loads in excess of the design limits (Ref.1).

in both above flight Load surveys, load measurement was accoeplished by numerically combining strain
gauge responses, as originally described in NACA 1178 (Ref.2). The application of this technique
involves extensive strain gauging, toad calibration and Large capacity data acquisition and processing
systems. Experience has shown that this technique is subjected to a number of problems such as the
hysteresis and nonlinearity of the structure or the drift of the strain gauge sensitivity and offset.
During the Tutor Wing Flight Load Survey, effort was made to understand these problems and minimize
their effect on the measured loads. Several data verification techniques were used during the flight
tests to keep track of the accuracy of the loads and to ensure that the recorded data was free of
discrepancies.

The paper first describes the technique used to measure the toads, how it was applied and what
difficulties were encountered. The paper then gives a description of the data verifications carried
out during the flight test phase followed by a discussion on the measured wing Loads for two severe
manoeuvres. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion on the achievement of the program's
objectives and on the lessons learned.

2.0 LOAD 0EASLEEENT SYSTEM

Flight toad measurement is accomplished by numerically combining strain gauge responses in order to
isolate the desired toad comrponents (Ref.2). Figure 1 illustrates the load measurement principle. A
structure is first strain gauged. Various load cases are applied to the strain gauged structure to
simulate the expected operational Loads. The recorded applied loads and strain gauge responses are used
to develop the regression models that will best predict the loads. These regression models, referred
to as toad equations, are then used to convert the in-flight strain gauge responses into flight loads.

For the Tutor Wing Flight Load Survey, it was decided to measure the shear, bending and torque at both
left and right wing roots and at three additional right hand wing stations, as shown in Figure 2. This
selection of toads allows for the comparison between Left and right wing loads and for the comparison
of the measured wingspan toad distribution against the analytical prediction.
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2.1 Strain j.i§fgj

Figures 3 and 4 show the Location of the strain gauge bridges installed to record the wing Loads.
Primary and secondary bridges were installed at each location, for a total of 116 channels. Each strain
gauge bridge was conwnected in either axial or shear Wheatstone bridge compensated for temperature. At L
strain gauge bridges were wired to the left or right wing root connectors for interfacing with the
load calibration data acquisition system or with the flight data acquisition system.

2.2 Load Calibration

The toad cases used to calibrate the wings are summarized in Figure 5. These toad cases exercised the
wing up to 40 % of the maximum design shear/bending and up to 27% of the design torque. They also
permitted the investigation of unwanted effects such as local Loading, carry-over toads and Longitudinal
toads. These effects are discussed below with the toad equation derivation.

The following scheme was used to perform the calibration Load cases:

a) A calibration loading rig mainly consisting of a base grillage was designed to hold the test
aircraft by its fuselage jacking points and to hold the loading actuators in place, as shown in Figure
6. This scheme was adopted because any calibration load cases could easily be repeated at any tine
during the flight tests. However, it put a restraint on the magnitude of the asymmetric shear toads
that could be applied without damaging the fuselage jacking points.

b) The vertical loads were applied at the spar/rib intersections through simple wood and rubber
pads. Up Loads were transferred through the tower skin. Down loads were transferred through the upper
skin with the use of collar assemblies. Pure torque toads were also applied with collar assemlties.
Contour boards were not used since the chordwise toad position must be known. Longitudinal aft Loads
were applied through the flap and aileron hinges.

In addition to the wing loads, the end Loads and bending toads at the aileron and flap hinges of the
right wing were recorded. Each of these toads was obtained from a single bridge configured to isolate
the desired Load. These hinges were calibrated by applying end Loads, bending toads and combined
end/bending toads.

2.3 Data Acquisition

The data was recorded with a 11 bit ground based data acquisition system. Shunt tests were performed
during the calibration period to ensure there was no gain drift from the signal conditioner.

For each calibration load case, three Loading/unloading cycles were performed. Loads and strain gauge
responses were recorded at every 20% increment/decrement of the maximum Load, for a total of 30 samples
per toad case.

For each strain gauge and each load case, a linear regression was then performed between the strain
gauge response and the toad. The slope of this regression, referred to as influence coefficient,
measures the strain gauge sensitivity to a given load. The regressions resulted in an influence
coefficient matrix of 11ýby 58, defining the response of each strain gauge to each Load case. The
regression coefficient (R ) computed with each regression was also kept as a measure of the variance
of the strain gauge responses.

2.4 Load Eqation Derivation

Each toad equation is obtained by performing a multiple Linear regression between the Load and the
strain gauge responses. A set of toad cases and strain gauges must therefore be selected for each
regression. The following criteria were used to select each set:

a) The strain gauge had to be Located at the wing station where the load was measured;

b) The toad cases had to be outboard of the strain gauges used and sufficiently far away to
not cause local Loading effects. Local loading was verified by plotting a given strain gauge
response versus the position of the toad application point, as shown in Figure 7;

c) Primary and secondary strain gauges were not used in the same toad equation since they
often had the same sensitivity to bending and torque loads. Mixing of strain gauges with the
same sensitivity in the same load equation can cause the regression to be close to an
indeterminate system. This can result in load equations having two strain gauges that cancel
each other, a situation that can result in large errors;
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d) Strain gauges with a R2 value below 0.990 were avoided in 75% of the toad ? ses used in a
given regression. The other 25% of strain gauge/Load case combination had R values above
0.950;

The sensitivity of the strain gauges to an applied toad on the opposite side of its Location, referred
to as carry-over toad, was also verified. Carry-over bending cases were Limited to 5% of the design
Limit bending. However, carry-over torques up to 27% of design Limit were applied. It was found that
no strain gauges presented significant sensitivity to these carry-over toads.

The regression analysis was then performed using the following iteration procedure:

a) The regression was first carried out with aLL strain gauge/load case combinations that met
the above criteria.

b) The contribution of each strain gauge in a given load equation was weighted by the modified
T-vaLue as defined in Ref.3. The T-value of a strain gauge is a measure of its standard error,
its sensitivity to the Loads and its uniqueness in measuring the toads;

c) The strain gauge with the least contribution was rejected;

d) The regression was carried out again;

e) Steps b), c) and d) were repeated until 3 strain gauges were Left.

The probable error of each iteration was then plotted against the number of strain gauge participating
in a given load equation. Figure 8 shows the probable error plot for the torque equations. The toad
equations with the teast number of strain gauges and with no significant deterioration of the probable
error were selected for the final evaluation of their accuracy.

2.5 Loac Equation Evakuatjon

To verify how weLL each toad equation isolates each load component, the ratio of calculated toad over
applied vertical load, referred to as combined influence coefficient, was plotted as a function of the
load application point position. Figure 9 shows examples of this type of plot for a bending equation
and a torque equation. Equations with no errors throughout the calibration envelope would have all its
points fatting on the solid tines drawn on these plots. As a result of these plots, the torque equations
showed the worst deviations from the solid tines, followed by the shear equations and the bending
equations.

The accuracy of the load equations was further verified by performing toad cases that were not part
of the calibration cases. These cases, referred to as assurance tests, featured distributed toad and
Longitudinal toad cases. Table 1 lists the type of toad cases that were performed and the maximum
errors produced. These load cases showed that most toad equations were sensitive to Longitudinal toads.

An additional evaluation of the accuracy of the load equation was performed by combining the strain
gauge response obtained during the calibration load cases in order to simulate typical flight load
distributions, as described in Ref.4. Three flight load distributions were simulated. Design Limit aft
Longitudinal toads were also superposed to these three flight toad distributions. Table 2 lists the
maximum errors obtained for these cases. These results showed two Limitations to the toad equations:

a) The errors are not proportional to the magnitude of the Loads applied. For small applied
toads, the errors were generally the same as for Large applied toads.

b) For the highest Longitudinal toad conditions, the toad equations deviated by up to
approximately 10% of the design toads.

Attempt was made to reduce these problems by rederiving Load equations with different combinations of
strain gauges that appeared to have lower hysteresis and less sensitivity to Longitudinal toads. The
resulting load equations still had approximately the same Limitations.

For the measurement of most high toad conditions, these Limitations were judged acceptable. However,
they did show that the toad equations were fairly inaccurate for small load conditions.
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3.0 FLIGHT TESTING

The flight test phase was generally divided into the planning of the test envelope and missions, the
preparation of the instrumentation, the solo missions performed at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) CoLd

Lake/Alberta and the formation missions performed with the Snowbirds Aerobatics Team at CFB Moose

Jaw/Manitoba.

A great deal of effort was spent on the preparation of the instrumentation and on the data verification
performed during the tests. This section focusses on these two aspects which proved to be critical to
the validity of the toad measured and thus to the achievement of the project's objectives.

3.1 Data Acquisition

Aircraft CT114081 had already been used during a tail toad survey carried out in 1978-80 and was
therefore selected as the test aircraft. A Standard Aircraft Instrumentation System (SAIS) had already
been designed for that aircraft so it was adapted to record 83 strain gauge channels and 30 flight
parameters at a rate of 132 samples per second for mission durations of up to approximately 60 minutes.

Figure 10 gives an overview of the main data acquisition steps. The system featured the following
important characteristics:

a) 10 VoC excitation was used for the strain gauges, as for the load calibration data
acquisition;

b) The system monitored and recorded the excitation voltage;

c) The signals were lowpass filtered at 20 Hz before amplification and offsetting to the 0 to
5 VDC signals required for encoding into 11 bit words;

d) On-board recording was used all the time. Real time telemetry was used for selected flights
or as available.

3.2 Data Processing

Figure 11 shows the basic data reduction processes performed in the flight test control room. The real
time processing included decommutation of the telemetered signal, conversion into engineering units,
toad calculation using the load equations and plotting of the data on strip chart. Real time monitoring
of the fl;ght data was used to judge the severity of the manoeuvres flown and to time mark and identify
the relevant portions of the mission.

Post-mission playback of the aircraft tape was used when the data was not teLemetered property or when
there was a requirement to quickly display new load equations between missions.

Before final processing of the aircraft tape, a number of verifications were carried out on selected
portions of the flight data. These verifications are further discussed below.

3.3 Sigtal Saturation

Saturation of the signal occurs when the signal exceeds the upper or Lower Limit managed by the encoder
(0 or 5 VDC). Figure 12 shows examples of saturated signals. The information is lost during saturation
and this information is often of the most interest.

At the beginning of the flight tests, many saturation problems were encountered with the strain gauges.
This was caused by difficulty in estimating the ranges and the offsets correctly. The correction of
the saturation problems proved to be time consuming and sometime resulted in downtime of up to two
weeks.

3.4 Calibration Checks

Four calibration checks were carried out during the flight test phase. The first check was performed
before the first mission to ensure that the flight data acquisition system gave the same results as
the toad calibration data acquisition system. The other three checks were carried out during the flight
tests and after the Last mission to check for any deterioration of the load measurement system. Table
3 describes the type of calibration cases used.

The strip charts were used to quickly check which load equations were not working. However, they did
not show the response of each bridge participating in an equation.
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To fully assess the status of the toad measuring system, software was written to derive the influence
coefficients for each strain gauge and the combined influence coefficients for each Load equation
(refer to 2.0 Load Measurement System above).

The comparison of these coefficients with the coefficients derived during the toad calibration permitted
identification of the toad equations or strain gauges which were not behaving property. In some cases,
new equations had to be rederived. Table 4 gives typical accuracy obtained from the calibration checks.
As observed during the toad calibration, the worst equations were the torque and the shear equations.

3.5 Response to Rottercoseter Manoeuvre

A reference manoeuvre referred to as the rollercoaster was flown one to three times per mission for
all non-Snowbirds missions. A typical time history of the normal acceleration and airspeed for this
manoeuvre is shown in Figure 13.

The rottercoaster manoeuvres was used to track the response of the strain gauges and load equations
at a specific point in the sky used as a reference. The point in the sky was established at:

Normal Acceleration: 2.0 g
Aircraft Weight: 7000 lb
Airspeed: 250 knots
Altitude: 10,000 ft

Software was written to curve fit selected strain gauge and Load equation responses with Nz*W (normal
acceleration times the weight) and Q (dynamic pressure). The time history of a typical fit is shown
in Figure 14. This curve fit also gave us an estimation of the zero toad offset.

The responses of the load equations at the reference points in the sky were plotted to show the wingspan
shear, bending and torque distributions, as shown in Figure 15. These distributions were used as a final
check to ensure that the Load equations generally behaved as expected.

The position of the wing toad center during the reference points in the sky was also used to check the
load equations. The load center position is found by dividing the wing root bending by the shear and
by dividing the wing root torque by the shear. Figure 16 shows typical toad centers for reference
points in the sky flown during the flight tests.

3.6 Strain Gaue Offsets

Blocks of data were recorded on a regular basis before take-off and after landing with the aircraft
in static leveled condition and engine to idle. These ground blocks were used in conjunction with the
rottercoaster to establish the zero load offsets. The difference between the average response from the
ground blocks and the zero toad offset from the rollercoasters was estimated for each load equations.
These deltas were then used for the missions that did not contain any rottercoasters.

3.7 Response to Syetric Putt up

The response of the best set of toad equations during severe manoeuvres was then looked at more closely.
Figure 17 shows the time history of the root bending and torque equations for a typical 7 g symmetrical
putt up. The amplitude of the toad cycle for the right side is within 10% of the left side, although
a balance condition was expected. Furthermore, the measured load extrapolated to a 7.33 g condition
is within reasonable Limits of the design condition. However, a more rational extrapolation that takes
into account the aircraft weight, CG location and elevator deflection wilt be carried out before the
design conditions are assessed.

3.8 Response to Rotling Putt Out

Figure 18 shows the time history of the root bending and torque equations for a typical 5 g left
rolling putt out. The manoeuvre is initiated by a right spiral dive in order to set the load factor
to 5 g. Abrupt deflections of the aileron to the left is applied. This results in a sudden nose down
torque on the right wing. A g relief then follows the peak roll acceleration. This relief results in
a bending and a torque relief on both wings. The torque relief on the left wing significantly limits
the nose up torque induced by the aileron up deflection.

As for the symmetrical putt up, the measured rolling pull out loads will be extrapolated to the design
conditions. This extrapolation will consider, as a minimum, the aircraft weight, CG location, toad
factor, aileron position, roll rate and roll acceleration.
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4.0 DISCJSSION AM) COWIIUSIW

Although calibrated strain gauge toad measurement is fairly simple in theory, it's application to a
full scale structure such as a wing requires a great deal of effort in the following areas:

a) Strain gauging,
b) Fabrication and use of a loading rig,
c) Data acquisition and processing, and;
d) Calibration checks and data verifications during the flight tests.

The results obtained during the Tutor Wing Flight Load Survey have confirmed that a strain gauge
calibrated toed measurement system has some limitations in accuracy and cannot be used blindly
throughout the flight test envelope. The best set of toad equations that could be derived during this
project still remained inaccurate at predicting small shear and torque Loads. These Limitations were
judged acceptable for the purpose of verifying the wing design loads. However, they might not be
acceptable for the purpose of deriving fatigue spectrum.

The toad equations also proved to be very sensitive to common problems that are typical of in-flight
strain measurement such as signal saturation, drifting of the strain gauges sensitivity and offset,
and; deterioration of the strain gauges. However, these problem can be detected early by carrying out
a number of data verifications before and during the flight tests. The calibration checks and the
response to rotlercoaster proved to be essential at detecting and troubleshooting the toad equations
that did not work properly. The results of these data verifications also served to gain confidence in
the flight data for the post flight data analyses.
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tee Lod Cadjog Lod Mg~tdcShear E~quationa Scdiuig Equatinom Torque Eq ahiom
d g~%iduat Maz error _ Max Error Man Error

II Distributed •, -. 5 ',5 + 6.3 "7 .••

Shear and Torquc I

2 11gh D (istributed 4()-/, + 4.1 '1 + o.95 %~ - 45(5)ltsin
Shear j m) Torque)

"I ,ngiludinal All l '1 78 N 5S2(0 thl• in 1.'x)lh%-;in

I l)ad (rn. Shear and
1w) Torque) _ J

Table 1 Load Equation Accuracy for the Assurance Tests

lies Type of Load Shear Equatioa Beadlng Equation Torquc Equatio
I11 1 1000 WIl l 1000 baSla

opp" Error Appliedt, Error Applied Error

I Roaing Pul out + 14700 -309 +1272 -12.2 +45.3 +4.8

W/O Longitudinal
Load

2 Flap Manoeuwe W1O +7600 -219 +628 -7.6 -8.5 -6.4

Longitudnal Loads

3 FlapManoeuvrewith I600 -1230 +628 -41.3 -8-5 -11.1
Longitudinal Loads I... .... , ___

NOTE: (+) for vertical up load and note up torque

Table 2 Load Equation Accuracy for the Flight Load Distribution Cases

lien DeWrIplIo of Load Ca•a Sear Torque
(1b) * 1000 lbs'ian

I Symmetric Shear at Front Sparn +1400 +21,560
W.S. 160

2 Symmetr. Shear at Rear Spar/ +1000 -18,480
W.S. 160

3 Pure Torque at Right W.S. 160 0 +16,940

4 Pure Torque at Left W.S. 160 0 + 16,940

5 Pure Torque at Right W.S. 80 0 +113,622

6 Pure Torguqeat Left W.S. 80 0 +113,622

NOTE: (+) for vertical up load and none up torque

Table 3 Calibration Checks performed durinu
the Flight Test Phase
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Load 2nd Ground Checki Calibruionr
Equation Max Error Error

No. (%) - (%),.

V35L . + 8 -0.86
V35R2 +- 3 - 5.2

V64)RI ý II -1.7
V92R3 + II + 5.1

VI MBRI +- 9 + 1.4

B35L1h - 1.6 -5.6

B35R4 - 3.2 - (1.2
B6O(RI - 5.7 - 1.6

t1B9"2R4 +-4.9 - 0.10

i1 3ORI -6.3 - 0.33

1"35L4 + 11 + 4.4

T35R2 - 9.O - 3.4

T6OR I + II -4.0

T92R5 +-9.1 - 1.2
TI36RI -7.0 --0.70

lable 4 lypical Accuracy from the Calibration Checks
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PROBABILISTIC DURABILITY EVALUATION

OF ALCOA 7050 ALUMINUM

JOSEPH G. BURNS PAUL E. MAGNUSEN
JAMES L. RUDD ANDREW J. HINKLE

JAMES A. HARTER ROBERT J. BUCCI
WL/FIBEC ALCOA

1991 USAF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
PROGRAM CONFERENCE

Slide #1. TITLE
This is a briefing on the work the Flight Dynamics Directorate of the Wright Laboratory is
performing in the area of structural durability. The work that is being presented is a
collaborative effort with Alcoa, but concentrates on the work performed by the Air Force.
The probabilistic approach that is described in this briefing was developed by Dr Sherrell
Manning of General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division under contract with the Flight Dynamics
Directorate.
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OUTLINE

"* Background / Objective

"* Deterministic Durability

"* Probabilistic Durability

"* Test Program

"* Results

"* Conclusions

Slide #2. OUTLINE
This briefing consists of a description of the background of the Air Force - Alcoa
collaborative effort, followed by the objectives of this effort. Then a summary of the
deterministic and probabilistic approaches to durability analysis will be presented. Next, the
test program the Flight Dynamics Directorate conducted on Alcoa's 7050 thick plate
aluminum will be described. The results of this test program are summarized and
conclusions are made.
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- BACKGROUND

"* Air Force / Alcoa Collaborative Effort

"* Current Production Techniques for 7050-T7451
are better than previous techniques (1984)

"* Better Material Quality for Current Techniques
(Less Microporosity)

"* Longer Fatigue Lives for Round-Bar Specimens

"* Question: Does Longer Fatigue Life Occur for
Structural Details?

Slide #3. BACKGROUND
Alcoa's current production techniques for 7050-T7451 thick plate aluminum are better than
they were in the past (1984). The difference is that the current techniques produce a better
quality aluminum characterized by less microporosity. Testing by Alcoa showed that simple
round bar specimens made of aluminum produced with the current production techniques
showed longer fatigue lives than those produced with the old production techniques. The
question that arizes is will structural components also show an increase in life with an
increase in material quality?
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j OBJECTIVES

e Determine Effect of Material Quality on
Structural Durability

* Assess Capability of Probabilistic Fracture
Mechanics Approach to Predict Structural
Durability

* Assess Benefits of Probabilistic Approach

Slide #4. OBJECTIVES
The Flight Dynamics Directorate has three main objectives in performing this research. The
first objective is to determine the effect material quality has on structural durability. It
would seem reasonable that a structure made with better quality material would last longer
than one made with material of a lesser quality. However, it is not known just what role
material quality plays in structural durability once the material has been machined, since the
machining and assembly processes are sources of flaw introduction. The second objective is
to evaluate the probabilistic fracture mechanics appoach that was developed by General
Dynamics under contract with the Flight Dynamics Directorate. The third objective is to
assess the benefits of this probabilistic approach.
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DETERMINISTIC APPROACH

dG(N)/dN = H(AK)

FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT

1 X -

T

TOE

Slide #5. DETERMINISTIC APPROACH
In the deterministic durability approach, a flaw of a given size is assumed to be present in a
structural detail. The growth of this flaw is then modeled deterministically using the loading
that the structure is expected to see in service. The crack growth rate is a function of the
change in stress intensity factor (function of stress, geometry and crack length). The flaw is
analytically grown until it reaches a size that would cause functional impairment which would
be characterized by fuel leakage, loss of cabin pressure, etc. The requirements are that
functional impairment shall not occur before two design service lifetimes.
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PROBABILISTIC APPROACH

DETERMINISTIC CRACK GROWTH

da(t)/dt = O(a(t)) b

FUNCiIONAL IMPAIRMENT

U
E

INITIAL

QUALITY

T

TIME

Slide #6. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH (DETERMINISTIC CRACK GROWTH)
In one probabilistic approach to durability, the starting crack size that is assumed to be
present in the structural detail is a distribution of crack sizes. This distribution of crack sizes
is determined by a deterministic exponential back extrapolation model that makes use of the
crack size versus time relationship for a number of test specimens. This distribution of
initial crack sizes is referred as the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size (EIFS) distribution. This
distribution is then analytically grown forward in time in the same deterministic manner in
which it was back extrapolated. This is used to determine the distribution of crack sizes at
any service time.
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Test Program

* 2 Qualities of 7050 Aluminum
- 001d" Quality - 1984 production techniques
- 'New" Quality - Present production techniques

* 2 Specimen Types
- 2 Open Hole
- 24 Open Hole

* F-16 400 hour spectrum

* 4 Maximum Stress Levels

Slide #7. TEST PROGRAM
In the test program that was performed in this effort, two different qualities of 7050 thick
plate aluminum were tested. "Old" quality material that was produced using 1984 production
techniques was tested along with "New" quality material that was produced using current
production techniques. Two different specimen types were tested. The first type was a
specimen containing two open holes in tandem, and the second specimen type contained 24
open holes arranged in four rows of six. Both specimen types were 3/8 inch thick in the test
section and all holes had a 0.25 inch diameter. Testing of a third specimen type (butt joint)
was planned, but did not produce successful failures. This specimen is currently being
redesigned. Each specimen was tested using an F-16 400 hour lower wing spectrum. This
spectrum was used because of its exceptional marking of the test specimen fracture surfaces.
A total of four different maximum stress levels were used in the test program.
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Test Program

0 0 m ax stress (ksi) 321 34 37 40]
# of specimens 39 60 40 60

- ooooT II

0000 osk4

0000
0000
0000 # of specimens - 12 12
0000
0000

Slide #8. TEST PROGRAM
This figure shows the specimen types that were used in the test program and the numbers of

specimens that were tested at each stress level. Approximately half of the test specimens at
each stress level were "old" quality and the other half "new" quality. All test results that are

presented are for the two-holed specimens only.
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Slide #9. FATIGUE LIFE - "OLD QUALITY"
This figure shows the number of "old" quality specimen failures that occurred versus

equivalent flight hours for the two holed specimens. Equivalent flight hours is plotted on a
logarithmic scale.
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Slide #10. FATIGUE LIFE - "NEW QUALITY"
This figure shows the numbers of "new" qualityspecimen failures that occurred versus
equivalent flight hours for the two-holed specimens. In comparing the "new" quality and the
"old" quality results for each maximum stress level, it is seen that the "new" quality material
gives distributions of longer lives at each maximum stress level.
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MATERIAL QUALITY COMPARISONS

(MEAN LIFE, HRS.)

MATERIAL
a=32 KSI a=34 KSI =37 KSI 40 KSI

QUALITY

"NEW" 46,200 44,200 26,500 16,800

"OLD" 26,800 20,500 16,600 11,800

"NEW"
1.72 2.16 1.60 1.42

"OLD"

Slide #11. MATERIAL QUALITY COMPARISONS (MEAN LIFE)
This table shows the lagarithmic mean life for each quality material at each stress level.
This table shows that the "new" quality material yielded an increase in fatigue life ranging
from 42 percent to 116 percent.
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FRACTURE SURFACE

Slide #12. FRACTURE SURFACE
This figure shows how the F-16 400 hour spectrum marked the fracture surfaces of the
specimens. The fracture surfaces of the specimens were marked once each time through the
spectrum. Therefore, each marker band represents 400 flight hours. In the probabilistic
durability analysis, the furthest point on each marker band in the direction of crack
propagation from the initiation point was recorded to produce crack length versus time data.
These data were then used to calculate the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size (EIFS) for each
specimen. The EIFSs were then pooled to produce the EIFS distribution for each quality
specimen at each stress level.
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EIFS Distributions
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Slide #13. EIFS DISTRIBUTIONS (32 KSI)
This figure compares the distributions of Equivalent Initial Flaw Sizes for the "old" and
"new" quality specimens that were tested at a maximum stress level of 32 ksi. As can be
seen from this figure, both qualities show distributions ranging from 0 to about 0.02 inch.
As expected, the "new" quality specimens have a higher relative frequency of crack sizes
skewed toward 0 than the "old" quality specimens. Also, the "new" quality specimens
possess a thinner and shorter tail than the "old" quality at larger crack sizes.
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EIFS Distributions
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SLIDE #14. EIFS DISTRIBUTIONS (40 KSI)
This figure compares the distributions of Equivalent Initial Flaw Sizes for the "old" and
"new" quality specimens that were tested at a maximum stress level of 40 ksi. As can be
seen from this figure, the distributions have shorter, thicker tails at the larger crack sizes
than the 32 ksi case. Also, the largest relative frequency of crack sizes are shifted to slightly
larger crack sizes than the 32 ksi case. Consistent with the 32 ksi case, the "new" quality
specimens show higher relative frequency at the smaller crack sizes and lower relative
frequency at larger crack sizes (thinner tails) than the "old" quality specimens.
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MATERIAL QUALITY COMPARISONS
(EIFS, INCH)

MATERIAL 32 KSI 40 KSI

QUALITY (1/10,000) (1/10,000)

"NEW" .0179 .0074

"OLD" .0192 .0113

"NEW"
.932 .655

"OLD"

Slide #15. MATERIAL QUALITY COMPARISONS (EIFS)
This table compares the values of the largest crack sizes that would be expected to be present
in a structural component containing 10,000 cracks for each material quality and stress level.
As is seen by this table, the "new" quality material produces smaller Equivalent Initial Flaw
Sizes than the "old" quality material.
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MEAN LIFE COMPARISONS

32 KSI

MATERIAL REPAIR SIZE - .05' REPAIR SIZE - .25'
QUALITY DET. PROB. DET. PROB.

"NEW* 7,600 30,400 9,600 44,800

"OLD' 7,600 13,400 9,600 25,200

"NEW" 1.00 2.27 1.00 1.78
"OLD'

Slide #16. MEAN LIFE COMPARISONS (32 KSI)
This figure compares the flight hours it would take a structural component containing a crack
of an initial size to grow to a repair size of 0.05 inch and 0.25 inch for both deterministic
and probabilistic analyses. These flight hours were determined starting with a 0.005 inch
crack for the deterministic approach and the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size Distributions for the
probabilistic approach. The probabilistic values are the times at which a crack of the given
repair sizes would be expected to be present 50 percent of the time. These calculations were
performed for each material quality at a maximum stress level of 32 ksi.
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S MEAN LIFE COMPARISONS

40 KSI

MATERIAL REPAIR SIZE - .05' REPAIR SIZE - .25"
QUALITY DET. PROB. DET. PROB.

"NEW' 2,800 13,600 3,600 20,400

"OLD* 2,800 8,800 3,600 14,400

"NEW* 1.00 1.55 1.00 1.42

"OLD'

Slide #17. MEAN LIFE COMPARISONS (40 KSI)
This figure compares the flight hours to repair for the deterministic and probabilistic
approaches with a maximum stress level of 40 ksi. As is seen from the tables at both stress
levels, the "new" quality material takes considerably longer (42% - 127% longer) to reach
the repair crack sizes for the probabilistic cases because of the difference in material quality.
The deterministic cases however do not account for material quality. Also, the probabilistic
lives are much longer than the deterministic lives. This is a result of the conservatism of the
deterministic analysis and will vary depending on the confidence level chosen for the
probabilistic analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS

"* ADVANTAGES OF PROBABILISTIC APPROACH:
- ACCOUNTS FOR INITIAL FATIGUE QUALITY
- GIVES INFORMATION ON EXTENT OF DAMAGE

"* DISADVANTAGES OF PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
- LARGE DATABASE NEEDED
- SUBJECTIVE

"* BETTER QUALITY MATERIAL YIELDS:
- SMALLER EIFSs (7 - 35%)
- LONGER STRUCTURAL LIVES (42 - 116%)

Slide #18. CONCLUSIONS
There are both advantages and disadvantages to the probabilistic approach. The most
significant advantage of the probabilistic approach is that it accounts for the initial fatigue
quality of the structural component. The probabilistic approach also gives a feel for the
number of cracks that would be expected to be present in a structure containing a number of
details that were subjected to the same loading. The disadvantages of the probabilistic
approach are the need for a large database to determine the Equivalent Initial Flaw Size
distributions, and the subjectivity of the method of measuring the crack size versus time. It
is also concluded that a structure built with better quality materials does yield smaller
Equivalent Initial Flaw Sizes and longer structural lives. More testing needs to be performed
to better assess the capabilities and benefits of this probabilistic approach.
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COMPOSITE REPAIR OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
The Australian Experience

By
L. Molent

Aeronautical Research Laboratory
Melbourne Australia

ARL has pioneered the use of composite repairs to metal structures.
This work has established Australia as a leading exponent of this
technique in the world. Whilst initially developed for military
aircraft the technique is now being applied more widely to civil
aircraft. In view of the growing number of problems in the ageing
aircraft fleet, economical restraints, and fracture criticality of
modern designs, there is great potential for this technique to
gain much wider use.

This presentation will highlight some examples of bonded composite
repairs, and briefly address the philosophy behind their design.

Presented at:

1991 USAF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM
CONFERENCE

San Antonio, Texas
3-5 December 1991
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In military applications the Aeronautical Research Laboratory,
Australia, has pioneered the use of bonded repairs to fatigue and
corrosion related damage. This has proved to be an effective and
highly cost efficient method as compared to conventional repairs.
Numerous such repairs have successfully been conducted over the
past 15 years, see Table 1.

The high acquisition costs associated with the purchase of modern
transports and military aircraft has resulted in greater
utilization of existing aircraft fleets. This trend, of operating
aircraft approaching or exceeding their original design life, has
been reflected in an increased number of structurally significant
defects. Many joint airline, industry and airworthiness actions
have addressed this issue. The recent incident, involving the Aloha
B-737, dramatically illustrated the consequences of undetected
multi-site damage (MSD) . Essentially this failure, of the fuselage,
occurred due to numerous small cracks along a fastener line linking
together, causing the residual strength of the structure to be
exceeded.

At present there is concern that, when repairing MSD, the close
proximity of a large number of mechanically fastened repairs may
lead to a compromise in the damage tolerance of the structure even
though, in isolation, each repair may be satisfactory. The
challenge is to develop alternative repairs to remedy such
concerns. One alternative is the use of bonded composite repair
techniques.

Repairs using bonded composites have numerous advantages over
conventional mechanically fastened repairs [1,2]. Adhesive bonding
does not result in stress concentrations due to additional fastener
holes. This is particularly important for some modern military
aircraft, designed under fracture mechanics principles and using
finite element techniques, which produce highly efficient
structure, but without the inherent conservatism of conventional
methods. In some cases, these designs cannot tolerate increased, or
additional, stress concentrations, such as those produced by
mechanically fastened repairs. Furthermore, composites are readily
formed into complex shapes, permitting the repair of irregular
components. The high degree of anisotrophy has the advantage of
eliminating the parasitic stiffening of the structure in other than
the desired direction. This is particularly relevant, when
considering current aviation practice, to the repair of MSD, which
may lead to the close proximity, and therefore potential
interaction, of several mechanically fastened repairs. Lastly, in
service damage monitoring is possible, with the appropriate fibre
matrix system, by direct inspection through the repair using
conventional eddy-current methods. In addition, the repair
materials are themselves fatigue and corrosion resistant.

For a cracked structure a bonded repair significantly reduces the
amplitude of the stress intensity factor and as a result
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dramatically reduces crack growth. In many cases crack growth can
be completely eliminated [1,2]. This reduction in the stress
intensity factor is achieved by two mechanisms. The first is a
general reduction in the net sectional stresses resulting from the
addition of the repair. The second mechanism is due to the high
modulus fibers attempting to hold together the adjacent crack
faces, i.e. crack opening. Unlike mechanical repairs which contain
some free length between the first set of fasteners and the crack,
determined by tearout considerations, in a bonded repair, as the
crack opens the adhesive is immediately subjected to shear
resulting in transfer of load into the repair. Thus the crack
opening displacements are smaller and consequently crack growth
rates are substantially reduced.

Bonded repair can also be very economical to perform. In many cases
repairs can be performed without access to internal surfaces,
without the need to disassemble or unfurnish structure. This leads
to significant man hour savings. Generally, precision tooling and
frames are not required. The Australian experience has shown that
application time is significantly less than for the conventional
alternatives.

2.0 RECENT EXAMPLES OF BONDED REPAIRS

a. C130. Stress corrosion cracking in the integral wing skin
stiffeners has been a major problem. Originally, mechanically
fastened repairs were conducted with limited success. In many cases
crack growth continued and the stress corrosion was accelerated.
A simple bonded repair was designed to prevent crack growth and
protect the surface from further corrosion. In the past 15 years
over 1000 such repairs have been conducted. Although the surface
treatment used was basic by today's standards, no crack growth or
repair degradation has been detected.

b. Macchi. A machining error during manufacture of undercarriage
wheels lead to under-dimensional wall thicknesses and subsequent
fatigue cracking. A boron/epoxy reinforcement was placed at points
of maximum stress, to reduce the stress concentration. This in turn
lead to an increase in life from 60 landings to 1000 [3].

c. Mirage III. A severe fatigue cracking problem developed in the
lower wing skin of several Australian aircraft [4]. The region of
cracking was from a fuel decant hole close to the intersection of
the main spar and the root rib. A boron/epoxy repair was chosen, as
its highly directional properties would introduce no local
elevation of stress in the loaded spar, and eliminate mechanical
damage that would occur from fasteners. Also the repair could be
implemented in field conditions without wing removal. One hundred
and eighty wings were repaired/reinforced in this manner. No
degradation or crack growth were detected. Recently, an independent
committee estimated that this procedure saved the Australian
government 700 million dollars, by delaying the procurement of the
F/A-18 replacement aircraft by five years.
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d. F-111C. Secondary bending in the upper wing pivot fitting
integral stiffeners, resulted in compressive yielding under high
positive loads. As a result subsequent negative loads produced high
positive strains, due to the tensile residual component. This in
turn lead to fatigue cracking. Due to the low fracture toughness of
the D6AC steel, mechanically fastened repairs/reinforcements were
precluded. A boron/epoxy doubler was designed to reduce the stress
in the critical region by some 30% [5,6]. Full scale testing
confirmed this result, and currently five reinforced aircraft have
successfully completed certification testing under cold proof load
conditions. This is the largest bonded composite repair program
ever undertaken, each doubler consisting of inexcess of 120 plies.
The reinforcement is conducted in-situ under field conditions.

e. B-727. In order to demonstrate the durability of bonded repairs
and surface treatments, several patches were bonded to
environmentally aggressive locations on a B-727, at that time
belonging to Ansett Airlines. The patch material chosen for this
exercise was aluminum. Locations chosen included wing and vertical
tail leading edges, and lower fuselage areas. Inspections conducted
over the last seven years in service revealed that, although
erosion of the aluminum had occurred, no evidence of bond
degradation were found.

f. Lap Joint Repairs. In light of concerns over MSD, a laboratory
program to evaluate the efficiency of a bonded repair, to fuselage
lap joints containing MSD, was conducted [7,81. This showed that an
order of magnitude increase in life could be achieved by bonding a
boron/epoxy doubler over the lap joint. Completely severed lap
joints, repaired in this manner, achieved lives greater than design
requirements under aggressive environments. In order to gain
further confidence in the durability of this repair scheme, a
demonstrator doubler was bonded to the fuselage of a B-727 aircraft
belonging to Australian Airlines. This currently has completed two
years service without detectable degradation of the bonded doubler.
This program was partially funded by the FAA.

g. B-767. A relative new aircraft belonging to Ansett Airlines, was
found to contain extensive corrosion damage surrounding fastener
holes in the lower section of a keel beam. The damage was larger
than that considered repairable by the manufacturer. The
conventional solution was repair by replacement. As replacement
components were not available, ARL was approached by the Airline to
consider a bonded repair. Believing a bonded repair to be feasible,
a boron/epoxy doubler, some 3ft in length and 2ins. wide was bonded
to the lower inner face of the keel beam. This was intended to
replace the loss strength of the beam, once the corroded material
had been removed. In the worst case one third of the beam flange
material, surrounding a hole, had been removed. This repair has
been in service for three years, and has now a supplemental type
certificate from the Australian Civil Aviation Authourity (CAA).

h. B-747. As a turther durability exercise, nine boron/epoxy
patches were recently bonded to environmentally aggressive
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locations of a Boeing 747-300 aircraft owned by Qantas Airlines
[8). These locations were also chosen for their known high
probability of being damaged, and included, wing and vertical tail
leading edges, fuselage lap joints, upper flap surfaces, and engine
cowlings. Both ambient and hot setting adhesives were used. These
patches will be monitored periodically to assess the integrity of
the bond.

i. B-747. In collaboration with Boeing, four areas on the 747-400
forward fuselage fatigue test article were repaired using bonded
composite doublers [9]. Locations chosen for repair allowed direct
evaluation of their effectiveness by comparison to mirrored
locations containing similar, yet unrepaired, cracks. These were:
skin cracks at STA 560, cracks in lower corner of door 2, frame
cracking lower STA 560, and frame cracking upper STA 360. The test
article completed a additional 20,000 pressure cycles without any
detectable crack growth.

3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In considering a bonded composite repair for a given situation,
careful attention should be given to the following:

a. Geometrical Limitations. Such factors as sharp radii and short
transfer lengths may prevent the use of a bonded repair. Being of
relatively large diameter, boron fibre for instance, is not readily
formed around corners less than approximately 3 in. radius.
Presence of protruding head fasteners may also impede application.

b. Accessibility. Poor accessibility may prevent implementation of
repair application equipment, such as vacuum bags and heating
elentenis. Also the effects on the surrounding structure should be
assessed when using heat curing adhesives. This may include the
nt-d to vent fuel cells with nitrogen, if an elevated temperature
cure is to be conducted.

c. Material Considerations and Selection. Materials selected for a
repair should not degrade the parent material, for example, by
introducing galvanic corrosion. Also consideration must be given to
residual stresses induced, due to the differences in thermal
expansion of the two materials [11). Generally the stiffest
possible material and lay-up (i.e. uni-directional) is chosen , to
minimize neutral axis offset and aerodynamic interference. The
choice of adhesives is critical [12]. The adhesive should have high
shear modulus, shear strain capacity, peel resistance, be highly
durable and cure at relatively low temperature to minimize residual
stresses caused by thermal expansion mis-match between the two
adherents. Modern structural film adhesive are simple to handle and
generally meet these requirements.

d. Design for Low Adhesive Stresses. Firstly, the designed repair
should achieve significant stress intensity reduction at the crack
tip to retard crack growth. Wherever possible, the repair should
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reduce the stress intensity factor below the fatigue threshold of
the material. Importantly, particularly for durability, the
adhesive stresses must be kept low, generally below 40 MPa (9 Ksi)
To achieve this the repair is tapered at the ends to reduce peel
and shear stresses. The damage tolerance of the repair needs to be
considered in the design phase. 'Handbook' solutions are available
[13] for simple geometries, but as the complexity and loading of a
structure increases, the finite element method of analysis should
be used [14,151.

e. Application Process. Consideration must be given to the
mechanism to be used to pressurize and heat the repair. When using
positive pressure, this induced load must be reacted, either
through the structure or some convenient static fixture. When using
vacuum pressurization there may be risk of contaminations being
drawn from fastener holes and cracks, and air ingress through these
areas may also lead to void formation in the adhesive. The choice
of heaters and number thereof, is determined by the complexity and
thickness of the structure. Care must be taken in locating the
monitoring thermocouples, to ensure that no hot or cool spots
exist, as these may adversely effect the cure of the repair. The
temperature distribution should be verified prior to conducting the
repair.

f. Surface Preparation and Treatment. The importance of surface
cleaniless cannot be overstated for any adhesive bonding process
and is paramount to any successful application. The presence of
contaminants or oxides severely inhibits adhesive bonding. In
general, the surface is degreased to remove surface contaminants,
by direct application of a solvent, then abraded to expose fresh,
chemically active, material. Following this, the surface is
chemically treated to promote bonding. Treatments such as silane
solution or non-tank anodizing, aim at the removal of surface
oxides, and the promotion of an oxide layer resistant to hydration,
with a microstructure which enhances interlocking of the adhesive
with the surface. These steps must be preformed in sequence, as the
standard of the subsequent steps depends on the latter. Care must
also be taken to ensure that the surface of the repair material is
meticulously clean.

g. Quality Control. An essential step in the repair process. With
any composite/adhesive system there are many protective surface
films, by which the accidental inclusion of any, would lead to
repair failure. Steps must be in place to ensure that an artisan
preforms the required surface preparation to strict standards.
Temperature and pressure must also be carefully monitored to attain
proper cure, and hence, full material strength.

4.0 PREFERRED SYSTEM

Based on the performance of past repairs, ARL has defined standard
procedures and preferred material for field repair purposes. In
general, boron/epoxy doublers, epoxy/nitrile adhesive (eg. FM73),
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and a surface treatment based on silane' solution are used. Some
of the reasons supporting this selection are as follows:

a. Boron/epoxy has high directional stiffness and strength, with
high shear and peel properties. It is readily formable at low
temperatures and pressures to accommodate complex curvatures. The
relatively high thermal expansion is compatible with that of
aluminum and steel. As this material is non-conductive,
conventional NDI methods can be used to monitor damage beneath the
repair. The material is also chemically inert and as such provides
corrosion protection to the repair area.

b. Film epoxy/nitrile adhesives come in their own carriers,
ensuring uniformity of thickness and are easy to handle. They
possess moderately high moduli and shear yield strain, and exhibit
high plastic shear strain and peel strength with reducing
temperature. Their ability to gel at relatively low temperatures
aids in the reduction of thermally induced stresses. Durable bonds
can be achieved with relatively simple surface treatments. These
materials are also resistant to most fluids commonly %ised in the
aircraft environment.

c. Numerous laboratory programs [14] and past repairs have
demonstrated that good strength and durability can be obtained
using a 1% solution of silane in deionized water, prepared fresh
and used within a few hours of mixing. The solution is required to
wet the surface for a period of 15 minutes, applied either by spray
or clean brush. This is followed by 15 minutes of drying at
approximately 80 degree C (using an oven, or heat gun for field
applications). This system involves no hazardous chemicals, is
environmently safe and can be applied in-situ. Silane does not
encourage corrosion or hydrogen embrittlement of materials. This
factor was critical in the case of the F-Ill repair, in which
aluim'.num, D6AC steel and fasteners were simultaneously treated. No
ociier known system could be used for this application without the
risk of contamination between metals.

Coupled to the surface treatment, the following steps are
performed:

The surface is degreased using methly ethyl ketone (MEK) or other
sclvents with rapid evaporation rates. This is followed by a light
grit-blasting, using 50 micron alumina grit, to expose the metal.
The grit is never recycled and nitrogen is used to propel the grit,
to avoid contamination by water and oils commonly found in
compressed air sources. As a grit blasted surface finish is clearly
visible, this is an important aid towards ensuring good surface
preparation. Hand abrasion is avoided, if possible, as it is
difficult to specify the degree of abrading, and embeds
contaminants in grooves and scratch..ýs during the process.

Gamma-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane
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Similarly, solvent wiping after abrading acts to spread
contaminants.

The surface of the boron/epoxy is thoroughly solvent cleaned and
then lightly grit blasted to remove all the release agents which
may be present on the surface.

In cases involving the repair of cracked components, the common
practice of 'stop drilling' is not pursued. The reason for this is
that the hole would create greater unsupported lengths, than the
original crack, for the bridging repair fibers and reduce their
effectiveness in preventing crack opening displacement. Also, it is
generally acknowledged that the plastic zone at the crack tip
induced by fatigue, plays a significant role in retardation of
growth rates. Stop drilling would remove this zone. These arguments
are supported by a study in [16].

5.0 CONCLUSION

There are many advantages and economies in the use of bonded
composite repairs. Work over the last fifteen years have
demonstrated the superior crack retardation attained from bonded
composites. Numerous successful repairs have been conducted and
are performing well in-service. With the increasing awareness of
the ageing aircraft problem, more bonded repair applications will
become evident. There is always the need to address the durability
and serviceabilty of repair systems, and to this end several
demonstrator programs, using bonded repairs, are in progress with
commercial airlines and military agencies.
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TABLE 1
SOME APPLICATIONS OF BONDED REPAIRS TO METALLIC STRUCTURES

Aircraft Problem Remarks

'C130 Stress Corrosion Cracking in Over 1000 repairs,
aluminium wing skin stiffeners no growth in 15 yrs.

Approx. Savings A$67M

Macchi Fatigue Cracking in Magnesium Life from 60 to 1000
Alloy Wheels Landings.Savings A$2M

Mirage Fatigue Cracking in Lower 180 Wings Repaired or
III Aluminium AU4SG Skin Reinforced. Approx.

Savings A$28M, ('90
A$700M procure./5yrs)

Mirage Fatigue Cracks in Fin No Growth in 8 yrs.
III Aluminium AU4SG Skin

F-111C Secondary Bending in D6ac Developement Phase. 5
Wing Pivot Fitting Leading Aircraft Reinforced.
to Fatigue Problem. 30% Strain Reduction.

F-111C Stress Corrosion Cracking in No Growth in 8 yrs.
7075T6 Fuselage Console Truss

F-111C Stress Corrosion Cracking in Recent Repair.
7075T6 Bulkhead.

F/A-18 Cracking in Fatigue No growth in 10,000
Test 7150T6 Bulkhead SFH

P-3 Lightening Burn in Fuselage No crack initiation
Skin (Graphite patch repair) in 11 yrs.

B-727 Durability Exercise. No Delamination in 8
Several Al. Patches yrs Service

B-727 Simulated Damage in No Degradation in 2
Fuselage Lap Joint yrs Service

B-767 Corrosion Damage in No Degradation in 3
Fuselage Keel Beam yrs Service

B-747 Durability Exercise 1 year in service
9 Patches

B-747 Cracks in Fuselage Fatigue No Growth in 20,000
Test Article. 4 Repairs. SFH

standard RAAF repair
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Low Velocity Impact Resistance of Two Composites

E. Demuts and R. S. Sandhu
USAF, Wright Laboratory, Flight Dynamics Directorate

ABSTRACT

The need for safe composite airframes requires reliable
criteria and requirements guiding the design of damage tolerant
structures. The objective of this experimental investigation was
to generate low velocity impact data of AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy
(Gr/Ep) and IM6/CYCOM3100 graphite bismaleimide (Gr/BMI). The
impact response of both materials is presented here. The damaged
area and the post impact compression strength (PICS) were
determined at room temperature of moisture non preconditioned
specimens of five thicknesses, varying from 9 to 97 plies, and
having a nominal 10/80/10 layup. The size of specimens was
7"xlO" (17.8 cm x 25.4 cm) during impact introduction and 5"x1O"
(12.7 cm x 25.4 cm) during PICS tests. The thinner specimens (9,
26, 48 plies) were subjected to an impact that caused a 0.1"
(2.54 cm) deep dent while each of the thicker specimens (74 and
96 plies) received a 100 ft-lb (136 joules) impact. During the
impact introduction, the specimens were clamped between two
rigidly supported steel plates each having a 5" (12.7 cm) square
opening whose center coincided with those of the specimen and the
free falling impactor. Because the impactor velocity just before
striking the specimen was set to be approximately 16 ft/sec
(4.88 m/sec), the mass of the impactor determined the impact
energy. The extent of the damage was found by the use of
ultrasonic through transmission NDI. For PICS determination a
fixture was used that prevents specimen edge translation while
permitting specimen edge rotation and specimens interior
buckling. The thinner specimens (9 and 26 plies) indeed failed
in buckling.

The most predominant conclusions of this investigation are:
1. the damaged area caused by impact was greater in the Gr/BMI
than in the Gr/Ep although Gr/Ep absorbed a greater amount of
impact energy than Gr/BMI; 2. the undamaged per ply compression
strength of both materials is a strong function of laminate
thickness while the per ply PICS is not; 3. the undamaged per
ply compression strength of Gr/BMI is about 25% greater than that
of Gr/EP but the PICS of both material systems is about the same.
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Inspection of Aircraft Engine Components Using Automated Eddy Current and
Pattern Recognition Techniques

A. Fahr and C.E. Chapman

Structures and Materials Laboratory
Institute for Aerospace Research

National Research Council Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

K1A 0R6

A. Pelletier and D.R. Hay

Tektrend International Inc.,
2755 Pitfield Boulevard, St. Laurent

Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
H4S 1T2

I. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft engine components operated under "safe-life" criteria are retired from service
at the end of their "safe-life" period even though many parts may be substantially free of
significant defects. Components operated under "damage tolerance" criteria are retired for
cause on the basis of accumulated damage revealed by nondestructive evaluation
procedures. The U.S. Air Force MIL STD 1783 establishes requirements for turbine engine
structural integrity (1).

The successful implementation of damage tolerance concepts, based on MIL STD 1783,
requires the use of sensitive nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques that can be used
to inspect many parts reliably and economically. Of the few NDE methods available for the
inspection of engine components, automated eddy current techniques show promise in terms
of sensitivity, reliability and speed. The U.S. Air Force has implemented the new philosophy
relying on totally automated eddy current systems designed for routine inspection of engine
parts (2).

One of the major problems limiting the life of aircraft engines is the occurrence of low
cycle fatigue (LCF) cracks in the fastener bolt holes of compressor discs, spacers and other
rotating parts. Figure 1 illustrates a compressor disc and Figure 2 shows scanning electron
micrographs of typical LCF cracks in the bolt holes of compressor discs. Inspection
according to damage tolerance criteria requires repeatable detection (90% probability of
detection with 95% confidence) of cracks with characteristic dimensions of 0.125 mm
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(0.005"). At such levels, it is difficult to distinguish the actual flaw signal from the noise in
the eddy current signal as both are of similar amplitude. If thresholding methods are used
by a human analyst or implemented by means of electronic instrumentation, detectability
can be low. However, in certain cases, searching for structure in the noisy waveform can
provide indications of defects that escape detection by thresholding techniques. One way of
achieving this is by using pattern recognition analysis.

Previous attempts to use pattern recognition for eddy current enhancement have focused
on the interpretation of the impedance plane figure by using image processing techniques
(3). In the present approach, raw waveforms are used so that waveform rather than image
processing methods can be applied with a considerable reduction in processing time.

A fully automated inspection and decision making system which utilizes a standard eddy
current instrument, an automated XYZ table and an advanced pattern recognition software
package has been developed and integrated. The system has been used to inspect fastener
bolt holes in aircraft engine rotating parts and the preliminary inspection results on a J 85
CAN 40 compressor disc are presented in this report. The effectiveness of pattern
recognition in recognizing defective bolt holes has been compared with the conventional
visual analysis of EC signals by an experienced operator. The results have been verified by
pry opening of all the bolt holes and examination under a scanning electron microscope.

2. INSPECTION SYSTEM

With technical and financial support from IAR, Tektrend International Inc. has designed
and manufactured an Automated Real-time Intelligent Eddy-current System (ARIES). An
integrated systems approach was adopted combining and optimizing automated scanning,
eddy current data acquisition, computer-based interpretation and display of results. ARIES
consists of three main hardware components, control software and an advanced pattern
recognition package as described in the following sections. The complete ARIES system is
shown in Figure 3.

2.1. Hardware Components

The eddy current (EC) sensing device is a commercial Elotest Model B1 SD instrument
equipped with a spiuning probe. The instrument has a frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 MHz
and a gain range of -12 to 90 dB. For automatic EC probe positioning, a Techno XYZ table,
driven by three stepping motors, is employed. The table has a working surface of 75cm X
75cm and the probe head is capable of reaching any point in a 50cm X 50cm surface area
with a positioning accuracy of 0.005mm.

Both the EC instrument and the XYZ table are linked to a Hewlett Packard Vectra
RS/20 computer with a 80386-20 MHz microprocessor, 80387 coprocessor, 2 MBytes of
RAM, 100 MBytes of hard disc storage with 17 msec access time and VGA graphics. The
table is fully controlled by the RS/20 through a serial link and the ARIES control software.
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The EC instrument is also connected to the RS/20 through a serial digital link to transmit
set-up information and an analog link to transmit the EC signals. An RTI-800 analog-to-
digital (A/D) board with a transient sampling rate of up to 7 kHz is provided with a high-
capacity RAM for EC signal acquisition and storage. A SKY 321-PC digital signal processor
(DSP) board is installed for high-speed, real-time processing of the EC signals.

The system operates at a traversal rate of 8 mm/sec between holes with a dwell time
of 6 sec in each hole taking two eddy current readings at six different vertical levels and
provides a large volume of data at high data rates. The digital EC signals are displayed on
the screen and saved on hard disc.

2.2. Control Software

The RS/20 operating system is MS-DOS Version 4.01. Menu- driven software has been
developed for operating the system using the "C" language with some specific A/D modules
programmed in assembly language. The system can be operated in manual or automated
modes and can play back data files or create prints. The main menu is displayed in Figure
4.

In eddy current testing, defect indications are measured as the change of impedance
which consists of a resistive component (real term) and an inductive reactance component
(imaginary term). The real component represents the amplitude of the EC signal while the
imaginary component indicates the phase angle. The two parts are usually combined and
displayed as an impedance plane Lissajous readout as shown in Figure 5-a. ARIES shows
the phase (Figure 5-b) and amplitude (Figure 5-c) components as well as the impedance
plane representation. These signals are displayed on the screen, in real time, along with the
pattern recognition classification results as illustrated in Figure 5 for a bolt hole crack.
Alternatively, the overall inspection results can be displayed in graphic form and defective
bolt holes identified using a different colour code as illustrated in Figure 6.

2.3. Pattern Recognition Software

Pattern recognition is a branch of artificial intelligence which uses statistics and
mathematics to store patterns in a computer and to compare new patterns with those that
have been stored. The objective of pattern recognition is to classify unknown patterns into
known classes on the basis of measurements.

ICEPAK (Intelligent Classifier Engineering PAKage) is a commercial pattern
recognition package developed by Tektrend International Inc. A pattern recognition process
using ICEPAK consists of four steps; data acquisition, data transformation, feature
extraction and classification as shown in Figure 7. During development of a classifier, a
training and testing phase is also required. A detailed description of these steps is provided
in Ref 4.
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Briefly, acquisition of data, data transformation and extraction of features are parts of
the fact gathering process to present the data in optimal formats for processing by the
computer. Recognition is achieved by making measurements on patterns to be recognized
and then deriving features from these measurements. These features form the input to a
classification procedure that gives a class or group assignment for each pattern.

The raw signals from physical measurements are processed using a number of signal
processing techniques including filtering, windowing and Fast Fourier Transformation to
provide additional information that would be unobtainable by analyzing the raw signal alone.
Up to 108 features of the signal from time, power, phase, cepstral and autocorrelation
domains can be automatically selected based on their discriminating ability. There is also
provision for up to 20 additional user-defined features.

ICEPAK uses five procedures to classify signals and details of the algorithms used in
each procedure are provided in Reference 4. The classifying procedures are:
a- Linear Discriminant Function (LDF)
b- K-Nearest Neighbour (KNB)
c- Empirical Bayesian (EB)
d- Minimum Distance (MD) and
e- Neural Network (NN)

The system is first trained on known signals and optimal features and classifying
procedures are selected by optimization of classification (recognition) rate. Together, the
features selected and the classifying procedure are part of a classifier. The classifier is then
used to classify unknown signals.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1. Test Component

An aircraft engine compressor disc, similar to that shown in Figure 1, was used to
evaluate the performance of the automated eddy current system. The disc had been retired
from service due to the development of low cycle fatigue cracks in the tie bolt holes. The
disc material was AM-355, a precipitation hardened martensitic stainless steel and it was
known, from experience, that cracks grow radially with the majority growing inwards towards
the centre of the disc. There were forty 4.7mm diameter bolt holes in the disc, thirty five
of which were available for inspection since part of the disc had been already removed for
other purposes.

3.2. Inspection Procedure

Eddy current inspections were carried out by placing the disc on the scanning table and
calibrating the XYZ scanner to establish accurately the position of each hole. Calibrations
are saved in files and can be used for future inspection of discs of the same nominal
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dimension. Stepping the probe to the centre of the hole at the twelve o'clock location
registers the coordinates of this reference position. The same procedure was repeated for
the bolt holes at the three, six and nine o'clock locations. The computer then establishes,
trigonometrically, the position of the forty holes.

A 4.4mm diameter differential spinning probe with a frequency range of 50kHz- 2.5MHz
was employed for bolt hole inspections. The instrument frequency and gain were adjusted
to 660 kHz and 42 dB respectively, settings which were found 'to be optimal for this
inspection. The bolt holes were inspected at five different depths and eddy current signals
corresponding to each level were digitized and stored.

3.3. Pattern Recognition Analysis

For automated decision making usin"• pattern recognition, the system was first trained
using known signals from cracked and crack free bolt holes obtained in previous disc
inspections. Important features of the training signals were automatically selected on the
basis of their discriminating capability and classifiers were asse3sed in terms of the optimal
recognition rate that can be achieved. Of the first four classifiers evaluated, the K-nearest
neighbour procedure with three features produced an optimal recognition rate of 95%
during training. The optimal features were related to the signal amplitude and partial power
in the power and autocorrelation domains. The neural network procedure was not available
at the time of these experiments and therefore was not included in this study. The optimal
features and classifying procedure were stored away and were used with ARIES to identify,
in real time, defective bolt holes.

3.4. Crack Verification Tests

After inspection and classification, all bolt holes were examined using optical and
scanning electron microscopes and the actual location and size of cracks were determined.
For this purpose, a lx1 inch region surrounding each bolt hole was cut out, a notch was
introduced in the side opposite to the suspected crack area and the sample was then pried
open. The specimens that did not reveal a crack on the fractured surfaces were further
examined on the bolt hole surface to make sure that the crack was not missed during the
pry opening operation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Machine vs Human

To compare the performance of the automated decision making capability of ARIES to
the success rate achieved by an inspector, the eddy current Lissajous figures from the bolt
holes were examined by an experienced inspector. The inspection results are given in
column A of Table I which indicates that 13 bolt holes contained cracks.
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The inspector was then asked to identify the cracked bolt holes by visual analysis of the
projection of the EC signal on X and Y axes which are related to amplitude and phase. The
results are shown in column B of Table I indicating that 17 bolt holes contained cracks. The
higher detection level using the partitioned signals is due to the fact that for very small
cracks, the amplitude of the associated signals is at a level similar to the background noise.
However, there is a slight change in the phase angle that can be seen on the phase signal.

Finally, the ICEPAK pattern recognition package was employed using the optimal
classifier established during training and the system identified 29 bolt holes as being
defective. The results of the automated classification using ICEPAK are illustrated in
column C of Table I. The subsequent destructive tests and examinations under an SEM
indicated that, in fact, 33 of the bolt holes had cracks. The SEM results are given in column
D of Table I.

As seen in Figure 2 under SEM, the service-induced low cycle fatigue cracks have
smoother fracture surfaces than those of tensile rupture created during the pry opening. The
crack size ranged from a few microns up to about 1mm in length. The shape and location
of cracks varied and examples of different crack geometries observed are illustrated in
Figure 2. Most cracks initiated from the surface and propagated radially inward toward the
centre of the disc. There were also some totally intern ' cracks as well as outward
propagating cracks. As seen in Figure 2-c, some crack had multiple initiation sites.

. The automated eddy current inspection with human interpretation resulted in 16 misses,
some as large as 0.5mm. With the aid ,f pattern recognition, a larger number of cracks were
detected, some as small as 0.05mm, and only four cracks were missed, all less than 0.1 mm
in length. In addition to the improved detection levels, the use of pattern recognition results
in a considerable savings in terms of inspection time and manpower. While the visual
interpretation of repetitive EC signals by an operator is time consuming, automated
classification using pattern recognition can be performed, displayed in real-time and
recorded for future reference.

4.2. Correlations with Crack Size

Quantitative measurement of crack size using eddy current response is of considerable
interest and has been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental studies (e.g. 5,6).
However, due to numerous factors, related to material, crack geometry, instruments, settings,
signal processing, etc., that influence the EC signals, accurate sizing of defects using eddy
current is not possible. Nevertheless, correlations between EC signal characteristics and
crack size can be obtained and utilized to provide an estimate of the size of unknown
defects under similar experimental conditions.

Figure 8 illustrates correlations between the EC signal amplitude and phase angle with
the depth of the crack as measured on SEM micrographs. For the material and inspection
conditions of this study, the trend is that the EC signal amplitude does not change
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significantly until the crack size is about 0.5mm deep, after that it increases with increasing
crack depth. On the other hand, the phase angle of the EC signal shows an increasing trend
with the crack size until it reaches a maximum level and then starts to decrease. This
decrease of the phase angle after the maximum is attributed to the weakening of the
induced field at larger depths which is governed by the operating frequency.

The trends indicate that, if only the signal amplitude is used for crack detection, it is
likely that some small cracks will remain undetected. Both amplitude and phase information
are required to increase the detection level for small cracks and pattern recognition takes
advantage of multi-feature analysis to recognize such small cracks.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A standard eddy current instrument, an automated XYZ table and an advanced pattern
recognition software package have been integrated into ARIES, a system to inspect fastener
bolt holes of aircraft engine components. The use of pattern recognition analysis provided
significant improvement in the sensitivity, reliability and speed of inspection. It was possible
to indicate the presence of service-induced fatigue cracks as small as 0.05mm in the bolt
holes of a compressor disc in real-time.

The correlations between the EC signal amplitude and phase angle with the crack size
indicate that both the amplitude and phase information are required to increase the
detectability for small cracks. Pattern recognition uses these and other optimal features of
the EC signal for improved detection results.

6. FURTHER WORK

A more extensive research program involving several service-retired components 'S
currently underway to determine the probability of detection of various inspection
procedures and to establish their significance with respect to damage tolerant design and
maintenance of aircraft engine components. Automated eddy current inspection using
pattern recognition analysis is one of the procedures being evaluated in this study.
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Table I

Comparison Between Human Interpretation and Pattern Recognition

Hole No. Automated Eddy Current Inspection SEM
Human Interpretation Pattern Recognition

LissaJ ous Partitioned
(A (B) *(C) (D)

1 * *
2 *
3 * *
4**5 * * * *
6 * * *
7 * * * *
8 * * * *

9
10 *
11 * *
12 * * * *
13 * * * *
14 * * * *
15 * * * *
16 * *
17 * *
18 * * * *
19 * * * *
20 *
21 * *
22 *
23-27, Material was removed and not available for inspection
28 * * *
29 * * *
30 * *
31 * *
32
33 * * * *
34 * * * *
35 * * * *
36 * *
37 *
38 * * *
39 * *
40 * * * *

Total 13 17 29 33

* Indicates crack is detected
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Figure 1. A photograph of the compressor disc similar to that used in the present

investigation.
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1:,0~c .A photograph of the automated intelligient eddy current scannrii wvtcm.
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Predicting the Influence of Inherent

Material Inhomogeneities on Notch

Fatigue Life

A. F. Grandt, Jr.1

A. J. Hinlde 2,

T. D. Scheumann3 , and R. E. Todd3

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes a fracture mechanics analysis developed to study the effect

of initial size and spatial distribution of inherent material inhomogeneities on fatigue life.

Calculations were performed for a set of experiments conducted previously to determine

the influence of microporosity size and frequency on the fatigue life of notched 7050-

17451 aluminum specimens. The favorable comparison between the numerical and

experimental results indicates the analysis method could be used to predict the benefits to

fatigue life obtained by reducing the size and distribution of initial inhomogeneities such

as those due to microporosity.

1 Professor and Head, and 3 Graduate Research Assistants, School of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Purdue University, W. Lafayette, IN 47907 USA. T.D. Scheumann is currently employed by The
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to describe a fracture mechanics analysis to calculate

the fatigue lives of notched components which contain initial material inhomogeneities,

and to describe how to use this analysis to predict the influence of material quality on

fatigue life. The analysis is based on prior work [1-5] which resulted in a computer
model to predict the growth and coalescence of multiple fatigue cracks. The flaw

configuration studied previously consists of a hole in a wide plate. Multiple surface

and/or corner cracks are located along one side of the hole and are assumed to be part-

elliptical in shape. A remote cyclic stress is applied perpendicular to the crack plane, and

the multi-degree-of-freedom analysis predicts the initial growth, coalescence, and
propagation to failure of the final dominant flaw as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

numerical model employs stress intensity factor solutions developed by Newman and
Raju for single surface and corner cracks [61, while interaction between individual cracks

is predicted by a stress intensity factor solution obtained especially for coalescing corner

cracks at fastener holes [2]. Prior work with the model demonstrated that it gives
excellent predictions for intentionally introduced fatigue cracks which have relatively

large initial dimensions [3-5]. The model had not previously been applied to small

naturally occurring cracks which are the subject of the current investigation.

Alcoa Laboratories have conducted various experimental programs to investigate

the influence of material quality on fatigue life [7-9]. Open hole fatigue specimens of

aluminum alloy 7050 thick (6 in.) plate were machined from the quarter-thickness (low

microporosity) and mid-thickness (high microporosity) plate locations [9]. The fatigue

specimens were 0.125 inch (3.2 mm) thick, 1.0 inch (25.4 umm) wide, and 9.0 inches (229
mm) in length. Two 0.189 inch (4.75 mm) diameter holes drilled 1.0 inch (25.4 mm)

apart along the specimen centerline were used to increase the likelihood that

microporosity would be present on the surface of the hole. The specimens were cycled to

failure (complete fracture of specimen through one hole) at three different axial stress

levels. Examination of the fracture surfaces with a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
indicated that fatigue cracks initiated from material micropores rather than from

machining flaws. At each stress level fatigue life increased with a reduction in the size

and frequency of crack initiating micropores.
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Analysis of Experimental Results

The original numerical algorithm assumes the initiating inhomogeneity to behave

as an ideal elliptical crack. While this assumption gives reasonable fatigue life

predictions for the 42 experiments considered in this investigation it may not for other
situations such as initiation starting from particles or extremely small microporosity. To

investigate different initiation sites the work of Trantina and Barishpolsky [10] was
incorporated into the current analysis procedure. They conducted an elastic-plastic finite

element analysis for estimating the stress intensity factor for small cracks which originate

at voids or inclusions within a large body. The problem they examined consisted of an

ellipsoidal void or inclusion which contains an equatorial crack of length b as shown in
Fig. 2. The void height is h, its width is 2R, the crack extends a uniform length b around
the void equator (x-y plane), and a remote stress a is applied in the z direction

perpendicular to the plane of crack growth. An effective stress intensity factor for this

flaw geometry is given in Ref. 10 by the following expression:

K= 0 [11

where the dimensionless geometric term 13 is given by

2+ B(l2K 2 _)XR)10+ (R 1.8[21
Ct X b+R b+R

Here Kt is the elastic stress concentration factor for the ellipsoidal void or

inclusion (without the crack), and is a function of the aspect ratio h/2R. The constant B
in Eq. 2 is given by B = I for a void, B = 2 for a bonded cracked inclusion, and by B =

0.3 for an unbonded inclusion. Note that for a void with B = 1, and for a crack size b >>
R, 13 reduces to 2/n, the well known result for a penny shaped crack in an infinite body.
In this case, the void no longer influences the crack tip stress intensity factor. At the

other extreme, when b << R, 13 equals 1.12BK1 t. Since 1.12 is the 13 value for an edge

crack in a semi-infinite plate, this result effectively reflects the influence of the void on
small cracks simply by the magnification in local stress caused by the void Kt (recall B=I

for a void).

Several points had to be considered before the Trantina-Barishpolsky solution

could be applied to the microporosity encountered in the present experiments. First, one
must account for the fact that the inhomogeneities are located along the bore of a hole,
rather than at the center of a large body as assumed in Ref. 10. In addition, the

inhomogeneities of interest are not necessarily circular in the x-y plane (perpendicular to

the applied stress), nor is the crack length the same in the x and y directions.
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These points are incorporated into the analysis by defining the following effective

stress intensity factor:

KT-.B
K- KN3-R [31Kpenny

Here KT-B is the Trantina-Barishpolsky stress intensity factor solution computed by Eqs.

1 and 2 for a cracked void or inclusion in a large body, Kpny is the stress intensity

factor solution for a circular penny shaped crack (i.e. no void) in an infinite body, and

KN-R is the Newman and Raju [6] stress intensity factor solution for a surface or corner

crack located along the bore of a hole. To account for noncircular cracks, crack growth

in the major and minor flaw directions was analyzed by defining Kpenny with respect to

the major and minor axes respectively.

The microvoids are assumed here to be precracked ellipsoids (B = 1), with the

measured microvoid dimensions consisting of the sum of the void radius R and the crack

length b. The void Kt would depend on the aspect ratio h/2R, and possibly on the
"roughness" of the void surface. Specifying the crack length b involves deciding what

portion of the initial inhomogeneity is cracked at the start of the test (i.e. the ratio

R/(b+R) in Eq. 2). Since neither the void K, nor the initial crack size b were known a

priori, the effect of these two parameters on fatigue life was examined numerically.

Figure 3 shows the influence of the void Kt and the initial crack size parameter R/(b+R)

on the predicted fatigue life for a typical specimen. Note that the initial portion of the

defect which is assumed to be cracked, reflected by the term R/(b + R), plays a modest

role on life. When b >> R, the void loses its local influence, and the result from the

original life analysis is obtained. When the initial crack size b is small, life decreases

with increasing Kt as one would expect. Based on these calculations, and the likelihood

that the microvoids could influence the growth of small cracks, it was decided to fix

R/(b+R) = 0.9, and let Kt = 10 for the current calculations.

The number of cycles Np required for the dominant crack to grow to a size which

had a crack growth rate of 0.01 inch/cycle (2.5 mm/cycle) was computed, and is

compared in Fig. 4 with the actual measured fatigue life Na. Only the shortest fatigue

life is reported when multiple computations were performed for situations which

involved cracks on opposite sides of the hole. The 0.01 inch/cycle crack growth rate was

used here to define the predicted fatigue life, and it is expected that specimen fracture

would occur within a few cycles after reaching this relatively fast growth rate.

Therefore, for all practical purposes the predicted life Np given in Fig. 4 represents the

total specimen life to fracture. Note that the predictive model agrees quite well with the

experimental results.
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Predictive Study of Initial Inhomogeneity Size, Location and Type

One goal for the current research was to develop a fatigue crack growth model

which could be used to predict the effects of changes in initial material quality on the

fatigue life of structural components. The initial inhomogeneity size and location

distributions may be measured from the fracture surfaces of lot release tests [7] or

determined from nondestructive inspection methods such as acoustic microscopy. Either

the original algorithm or the modified algorithm may be used to study the effect of

changes in the size and location of micropores. However, as process improvements

continue to decrease the size and frequency of micropores in the material, constituent

particles will most likely be the next inhomogeneity to initiate fatigue cracks [8]. The

incorporation of the Trantina-Barishpolsky analysis is important because it allows

different types of initiation sites to be compared.

To demonstrate how this model can be used to predict fatigue life, the following

question was examined using a parametric study. "When do the micropores become

small enough that constituent particles become the initiation sites?" The specimen

configuration examined previously was considered to contain a quarter-circular (a=c)

comer crack or a semi-circular surface crack located along the hole bore at midplane.

The remotely applied cyclic stress was assumed to be 20 ksi (138 MPa) with a stress ratio

of 0.1. Two types of initial defects were considered: a micropore with B=1.0 and a

cracked inclusion with B=2.0 in Eq. 2. The initial void crack size parameter R/(b+R)
was fixed at 0.9 as before and Kt was assumed to be 10. The fatigue lives corresponding

to various initial size assumptions are shown in Figure 5. Note that this figure shows that

for an equal area, the particle is more damaging than the pore, and that the comer is a

more damaging location.

While constituent particle size varies with different processing procedures, a

reasonable size range is 5 to 15 pum in radius, which correspond to areas of 80 - 700 I.gm 2.

As shown in Fig. 5, particles of this size placed at the hole comer location have fatigue

lives similar to pores with areas of 240 - 2200 gm2 located at the midplane hole location.
By chance, tests conducted for another program [81, have demonstrated that this

analytical study gives reasonable results. One specimen failed at 80,700 cycles due to

the presence of a 710 gim2 micropore area located near the midplane of the hole. Figure
5 predicts a fatigue life of approximately 80,000 cycles for a midplane pore (surface

void) of this size. A second specimen failed at 79,500 cycles due to a 324 gim 2

constituent particle located at the hole corner. Figure 5 predicts that a 240 1im 2 corner

particle would cause failure at this life, which again agrees fairly well with the observed
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value of 324 g1m2 . (The fracture surfaces for these two specimens are given in Fig. 6,
and show the difference between the interior porosity and comer particle initial
inhomogeneities.)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A fatigue crack growth analysis has been performed for a series of experiments
conducted to determine the effect of microvoid location and density on the fatigue life of
notched specimens machined from 7050-T7451 aluminum plate. A computer program

written previously to predict the life of multi-cracked holes was modified to consider the
influence on the stress intensity of initial void crack interaction.

The original crack growth algorithm gave excellent life estimates for the data
considered here, although the original analysis treated the microvoid "crack starters" as
planar elliptical cracks, and did not consider the local stress concentration caused by the
void. When a stress intensity factor analysis by Trantina and Barishpolsky [ 10] for small

cracks which occur at voids or inclusions was added to the analysis scheme, similar life
estimates were obtained, indicating that the initial crack assumption was quite reasonable
for the current tests. A key advantage of incorporating the Trantina-Barishpolsky defect

analysis, however, is the capability to compare initial inhomogeneity types.

It is felt that the good agreement obtained between experiment and analysis
suggest that the present algorithm is a useful tool to predict the effect of altering
discontinuity size, spacing, and type on the life of notched components. One such
hypothetical configuration was examined to demonstrate the type of parameter studies

possible with the current analysis tool.

Consideration of the "small" crack problem was limited here to use of the
Trantina-Barishpolsky stress intensity factor analysis for small void cracks, and the
broader issue of "small" versus "large" crack material response remains to be studied.
Although good results were obtained in the current analysis by extrapolating a linear fit
of the "large" crack da/dN versus AK data to the low AK regime, it is recommended that

small crack data be used when available.
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Abstract

A review of published results indicates that the description of short fatigue crack

behavior as "anomalous" is inappropriate. This designation is a consequence of the use

of correlation procedures which are not valid. An understanding of short fatigue crack

growth behavior appears to require that two effects must be considered. The first of

these concerns the role of obstruction to closure upon unloading. For a given range of

stress intensity factor, obstruction to closure is generally less for short cracks than for long

cracks. A second involves the fact that the linear fracture mechanics relation between

the stress intf asity factor range and the cyclic plastic zone is not generally valid for short

cracks.

Introduction

Most considerations of short fatigue crack behavior begin with reference to results ob-

tained by Pea-son [1]. Pearson discovered that short cracks could grow under loading which

was below the threshold range of stress intensity factor. This behavior was subsequently

described as "anamolous", and it has since been the subject of numerous investigations.

The objectives of this paper are to summarize the progress which has provided a char-

acterization of the basic features of short fatigue crack behavior, and to identify problems

which remain to be resolved.

Short Fatigue Crack Features

To provide an overall perspective of short fatigue crack behavior within the context

of fatigue in general, it is helpful to refer to the Kitagawa diagram [2] shown in Figure 1.

Fatigue, crack nucleation and growth pass through distinct regimes which can be charac-
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terized by crack length. The relation of the fatigue failure loading boundary to crack length

is illustrated in Figure 1. In the plot of stress range versus crack length, the boundary is

divided into three regimes which are depicted as two straight lines in regimes I and III and

a curve in regime II. Stress range values below the boundary correspond to cases in which

cracks are arrested. Above the boundary, crack growth occurs.

The ordinate value of the boundary in regime I corresponds to the endurance limit.

The line in regime III represents the value of stress range, Aa, corresponding to the

threshold value of the stress intensity range, .Ž,K, in the relation

AK =

where Y is constant for the given crack config'uation and a is the crack length.

If the dashed lines were extended and used as the boundary in regime II, predictions

would be nonconservative because cracks are observed to grow below these lines. The

boundary in regime II is, therefore, represe::ted by the solid curve connecting the two

straight lines. The primary emphasis here wiLl be on regime II. Before proceeding to this

topic, however, few general remarks about the regimes in the Katagawa diagram will be

mlade.

Crack initiation and initial growth are dependent on microstructural features such as

inclusions, grain boundaries and texture [3.4.5,6,7]. At the left end of regime II cracks

of the order of a inicrostructural feature such as grain size have exhibited discontinuous

growth rates [4,5]. They alternately sprint, for example, through a grain and then a]e

retarded at barriers such as grain boundaries. The transition from regime 1. ,o regime

III occurs at different values of crack length for different alloys. It has been suggested

that transition length depends on the grain size and the yield strength [8,9]. Experimental

results have indicated that the length at the transition from regime II to III occurs at a

length of the order of ten times a characteristic microstructural feature such as grain size

[91]

It has also been observed that in comparing two alloys, the one with the greater

endurance limit can have the lower threshold for crack growth [6,10]. This reversal in

resistance behavior may create difficulties in developing correlations between crack initi-
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ation and crack growth behavior [11,12]. Efforts to use fracture mechanics as a basis for

extrapolating back to the initial phase of fatigue damage may, therefore, involve issues

which require further study.

Recent results indicate that the anomalous designation is inappropriate, and is a

consequence of the use of correlation procedures which are not valid. A clarification of

short fatigue crack growth behavior appears to require that two effects must be considered.

One concerns the role of obstruction to closure upon unloading. For a given range of stress

intensity factor, obstruction to closure is generally less for short cracks than for long cracks.

A second mechanism involves the fact that the relationship between the stress intensity

factor range and the cyclic plastic zone size used for long cracks is not valid for short

cracks.

Although most attention has been directed toward consideration of these two mech-

anisins, a third potentially important mechanism should be mentioned. Nakai and Ohji

113] and Nakajima, et al [14] have presented test results for "anomalous" short crack be-

lhvior which they contend was solely the result of corrosive action. That is, for the test

conditions developed, they ruled out both crack tip plasticity effects and closure effects.

Since corrosion fatigue failures are often observed in service, this behavior should not be

ignored.

Correlation Limitations

In fatigue crack growth the application of LEFM leads to the use of AK to compute

the cyclic plastic zone size at the crack tip. In 1967 Rice f15] predicted that because the

use of AK underestimates the size of the cyclic plastic zone size for short cracks, they

should grow faster than long cracks for the same AK value. This can be illustrated by

considering an edge crack in a wide plate for which

AK = 1.1(Aa)Vf-,

where AK is the stress intensity factor range, Au is the applied stress range and a is

the crack length. When plots of short and long crack data are made, this is the type of

equation used. If a short crack is one tenth the length of a long crack, it follows that the
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ratio of the applied stress ranges for the same AK is

Aa(short) - 3.16
Aot(long)

Clearly, the stress level for the short crack can be much larger than that for the long crack.

For long fatigue cracks, AK serves as a valid correlation parameter. Also, the cyclic

plastic zone rcyc can be calculated from AK, and it also can be considered a suitable

correlation parameter. For short cracks AK is no longer suitable, but ryc1 , if properly

determined, may still be an acceptable correlation parameter. Nisitani, et al [16] have

proposed that the short crack growth rate, da/dN, is proportional to the cyclic plastic

zone size. They then assume that
rcy_ AcT

a Or

where a is the crack length and co is the yield strength. They then derive the relation

d' D (, a7

for short cracks. The constants D and n must be determined from tests. Although this

equation has, been used to correlate short crack test data, it does not provide a continuous

transition from short to long cracks. Separate growth rate equations are required for short

and long cracks. Also, it does not, as K does, provide a description of component geometry

and loading.

The determination of the size of the plastic zone in front of the crack tip is not as

simple as may generally be believed. Larsson and Carlsson [17], Rice [18] and Leevers and

Radon [19] have shown that an accurate determination of the plastic zone size requires

the use of a second term of the Williams' series [20]. The additional terni results in the

addition of the uniform stress which is parallel to the line of the crack, and it can be either

tensile or compressive. This uniform stress depends on the specimen geometry and the

details of loading. For an edge crack in a finite width plate, for example, the stress is

tensile and increases with increasing crack length to plate width ratio beyond a value of

about 0.6. For ratios of less than 0.6 a compressive stress which increases with decreasing

ratio is developed [19). Computations for very short cracks have not been presented.
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Although the short fatigue crack presents special problems with regard to the high level

of loading encountered, it may be possible to develop a satisfactory correlation parameter

which includes additional terms of the Williams' series. Thus, a replacement of AK with

AK( +...)

may provide an improved representation of the cyclic plastic zone developed. The addi-

tional terms beyond unity could be expected to decrease with increasing crack length.

Obstruction to Clossure Effects

Much of the recent work on short crack growth has focused on the effect of closure

obstruction. It is reasoned that closure obstruction is less for short cracks and that all

that is required is the adoption of an effective AK to account for the observed behavior.

Blom, et al [6] present results of an elastic-plastic analysis which support the reduction

in closure obstruction conjecture. A number of researchers have adopted this approach,

and they have presented results of correlations which show agreement with experimental

data [6,12,211. The results of Swain, et al [121 indicate that the Newman closure model

[22] provides the adjustment in AK required to correlate short crack data with long crack

data except for the case of R = -1. For this case the short cracks grew faster than the long

cracks. This observation would appear to be consistent with data obtained for negative

1R by Yu, et al [23] and by Tack and Beevers [24]. They found that the crack growth

rate for tests with the same maximum stress increased with decreasing (more negative) R.

This implies that compressive excursions, which are usually neglected, can affect closure

obstruction.

It may appear that the use of an effective stress intensity factor range evades the

question of its validity for describing the plastic yielding developed for short cracks. The

rationale for the use of an effective AK may, however, be viewed as being analogous to

Irvin's plastic zone size correction to the crack length [25].

Discussion

The applicability of the closure methods will probably depend on the extent to which

the test data used to implement the analyses can successfully incorporate the inelastic
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features of short crack behavior. These inelastic features and the closure mechanisms are,

of course, coupled. The degree of coupling can be expected to depend upon the R ratio

value. For high Ri, for which a short crack may remain open throughout a loading -ycle,

closure obstruction would not be involved. For low values of R., however, the inelastic

deformation at the crack tip is an integral part of the crack extension process which leads

to the formation of closure obstructions. The complicating effects of negative R have been

discussed above.

It was noted earlier that the level of load applied in the short crack experiments may

result in the net stress being a large proportion of the yield strength. Components in

aircraft which are subjected to this level of loading on a sustained basis could be expected

to have very short lives for longer cracks. Such loading is not likely to be ex -ýrienced,

however, as such high loads would occur on only an intermittent basis. This soning

leads to the conclusion that the effects of intermittant loading should be studied. Some

spectrum loading tests on short cracks have been conducted recently [12,261. Some future

tests should also, however, be conducted for simpler loading conditions. Considerable

insight has been gained, for example, from tests in which is maintained constant except

for a single overload. Tests of this type could reveal the development of retardation, or

possible arrest effects which could have an impact on service applications involving short

cracks. It has, for example, been shown by McEvily and Yang 127] that the form of closure

obstruction can change abruptly during loading. They presented convincing evidence that

indicates that even though crack closure obstruction prior to an overload is of the plane

strain form, obstruction during the transient retardation interval occurs at the specimen

faces; i.e., under plane stress conditions. It has been noted that this behavior can be

expected to have an impact on closure models which are applied to variable amplitude

loading for long cracks [28]. The possible effects on short cracks is at present a matter for

conjecture.

Finally, the possible complicating effects of corrosion should be recalled. Service failure

tabulations in which the causes of failure have been identified have indicated that corrosion

fatigue occurs frequently. Access of corrosive agents to the tip of cracks can be expected

to be easier for short cracks than for long cracks. This access may also be facilitated by
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the fact that opening loads tend to be lower for short cracks than for long cracks. The

complications for this problem involves a coupling of all of the mechanisms present; i.e.,

enlarged plastic zone size, closure obstruction and corrosion.

Conclusions

1. Since the mechanisms for crack nucleation, short crack growth and long crack growth

are different, attempts to extrapolate back from long growth behavior to the earlier

regimes may not be possible.

2. Characterization of short crack growth as "anomalous" is based on the use of invalid

ccr'elation procedures. Because of the high levels of loading encountered with short

cracks, the linear elastic fracture mechanics relation between cyclic plastic zone size

and stress intensity factor range is not generally applicable.

3. It may be possible to adopt an elasticity based, multiple paraameter solution as a

correction for the crack tip plastic zone size. This may lead to the development of an

acceptable correlation parameter for short crack growth under high R ratio loading.

4. For low R values some closure obstruction may develop. Then an acceptable correla-

tion parameter must incorporate both the inelastic and closure effects properly.

3. The high level of loading used in short fatigue crack tests in the laboratory is not

likely to be encountered on a sustained basis in service. Such high loads occur on only

an intermittent basis, so the behavior of short crack growth under variable amplitude

loading needs to be thoroughly investigated to evaluate the impact of the problem.

G. Evidence has been presented which indicates that the form of closure obstruction can

vary for long cracks under variable amplitude loading. If such variations occur for

short cracks, the development of simple closure models may be difficult.

7. In many" service failures there is evidence that crack growth has occurred in conjunc-

tion with corrosion. The possible coupled effects of enlarged plastic zone, closure

obstruction and corrosion should be recognized as a potential service problem.
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SUMMARY

This is a report on research conducted in the Center for Computational Me-

chanics of Washington University in St. Louis. The principal objective of this work

is to improve safety of flight and minimize maintenance costs through effective uti-

lization of computers.

Many investigators have been and are being concerned with the question:

how to obtain correct numerical solutions to mathematical problems which are

supposed to represent physical systems or processes? A great deal of progress

has been made in this area, especially during the 1980's. It is now known that

for a very large class of problems, which includes most problems in structural

and mechanical engineering practice, exponential rates of convergence and very

accurate estimates of error can be obtained by proper design of finite element

meshes and increase of the polynomial degree of elements (see, for example, [1D).

On the other hand, very little attention has been paid to the much more important

questions: Is the mathematical problem properly formulated? - Is it adequate for

the purposes of a particular decision-making task?

Consider, for example, the problem of deciding whether a titanium repair

patch on a stiffened panel, made of laminated composites, is adequate or not. The

panel shown in Fig. 1 was actually tested by the McDonnell Aircraft Company in

t The work reported has been sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
search under research grant No. 88-0017 and the Israeli Air Force.
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St. Louis. The test was designed for determining stiffness and strength. Consider

now four mathematical models of this mechanical system:

Model 1: Plane elasticity, the fasteners represented by elastic springs.

Model 2: Plane elasticity, the fasteners represented by nonlinear springs, the prop-

erties of which are determined by coupon tests. Note that Model 1 is a special

case of Model 2.

Model 3: Effects of bending and stability are considered in addition to the in-plane

forces, and nonlinear fastener connections. Note that Model 1 and Model 2 are

special cases of Model 3.

Model 4: Same as Model 3, but local failure of the panel is considered also. The

first three models are special cases of Model 4.

The question is: Which of these models should be used? The answer depends

on the range of loading and the desired accuracy. Model 1 generally does not

represent reality well, but is much easier to use than the other models. Model

2 is generally accurate until buckling or local failure occurs. Model 3 is quite

sophisticated (and expensive), and Model 4 involves a choice of failure theories,

thereby introducing another set of modeling problems and requiring information

which is not readily available.

The essential point is that a single model does not provide sufficient infor-

mation for deciding whether the model itself is adequate or not. A particular

mathematical model must be viewed as a member of a hierarchic system of mod-

els. The proper choice of a model from the hierarchic sequence is such that the

data of interest are independent, up to the desired level of accuracy, from a priori

restrictions imposed on the model.

A properly formulated hierarchic system of models makes it possible to ap-

proximate any real system or process up to the limits of our ability to represent

the natural laws controlling that process by mathematical relationships.

The particular focus of the work reported here was the development of ad-

vanced models for fastened structural connections. The structural and strength

responses of airframes are both very strongly influenced by the design and qual-

ity of fasteners. In present modelling practice fasteners are often treated poorly,

even conceptual errors are not uncommon in the mathematical description of fas-

teners. As a consequence, expensive and time-consuming testing programs are
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Fig. 1. Example: Shear test of a composite panel.

The dimensions are iAn millimeters.

required, essentially for overcoming the inadequacies of mathematical models and

their numerical treatment.

Structural models

A model of fastened structural connections must provide reliable information

about the distribution of forces in fastener groups. This is possible only if the

force-displacement relationships of fasteners and their dependence on installation,

aging and manufacturing tolerances are represented by the model.

The force-displacement relationships are generally nonlinear. Force-dis-

placement curves, of the form F = ks(A)t , can be obtained by inexpensive coupon

tests. For a mathematical model to account for such nonlinearities, a simple and

rapidly converging iterative procedure must be employed. In the first step linear

stress-strain relationship is assumed.

Considering membrane action only, in the first step of the iteration fasteners

are represented by a pair of rigid disks, connected to the upper plate and lower

plate by distributed springs (see Fig. 2.) The mathematical representation of the
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springs is:

TVU1(e) =- k("'('(a) + U cos )

Tt'l)(O) = -k nLl(uIL)(()+Dcose)

F = kf(U + D)

where the superscript U (resp. L) represents the upper (resp. lower) plate; the

angle 9 is the angle measured from the line of action of the fastener force F, and

T, is the normal traction acting on the fastener bore. (Force per length squared

units).

kn is the spring rate of a distributed spring between the rigid disk and the plate.

(Force per length cubed units).

un is the normal displacement (positive inward) of a point on the fastener bore.

U is the displacement of the rigid disk in the upper plate.

D is the displacement of the rigid disk in the lower plate.

The investigation has shown that structural models need not account for the

fact that fasteners transmit forces in compression only, that is when (unU)(0) +

Ucos9) > 0 (resp. (4 L )(0) + Dcos9) > 0). Lumping the spring stiffnesses is adequate.

Strength models

In strength models either the maximal stress in the vicinity of fasteners or

stress intensity factors must be computed. Knowing the magnitude and orientation

of the fastener force F, from the structural model, computation of the stresses or

stress intensity factors either by the finite element method or the boundary element

method is straightforward.

Implementation and Examples

The numerical procedure has been implemented into a research computer pro-

gram named NONLFAS which was used for evaluation of some practical demon-

stration problems. The commercial p-version finite element code MSC/PROBEt

was employed to calculate the coefficient matrices of the upper and lower plates.

t The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation, Los Angeles, CA 90041-1777.
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Lower Plate

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of plate connections.

Experimental test measurements were employed for assessing the accuracy of the

model. Three typical cases were investigated:

(a) A ten-fastener doubler which was loaded into the nonlinear region;

(b) An orthotropic shear panel with circular hole, simulating damage, repaired

by an octagonal titanium plate (see Fig. 1);

(c) A tensile orthotropic panel with a 4.0 inch diameter hole repaired by a trape-

zoidal titanium plate.

The model predictions were found to be in a good agreement with the exper-

imental results reported in the literature. In all cases quality control and error

estimation calculations based on p-extensions were performed. Based on these

model problems, it was concluded that for structural analysis a relatively coarse

mesh can be used with p < 5. For strain and stress analyses, as well as for fracture

mechanics computations, higher p-levels are needed, however. In certain cases,

mesh refinement beyond the mesh required for representing the geometric details

of a fastened connection was also needed to achieve the required accuracy.

Conclusions

It was found that there are two important parameters which affect the load

distribution between the fasteners: the fastener stiffness and the level of initial
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clearance at each fastener. Both of these parameters are controlled by the manu-

facturing and the installation processes.

(1) The fastener stiffness: It was found that in all cases there we'e two saturation

points with respect to the fasteners' stiffness, called the "wea.k" and "stiff"

points, beyond which the fasteners may be considered as infinitely weak or
stiff, respectively. In order to understand the sensitivity of the loads with

respect to fastener stiffness one should first locate the stiffness of the investi-

gated case relative to these two points.

(2) The initial clearance: Two increments of initial clearance were specified. A

high level (relative to the original displacement) to represent a poor instal-

lation where the fastener may be considered almost absent, and a low level

which corresponds to a minor flaw in installation. In both cases, the behavior

was found to be similar: for the tensile cases, the largest load change was
always at the same fastener location where the increment of clearance was

specified, and the load change decayed with the distance from that fastener.

For the shear case, moment considerations controlled the load redistribution.

The procedure employed in this investigation can be modified for analyzing

other types of connections. For example, connections by adhesives could be treated
in similar fashion: modeling the plates by two-dimensional elements which are

attached by nonlinear elements that would represent the adhesive behavior. Again,

for purposes of efficiency, first the linear degrees of freedom should be condensed

out, and only then should the nonlinear equations be solved.
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VIBROACOUSTIC FATIGUE AND STRESS CORROSION CRACKS

IN THE FUSELAGE SKIN OF A LARGE CARGO AIRPLANE

U. Dunn**, L. Shaw* and L. Rogers**

1. Abstract

In August 1986, a 48 inch long skin crack wan discovered in
the forward fuselage of a large cargo airplane. An inspection of
other airplanes identified similar, but very short cracks in 58 of
77 airplanes. The greater majority of cracks are associated with
the row of fasteners joining external fairing support structure to
the fuselage skin.

Initial investigations resulted in clarifying the type of
problem but did not fully identify the cause of cracking. It
appears that the cracks are the result of corrosion fatigue and
stress corrosion. Because of the stress corrosion high crack
growth rate, most of the crack faces studied showed large areas of
intergranular separation and only small areas of fatigue
striations.

A video holography program graphically identified the many
panel responses as higher order thin skin vibration modes. At
frequencies up to 1000 hz, panel modes of up to 5 peaks per panel
were observed in the fringe patterns generated by the video
holography technique.

A modal analysis (ground vibration test, GUT) program has
been performed to identify lower frequency frame and stringer
global (shell) modes as well as higher frequency panel modes.

An acoustic survey of engine noise, including the multiple
pure tone harmonics, has been performed to identify the external
acoustic patterns impinging upon the entire fuselage. Eleven
other airplanes were tested to define the overall acoustic levels
of the engines exciting the forward fuselage.

Fractographic, finite element analyses and material
characterization studies are being performed to support the above
programs investigating the skin cracks occurring in the large
cargo airplane.

A flight test will also be performed to quantify the skin
responses (acceleration and strain versus frequency) for selected
flight and ground operations.

Additional flight data may be gathered and evaluated in
conjunction with the above data to establish the effectiveness of
practical crack controlling measures in this potentially high
maintenance cost area. Based on the combined results of all of
the efforts, the most cost effective measures will be recommended
for fleet repair/retrofit of this aircraft.

$ US Air Force/Uright Laboratory/FIBG, Wright-Patterson AFB
** Consultant
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2. Background

The forward fuselage cargo area side walls are of frame,
stringer and skin construction. The frames and stringers are made
of 7075-T6 aluminum and the skin is 7079-T6 clad (one side)
aluminum. Straps of 6AL-4V annealed titanium are bonded to the
skin at frame and mid-bay locations. The skin is nominally 0.068
inches thick and the titanium straps are 0.016 inches thick. The
material characteristics for the skin and straps are those for
sheet material. The skin radius in the cargo area is 143.0 inches
and the in-flight operating pressure is 8.3 psi. The frame
spacing is 20 inches and the stringer spacing is nominally 8
inches. External fairing lower support structure is attached to
the skin with a row of fasteners which are 1.57 inches above the
adjacent row of stringer fasteners. The fairing lower support
structure and row of fasteners is referred to as the waterline 295
area.

Most of the cracks have been located along waterline 295 with
a few located at other stringers above the waterline 295 area.
This observation led others to suspect that the source of initial
cracking is the result of acoustic excitation of the frames, skin
and fairing by engine fan noise when the engines are operated at
takeoff rated thrust. It was suggested that global frames modes
were responding to the engine fan noise, resulting in high
cycle-low stress fatigue cracks of the skin along waterline 295.

A structural dynamic response and engine acoustic excitation
test program was developed to define quantitatively, the
structural dynamic response and engine acoustic source parameters
relating to the skin cracking situation. This program consisted
of defining modal responses using video holography techiques, a
modal analysis (GUT) and an acoustic survey of the engines
operating at and near takeoff rated thrust. Supporting efforts
include analysis of existing data, fractographic examination of
available crack surfaces and performance of a material
characteristics program. A flight test program is recommended to
identify and quantify other sources of acoustic excitation as well
as other sources of loadings of the fastener holes along the
waterline 295 area. Solutions and recommended fixes will then be
developed and evaluated.

3. Video Holography Modal Analysis (GVT)

The video holography study was conducted by Mr. Gene Maddux,
et al. of UL/FIBG as a prelude to the large conventional modal
analysis to determine the response of the forward fuselage to
engine noise. Since the size and complexity of the fuselage
dictates the use of a large number of accelerometers and
microphones for the modal analysis and acoustic survey, this
preliminary study was very helpful. Ground-based modal analysis
techniques needed to perform this type of survey have been used
for many years; however, the sheer size and nature of this
structure suggested the addition of this relatively new video
holography technique. This technique provides a real-time view on
a video monitor of the resonant responses of the structure as it
is excited by the shaker or loudspeaker. Areas of antinodal
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response are seen as series of dark fringes (contour lines)
surrounded by brignt areas corresponding to nodal lines. Local
modes are those that are more or less confined to the region
bounded by two adjacent stringers and two frames. Global modes,
or frame modes as they are sometimes called, consist of
displacements that involve essentially rigid body movements of
many of the local regions. For local moces, the stringers and
frames act as boundary conditions and the skin behaves somewhat
like a slightly curved plate. Conversely, the global modes of
interest are governed primarily by the stiffness of the frames and
have very little coupling with local modes. One of the goals of
this test program was to determine the predominate modal behavior
of the forward fuselage in the range corresponding to the
acoustical excitation (350-500 Hz) produced by the engines.

The test equipment consisted of a shaker and power amplifier
and the following special equipment: a Retra 1000 Video Holography
system, a Panasonic NV 8950 VHS VCR, a Polaroid Freeze Frame image
recorder, and a Uavetek Model 650 Variable Phase Synthesizer.

These tests were conducted at the Stewart Air National Guard
base at Newburgh, New York. It is probably the first time that a
video holographic survey has been conducted from inside the test
specimen. The excitation was provided by a 25 pound-force shaker
mounted to an overhead frame as shown in figure I and later by a
loudspeaker located outside of the airplane in the vicinity of the
survey area. The primary concern in using the video holography
technique was unwanted rigid body motion and vibrations of the
airplane relative to the laser source. The fringe patterns used
to determine the resonant frequencies and mode shapes are created
by extremely small changes of distance (a few tens of
microinches) between the holography module and the surface of the
airplane during a 0.33 second period (the frame rate of the video
camera). Low frequency (less than 10 Hz) variations of relative
motions of 30 microinches or less can be tolerated through the use
of special optical processing techniques. To minimize the
extraneous motion, two 5000 pound concrete blocks on the aircraft
floor were used to provide a somewhat stable platform for the
video holography system. The video holography camera was located
about 350 cm from the fuselage wall. During holographic data
acquistion periods, the attending personnel were limited to two
people. The hangar air conditioners were turned off during the
tests to prevent excessive motions caused by air loads and
acoustic coupling to the airplane.

In order to record the largest area possible with the 5
milliwatt laser in the video holography module, the surface of the
airplane skin between frames and stringers was covered with a thin
layer of low-mass retroreflective material as shown in figure 2.
It returns about 1780 times as much light as a flat-white surface
under the same illumination. The uncoated areas on the stringers
and frames appear dark in the video images and are used as
reference points to identify the locations of various areas of
interest. The numerous cables in front of the coated areas did
not obstruct the view of the mode shapes.

During the test, the shaker was used to excite the structure
with a few sine sweeps from 8 to 1000 Hz and the resulting modal
response viewed on the monitor and taped for subsequent review.
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Sine dwell excitation was then used to record each resonant
frequency and associated mode shape of interest. This was
accomplished by first, manually sweeping the frequency until a
fringe pattern developed, indicating a resonant condition. The
frequency was then fine tuned until a maximum number of fringes
(maximum amplitude response of the structure) appeared in the area
of interest. This resonant frequency was recorded and a hard copy
made of the mode shape using the Polaroid Freeze Frame unit with
35 mm black and white film. A film with an ASA rating of 200 was
chosen to require about a fifteen second exposure time. Instead
of "freezing" a single frame, the picture recorded is an average
of live fringes. The unwanted low frequency fringes would drift
randomly in the field of view during the exposure while the mode
shape fringes remained almost stationary. The resulting photos do
not have the resolution normally associated with video holography
but have more than sufficientdetail to analyze the behavior of the
structure. Observing the fringes in real time on the monitor is
much better than looking at video taped or hard copy versions of
the data. This process was repeated for each major resonant
condition. In order to get reasonably detailed pictures of the
various mode shapes and complete the study in a finite length of
time, the camera was positioned to cover a maximum area of about
two square meters, the response recorded and then moved to the
next location.

The results of the tests showed that there is a striking
difference between the fringes generated during a sweep of the
fuselage and those for a simple plate specimen. Some portion of
the former is at resonance at virtually every frequency. The
usual test procedure calls for defining a resonant mode by
maximizing a fringe pattern. Uith the fuselage, one portion of
the view will contain several distinct fringe patterns each of
which may be increasing or decreasing at the same time as the
frequency is swept. A single pattern may reach a maximum,
decrease and then increase to a new maximum over a wide frequency
range without a significant change in shape. For a simple
specimen, each succesive mode is visible as a suddenly developing
fringe pattern with no observable fringes between resonances.
Furthermore, each mode shape is unique and definable (a number of
sinusoidal half-waves in each direction). For the fuselage, once
the local modes become the predominant response (above 250 Hz),
the same mode often seems to appear at several frequencies. For
any video holography location, the global modes were found to lie
between 10 and 200 Hz. An 80 Hz mode shape is shown in figure 3.
The local modes were uniformly scattered from 250 to 750 Hz with
the strongest response in the 400-550 Hz range. A 493 Hz mode
shape is shown in figure 4. lore than thirty modal images were
converted to hard copy for each video holography position and at
least that many more could have been chosen. The external
acoustical excitation produced almost identical results as the
shaker when the frequencies were above 350 Hz. This system did
not have enough power to sufficiently excite the frame modes.

This effort was very successful in terms of providing
guidance for planning the full modal analysis effort. The video
holography recordings showed high modal densities and sometimes
peculiar modal coupling, both of which significantly modified the
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amount and location of conventional instrumentation planned for
the modal analysis phase. Copies of the video taped sine sweeps
were reviewed many times by our instrumentation and test engineers
at Uright-Patterson. This type of preliminary test can be equally
helpful for many future modal analyses.

4. nodal Analysis (GVT)

The modal analysis (GVT) was conducted on an air:lane at
Kelly AFB, Texas in late August 1991. The video holography
results assisted greatly in reducing the number of accelerometers
needed to perform the test.

The test equipment consisted of: a Zonic 7000/VAX Workstation
II; two Ling Model 6C shakers (251b) with FCB Model 208A03 Force
Transducers and approximately 172 Vibrametric 111000
Accelerometers. Since the Zonic used could only record and
process 64 channels at a time, the modal analysis tests were
divided into four phases. One for longitudinal (fore and aft
along the stringers) response, one for frame response, one for
panel response and one for fairing/panel response (see figures 5
through 8).

A combination of the accelerometers from these four phases
were used to record responses during engine runs of idle, 80% NI,
90% NI, TRT and a slow deceleration of the engines from TRT (see
figure 9).

During the modal survey, the shakers were excited with a
random signal of 6 to 1000 Hz content. The resulting modes are
very complex as shown in figure 10 for the panel response at 444.7
Hz and in figure 11 for the frame response at 442.7 Hz. The video
holography results must be used to interpret the results, although
phasing is easy to distinguish in the modal results. The panel
response is presented in vector output and the frame response is
depicted in connected peak line output. The frame response is
primarily frame web lateral response and can be interpreted only
when the structural layout is known and the video holography
results are available to define local web lateral responses.
Figure 12 shows a transfer function for one of the reference
accelerometers on a panel and a shaker forcetransducer. Figure 13
shows transfer functions for an accelerometer on the fairing and
both shaker force tranducers. As can be seen in these transfer
functions which are relatively flat, that there are very many
modes which interact and make the data reduction very tedious.

The modal survey results support the video holography results
in that the global modes are low in frequency and do not interact
or couple with the higher frequency (above 400 Hz) panel modes.

5. Acoustic Survey

Eleven airplanes were tested for variations in engine noise
from one airplane to another. Four microphones were placed within
one foot of each other on the left side of the forward fuselage to
record the engine fan noise. Multiple microphones were used to
guard against loss of data and to maintain confidence in the data
since these were very quick installations, on the order of 10 - 15
minutes. The power spectra of the 90% Ni and TRT engine noise
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levels for low frequencies are shown in figures 14 and 15 for all
eleven airplanes.

A typical set of sound pressure level spectra are shown in
figure 16. Each spectrum of the four microphones are displayed
for four engine power settings: idle, 80% NI, 90% NI and TRT.
Notice the engine rpm harmonic "multiple pure tone" peaks. Al- ,
such peaks do not show up in the idle spectra since the fan blaoe
tip speeds are not supersonic. The frequency of the harmonic peak
is equal to the rated rpm/6e times the Ni percentage times the
number of the harmonic, e.g. 58.33x0.90x8 equals 420 Hz.

To evaluate the influence of "delta frequency" on the power
spectra, several runs were made for different "delta frequency"
with the results shown in figures 17a to 17d. As can be seen, the
smaller "delta frequency" is the better choice for describing the
spectral characteristics of the engine noise and is sufficient to
cover engine speed (rpm) hunting.

One airplane was instrumented with 27 microphones along the
length of the fuselage in three rows. A sound pressure level
spectrum for a forward microphone is shown in figure 18. Note the
multiple pure tone peaks of engine fan harmonic noise. A SPL
spectrum for an aft microphone is shown in figure 19. Note the
elevated sound pressure levels between 1000 and 3000 Hz, which is
due to the noise from the auxilary power units running in the aft
fuselage. A contour map of the overall sound pressure levels
measured at the 27 microphones is shown in figure 20.

Nothing unsual was noted during the test and the results are
as expected.

Two strain gages were placed on the fuselage skin near
fasteners along waterline 295. The microstrain output of these
gages were very low throughout the acoustic survey tests, on the
order of only a few microstrains. It is not apparent that the
strains alone are large enough to cause fatigue cracking of the
skin.

6. Analysis of Available Flight Test Data

As part of the effort to better understand the forward
fuselage skin cracking problem, a review of data collected on
previous test programs was undertaken. The tests were conducted
between February and November 1988.

The data was checked for stationarity and randomness. Run
and trend tests were performed on representative strain gage data.
The results indicate the data is stationary. Power spect-a of the
data indicate narrow band noise responses exist at harmonic
frequencies of the engine rpm. Autocorrelations of the data show
little or very weak periodicity exists over the long run (see
figure 21). Therefore, the stationarity and randomness are
acceptable for basic statisticat analyses. A microphone sound
pressure level spectrum is shown in figure 22. Note, the three
sharp peaks are considered to be extraneous noise. These peaks do
not show up in the strain gage response power spectrum shown in
figure 23. However, the responses in the frequency ranges of 280
to 350 Hz and 410 to 510 Hz are considered to be significant. The
transfer functions shown in figure 24 for these frequency ranges
are very flat. This result correlates well with the video
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holography and modal analysis results which show many local modes
responding collectively in these frequency ranges.

A statistical analysis was performed to determine the peak
value, mean value (average) and standard deviation of two strain
gages for various operating conditions. Data from ground engine
run-up tests and level flight at 300 KCAS at 30000 feet tests were
used in the statistical analysis. The analysis started by
digitizing the tape recorded strain gage responses at 3750 samples
per second. This assured a frequency bandwidth to 1000 Hz. Using
statistical values based on the constant time width sampling above
would be expected to generated a mean of zero for an AC signal.
To avoid this problem and to give a better feel for the average
value of a strain peak, the peaks in the signal were counted. The
absolute values of the peaks were used to determine the
statistical parameters and avoid a near-zero mean. A "peak" was
defined as the highest (or lowest) point between zero crossings.
Taking the absolute value of the peaks yielded the strain
distribution as shown in figure 25.

The dominant frequency of the strain cycles was estimated (on
the average) by using the total number of peaks determined by the
process described above, dividing by two, and then dividing by the
length of the sample record (in seconds). The dominant average
frequency for the engines operating at takeoff rated thrust was
431 peaks per second. Since the engines were operating at
approximately 95 percent of rated rpm at takeoff rated thrust for
these tests, this yields an eighth engine rpm harmonic frequency
of 443 cps, which is close. For the remainder of the other
operating conditions, it is not possible to tell if the dominant
frequency is tracking a particular engine order because the engine
speeds were not recorded. The dominant average peaks per second
ranged from 318 pps to 611 pps. Based on the video holography and
modal analysis results, these frequencies suggest that local mode
responses dominate the strain gage data. Strain levels for ground
engine run-up and flight are presented in two bar charts. Figures
26 and 27 compare 70% Ni, 80% Nl, 90% Nl and TRT ground run-up
conditions to the flight condition of 15000 feet and 300 KCAS for
strain gages 3665 and 3608 under tight and loose fastener
conditions. These fasteners are in the fairing support structure.
Each of these plots indicate increasing amplitude with engine
speed. The strain level at straight and level flight is less than
or equal to the strain level at 70% N1. Note also that the mean

of the peaks is considerably less than the largest (maximum)
value. The standard deviation is almost as large as the mean and
indicates a lot of variability in the data. The data reveals no
consistent pattern as to whether the tight or loose fastener
condition causes higher peak strain levels and the differences are
generally small. Also, the mean values for tight and loose
fasteners are almost identical. Therefore it is concluded that
tight or loose lower fairing attachment angle fasteners make no
difference on the strain level.

The strain levels during a takeoff were also studied. Data
was available only for strain gage 3665 with tight fasteners. It
was found that the dynamic strain levels increased during the roll
down the runway. Maximum strain levels were approximately 5 - 16%

higher than TRT with brakes locked. However, the levels dropped
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sharply upon climb initiation. The levels during landing were
also measured with tight fasteners for strain gage 3665. The
levels are generally 40 - 50 microstrain, about 50 - 60% of the
level at TRT.

An order analysis (waterfall plots) was performed on various
transducer outputs recorded during slow ramping of the engine from
idle to TRT, referred to as slow accels. Because there is no rpm
reference, the waterfall plots were displayed as a function of
time from 0 to 120 seconds, the duration of the slow accel.
Strong order tracking would indicate that the vibratory response
could be caused by engine unbalance or acoustic excitation at pure
tones. Some weak order tracking does occur, as shown by
accelerometer 3709 in figure 28, but this is the exception rather
than the rule. The majority of the waterfall plots show bands or
groupings of resonant frequencies, typical of ring-stiffened
shells. The bands of responses that appear on most accelerometer
and strain gage waterfall plots have approximate center
frequencies of 300, 450, 650 and 950 Hz. The absence of strong
order tracking suggests that the response is resonant, although
the levels are not high.

7. Fractographic and naterial Characteristics Tests

Fractographic examination of crack specimens from the forward
fuselage, waterline 295 area, indicate the cracks progress
primarily by stress corrosion. Once the net section stress
exceeds the material yield stress, the cracks progress by net
section overload. The specimen in figure 29a showed multiple
initiation sites and crack growth by a stress corrosion mechanism
and very high local stresses. Figure 29b shows the edges of the
fastener hole (black arrows) and the probable crack initiation
site E. Figure 29c is an enlargement of area E showing a mixed
intergranular and ductile failure mechanism. Figure 29d is a
enlargement of area G showing a hint of exfoliation and ductile
failure. Figure 30 is a fractograph of a laboratory induced
ductile overload failure for use during fractographic comparisons
to distinguish between ductile overload, fatigue and stress
corrosion failures. Figure 31 shows the difference in
fractographic views of low and high alternating stresses. Notice
that the lower the stress level the less distinguishable the
fatigue striations are, although the fracture faces are flat
indicating intragranular fracture. Similarly, a lack of
striations has been observed on the fracture faces of 2024-T3
aluminum fatigued in a vacuum. This suggests that very low stress
cycling at very low frequencies with the crack area subjected to a
very corrosive environment may result in fracture faces that may
not exhibit discernable striations.

Strength testing of coupons from the skin material indicate
the material is representative of high strength 7079-T6. Fatigue
and stress corrosion tests of the skin material are currently in
progress and still to be completed. It appears that the crack
stress intensity thresholds for fatigue and stress corrosion are
low enough that the pressurization ground-air-ground cycles may be
enough to cause corroded flaws and corrosion pits to grow in a
fatigue mode and/or stress corrosion cracking mode.
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8. Finite Element Analyses

A finite element model is being developed of a section of the
forward fuselage and selected local bays to predict global and
local mode shapes and frequencies as well as strain distributions
during pressurization of the cargo area. Figure 32 is a wire
layout of the local bays modeled for the finite element analysis.
Strains around the fastener hole, using a very fine mesh of nodes,
will be determined for dynamic and static pressures applied to the
fusetage skin. Appropriate static loading boundary conditions
will be applied to the panel model when predicting static loading
condition strains around the fastener hole. The forthcoming
results will be useful in better understanding the results of the
above efforts, in better planning of future flight tests and in
evaluating the structural integrity of the skin and frames of the
forward fuselage.

9. Future Flight Tests

Flight tests are needed to conduct static and dynamic strain
surveys of the skin to evaluate all of the above gathered data to
establish the effectiveness of practical crack controlling
measures in this potentially high maintenance cost area. Based
on the results of all of the efforts, the most promising measures
will be recommended for application to this airplane.

10. Sukimary

The video holography program was very instrumental in
defining local panel resonant responses and optimizing
instrumentation for the modal analysis program. The modal survey
results confirmed the complexity of the frame and panel modal
responses. The acoustic survey verified the consistency of engine
fan noise from airplaae to airplane and the acoustic tests snlowed
small sound pressure level variations along the length of the
fuselage. The fractographic efforts confirmed the stress
corrosion aspect of the cracking problem although a few minor
fatigue striations were noted. Finite element analyses, material
characteristics and additional flight tests are needed to
establish the mechanism of crack growth involving other forward
fuselage skin loadings. The skin loadings from the engine fan
noise do not appear to be the primary crack initiation and growth
mechanism although the noise levels appear to be sufficient to
degrade the corrosion resistant barrier of the sealants around the
fasteners and between the skin and stringers and fairing support
structure. Further, the noise levels do appear to be significant
in the failures of fairing intermediate structure and will be
investigated during future flight tests.

All of the above efforts are interrelated and the results
therefrom are very useful and necessary in understanding the
cracks occurring in the forward fuslage skin of a large cargo
airplane.
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APPLICATION OF ENSIP ON AN IN-SERVICE COMMERCIAL ENGINE"

SYNOPSIS

The P&WC JTI5D-5 twin spool engine was introduced in commercial
service in 1984. It is the most recent development of the JT15D
family of engines which were first introduced into service in
1970. In 1990 the JTI5D-5 powered BEECHJET was selected for the
USAF Tanker Transport Trainer System (TTTS). Although the engine
has been in service for 6 years, the USAF requested that the
engine be assessed using the ENSIP philosophy.

This paper will show P&WC's approach taken in applying ENSIP to
an "off the shelf" engine and how it differs from the usual ENSIP
application at the design phase.

The paper will also address P&WC's compliance with ENSIP tasks
not covered under our commercial lifing philosophy, e.g:

- Development of a Master Plan based on design and field
experience with JTI5D-5.

- Durability and Damage Tolerance Assessment on all fracture
and durability critical components.

- NDI Probability of Detection (POD) data.

- Accelerated Mission Test.

- Engine Usage/Critical Parts Tracking Program.

- Structural Maintenance Plan.

The conclusion will address our lessons learned and their effect
on our future philosophy.
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SUMMARY

Because of the current U.S. Army requirement that all new rotorcraft be

designed to a "six nines" reliability on fatigue life, this study was

undertaken to assess the accuracy of the current safe life philosophy using

the nominal stress Palmgrem-Miner linear cumulative damage rule to predict the

fatigue life of rotorcraft dynamic components. It has been shown in the past

that this methodology can predict fatigue lives that differ from test lives by

more than two orders of magnitude. A further objective of this work was to

compare the accuracy of this methodology to another safe life method called

the local strain approach as well as to a method which predicts fatigue life

based solely on crack growth data. Spectrum fatigue tests were run on

notched(KT-3.2) specimens made of 4340 steel using the Felix/28 variable

amplitude spectrum ( a shortened form of a standard loading sequence for

'fixed' or semi-rigid helicopter rotors). Two other spectra which resulted

from a simple rainflow reconstruction of Felix/28 were also tested.

Both linear cumulative damage methods predicted the fatigue lives of the

Felix/28 tests fairly well, being slightly on the unconservative side of the

test data. The crack growth method, which is based on "small-crack" crack

growth data and a crack-closure model, also predicted the fatigue lives very

well with the predicted lives being slightly longer than the mean test lives

but within the experimental scatter band. The crack growth model was also

able to predict the change in test lives produced by the rainflow

reconstructed spectra.
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Introduction

One of two principle philosophies is currently used for the fatigue design

of flight vehicles. These two philosophies are usually identified as safe

life and damage tolerance. The safe life philosophy dates back to 1924 when

Palmgren(ref. 1) published his work on linear cumulative damage in the life

evaluation of ball bearings. In 1945, in an independent study by Miner (ref.

2), the same concept was applied to the design of aircraft components. The

damage tolerance philosophy was introduced in the 1960's by the U.S. Air

Force(ref. 3) in an attempt to prevent catastrophic accidents resulting from a

less than perfect manufacturing process. In the damage tolerance philosophy,

new structures are assumed to contain small cracks. Up to the current time

the damage tolerance philosophy has been used exclusively on fixed-wing

aircraft while all current rotorcraft have been designed using a safe life

approach.

Because of two studies(ref. 4 and 5) done about a decade apart, the safe

life approach using the Palmgren-Miner(P/M) linear cumulative damage rule has

been questioned as being the most reliable approach to predicting fatigue

life. In the work in reference 4 by Jacoby, the predicted lives of one-third

of about 300 tests on all types of structures and materials were considered to

be on the unconservative side. The work in reference 5 , the hypothetical

pitch link problem formulated by the American Helicopter Society, showed

variations in predicted fatigue life from 9 to 2,594 hours. The current

round-robin on fatigue life prediction in the American Helicopter Society(AHS)

using a statistical reliability analysis is an effort aimed, in part, at

investigating the adequacy of the safe life methodology. The AHS round-robin

was instituted to increase future fleet readiness and flight safety which

strongly depend on the degree of reliability and maintainability that can be

designed into rotorcraft flight critical components. The current U.S. Army

fatigue-life specification for new rotorcraft is the so-called "six-nine"

reliability, or probability of failure of one in a million. The work reported

in this study is a parallel effort to the AHS round-robin but focuses more on
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the actual methodologies used to predict fatigue life rather than the

reliability aspect of the problem.

To make an assessment of the several methods that are used to predict

fatigue life, a test program was designed to evaluate the several

methodologies. The test spectrum chosen for the tests was the standardized

rotorcraft spectrum called Felix/28(ref. 6). This spectrum will be described

in a later section in the paper. This spectrum was chosen since very little

experience exists in the rotorcraft community in synthesizing load histories

from actual flight records as reported in a recent study by Berens et. al. in

their report on helicopter fatigue methodology(ref. 7). Two other forms of

Felix/28 were also used in the spectrum tests. Both of these spectra were

developed using the results of a rainflow counting analysis on the Felix/28

spectrum.

The three analysis methods that were used to calculate fatigue life were the

nominal stress P/M, the local strain P/H, and a total-life fracture mechanics

analysis developed by Newman(ref. 8). The nominal stress P/M method was

chosen since it is the primary method currently used by the rotorcraft

community. The local strain method was recommended in a recent study on

helicopter fatigue methodology(ref. 7), since it assesses the stress(strain)

state at discontinuities such as holes where the fatigue damage process

occurs. The total-life analysis was chosen since it is a method that

calculates fatigue life based solely on fatigue crack growth from "small"

initial cracks(lO to 20 microns in length).

Test Program

Both spectrum-fatigue and constant-amplitude-fatigue test data were needed

for this study. The spectrum fatigue tests were needed as a point of

reference to assess the ability of the several methodologies in predicting

fatigue life. Constant amplitude test data were also needed for fatigue life

calculations using the P-H nominal stress linear cumulative damage rule. This
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section describes the test specimen used for these tests and explains how the

fatigue tests were performed.

Material and Specimen Configuration

The material selected for this study was AISI 4340 steel since it is often

used in making dynamic components of rotorcraft. The material was supplied in

the annealed condition with a plate thickness of 3/8 inch. All specimens were

heat treated to Rockwell C scale values between 43 and 45 by a one hour soak

at 840 C then tempering in a vacuum at 440 C for two hours followed by furnace

cooling in nitrogen gas. The resulting tensile strength was 212 ksi which was

calculated from an average of five tests.

The test specimens were machined to the configuration shown in Figure 1

before they were heat treated. The specimens were machined from the plate

leaving a surface finish of 32 rms with the longitudinal axis of the specimen

being aligned in the rolling direction of the plate. The hole diameter of

0.25 inches was machined using several progressively larger drill sizes with

the last drill removing only 0.002 inches maximum to minimize residual

stresses. The surface finish of the hole after machine polishing was 8 rms.

The elastic stress concentration factor (based on net section stress) as

determined from the boundary force method (ref. 9) is 2.42. The same value is

given by Peterson in his book on stress concentration factors(ref. 10).

Constant Amplitude Tests

All constant amplitude fatigue tests were run in servo-hydraulic,

electronically controlled test stands. All tests were run at a stress ratio,

R, of zero with cyclic frequencies between 10 and 20 hertz. Loads signals

were controlled to within one percent. All fatigue lives reported herein were

to specimen failure. Maximum net-section stress values ranged from 50 to 170

ksi.
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Table 1 presents data for all constant amplitude tests. Figure 2 shows the

constant amplitude fatigue tests plotted on a typical stress versus life cycle

(S/N) curve. The endurance limit for these tests was estimated to be about 55

ksi.

Svectrum Tests

The spectrum fatigue tests were also performed using servo-hydraulic,

electronically controlled test stands. For these tests a computer that was

used to input the sequence of peak and trough commands to the testing machine

also checked to assure that each commanded peak or trough was attained (to

within 0.5% of range) before proceeding with the remainder of the sequence.

The load spectrum chosen for these tests was a helicopter load sequence

developed in a collaborative effort by three European countries(ref. 6). Two

standardized spectra were developed by this effort. One spectrum, called

Helix, is a loading sequence representative of hinged or articulated rotors.

The other spectrum, called Felix, represents a load sequence for fixed or

semi-rigid rotors. A shortened version of Felix called Felix/28 was chosen

for these tests. The full Felix sequence has slightly more than two million

load cycles through one pass of the spectrum while Felix/28 has only 161034

cycles.

As with all fatigue test load spectra many modifications are made to the

recorded flight loads before the final version of the test load sequence is

established(ref. 11). A Westland Helicopter Ltd. Lynx and a MBB-BO-105 were

the two helicopters whose load sequences were used in developing Felix. The

Felix spectrum is scaled in Felix units with the maximum load in the sequence

being 100. In arriving at the final version of Felix all alternating loads

below 16 Felix units were omitted. The ground load at landing is -28 Felix

units. The Felix/28 spectrum was developed by further omitting all

alternating loads that were below 28 Felix units. The full Felix version

contained 22 unique maneuvers. In creating Felix/28 if any of these 22

maneuvers were eliminated because of the further load omissions, these
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maneuvers were retained by redefining these maneuvers to have only one load

cycle of the highest load at or below 28 Felix units.

Four unique flights each at three different flight lengths make up the 140

flights which represent one pass through the spectrum. The three different

flight lengths are 0.75, 2.25, and 3.75 hours. All 140 flights combined

represent 190.5 flight hours. The four unique flight types are made up of

loading sequences that represent training, transport, anti-submarine warfare,

and search and rescue missions. Figure 3 shows a typical load sequence for

the transport mission.

Three forms of the Felix/28 spectrum were run during this test program.

Each spectrum was run at several different maximum stress levels. Besides the

actual Felix/28 sequence, the other two test spectra were load sequences

developed from a rainflow cycle counting of the Felix/28 spectrum. Tests were

run on these spectra to assess how important load interaction effects are on

fatigue life in the Felix/28 spectrum. In one load sequence, called the low-

high sequence in this study, the loads were applied in the order from the

lowest load range, as determined by the rainflow counting method, to the

highest load range. This load sequence is given in Table 2 and shown

schematically in Figure 4. The other loading sequence was the reverse order

of the low-high sequence and was called the high-low sequence. Since the low-

high sequence gave fatigue lives that were slightly longer than the Felix/28

spectrum, the high-low sequence was run to see if shorter lives would result.

Fatigue Life Prediction Methodologies

In this next section, an explanation of the three techniques used in this

study to predict fatigue life is presented. The two safe-life methods

calculate a total fatigue life without explicitly considering crack growth in

the analysis. As opposed to these methods, the Total-Life Analysis uses only

crack growth data to predict total fatigue life with the initial crack
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length,ai.being determined from a microscopic examination of crack initiation

sites(2ai- 0.0006 in.).

Palmgrem-Miner Nominal Stress Aooroach

The rotorcraft industry mostly uses the nominal stress, Palmgren-Miner

linear damage accumulation rule(P/M) to calculate the design fatigue life of

rotorcraft dynamic components. The linear cumulative damage rule states that

fatigue failure occurs when the summation of the so-called cycle ratios (n/N)

is equal to one. In the nominal stress approach, the nominal applied stress

is used with a cycle counting technique to group the flight loads into

discrete load levels so the numerators (n) of the cycle ratios can be defined.

In the design of rotorcraft the denominator(N) is determined from fatigue

tests on the actual part being designed. Usually six tests are run at

different stress levels and a curve is faired through each point to define the

endurance limit(ref. 12). The curve shape used in fairing through the test

points is usually established from coupon S/N test data. The design endurance

limit is the lowest of several "statistical" reductions taken on the mean

endurance limit. The statistical reductions often considered are eighty

percent of the mean, one standard deviation from the mean, and three standard

deviations from the mean. Usually the lowest of the several reductions

considered is taken as the design endurance limit. In this report the

denominator of the cycle ratio(N) was determined from coupon S/N data at a

stress ratio of zero.

Since the fatigue load cycles from the flight loads data are at many

different R ratios, these loads(stresses) are "corrected" to stress values

that give the equivalent damage as the flight load stresses but at the R ratio

of the S/N data. Some form of the Coodman diagram is normally used for this

"correction". In this study a linear Goodman correction was used. The

fatigue life is then calculated by summing all the cycle ratios for the

different stress levels determined from the counting technique and this sum is

inverted and multiplied by the number of cycles per pass in the load spectrum

to calculate fatigue life. In equation form this becomes
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Fatigue Life - ( I / E n/N ) * cycle per pass (1)

In using the nominal stress P-M analysis for fatigue life prediction there

are at least three parts of the analysis where different approaches can be

used. First, a counting technique must be used to group the flight stresses

into discrete stress levels to form the cycle ratios. In this study a

rainflow counting technique has been used which has been programmed as a

computer algorithm(ref. 13). The rainflow count of Felix28 is given in Table

2. Second, an S-N curve is needed for the denominator of the cycle ratios.

In this study as stated previously, constant amplitude tests were run at a

stress ratio of zero to. provide this information( see Fig. 2 and Table 1). In

the computer algorithm that was written for the nominal stress P-M analysis,

the S-N data were put in an equation which is linear on a log-log plot as

shown in figure 5. The horizontal line shown in figure 5 represents the

endurance limit which was determined from the three tests that were

runouts(see Table 1). The stress levels of these three tests were averaged to
define the endurance limit at 55.83 ksi. All tests were used to calculate the

log-linear line shown in figure 5 except for the three runout tests and tests

that were below the endurance limit. Third, the flight stresses were

corrected by a linear Goodman correction to give a set of stresses that gave

an equivalent damage as the actual spectrum stresses but at the stress ratio

used in the constant amplitude tests.

Local Strain APRroach

The local strain approach uses the P/M linear cumulative damage rule, but

seeks to define the fatigue damage in a more rigorous manner by relating the

fatigue life to the local strain and local mean stress. This approach also is

able to account for load interaction effects since the strain for a current

load cycle depends on the prior load cycles deformation(ref. 14). Instead of

using a S-N curve to determine the denominator of the cycle ratios, a local

strain life relationship is used which relates the local strain amplitude, £a

to the cycles to failure, N*. This relationship is usually developed from

constant amplitude fatigue tests on unnotched specimens.
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For a mean local stress of zero this relationship can be expressed as

Of (2N*)b + f(2N)c (2)

a " E f

fit parameters. These curve fit parameters are often called the fatigue

strength coefficient, fatigue strength exponent, fatigue ductility

coefficient, and fatigue ductility exponent, respectively. An equation which

corrects the above calculated life for a nonzero local mean stress is

N - N* ( 1 - a° / )1/b (3)
0 f)

where a is the local mean stress.0

The numerators in the cycle ratios, n, are determined by taking the flight

load peaks and valleys and turning them into a sequence of local stress-strain

hysteresis loops. These local stress-strain hysteresis loops are then grouped

into similar strain ranges to form the cycle ratios (n/N) used to calculate

the fatigue life. It is the forming of the stress-strain hysteresis loops

where the load interaction effects of the flight loads are taken into account.

The local stress and strains corresponding to each flight load peak and

valley can be determined experimentally or estimated through approximate

equations(ref. 15). If the equation method is used the flight loads(or

stress, S) are often related to the local stress and strain using Neuber's

rule in the form

(KTS)
2

a - (4)

E

where a and e are the local stress and strain, and KT is the elastic stress

concentration factor. A cyclic stress-strain relationship such as
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e - alE + (a/A) 1 /s (5)

where A is the cyclic strength coefficient and a is the cyclic strain

hardening exponent, is then combined with the Neuber rule to determine the

local strain for each flight load peak and valley in the load sequence. The

corresponding local stress can then be determined from Neuber's rule and the

local stress-strain hysteresis loops are formed.

A rainflow counting of a given flight load sequence will give the same cycle

counting results in terms of the the number of cycles(n) at a given nominal

stress as the method for generating the hysteresis loops stated above(ref.

15). These nominal stresses can then be converted to local stresses using

Neuber's rule as previously stated. Computer algorithms have been developed

for performing this type of rainflow counting(ref. 13). A computer program

has also been developed for predicting fatigue life from a simplified version

of the local strain approach. In this approach upper and lower bounds are

placed on the mean stress of each load cycle and fatigue lives are calculated

using equations 2 through 5 to determine upper and lower bound values of

fatigue life(ref. 13). This approach was used in this study in determining

the fatigue life from the local strain methodology.

A computer algorithm, called UPLO, developed by Khosrovaneh and Dowling

(ref. 13) was used for calculating the upper and lower bounds on fatigue life.

The curve fit parameters needed in equations 2, 3, and 5 are given in Table 4.

The range and mean stress values for Felix28 needed by UPLO were determined by

a rainflow computer algorithm(ref. 13).

Damage Tolerance Approach

In the damage tolerance approach to structural integrity, a safe inspection

interval or safe operating life is calculated from crack growth

considerations. A safe inspection interval is determined for structures where

the structure can be inspected and a safe operation life is determined for

structures that can not be inspected. Concepts from fracture mechanics which
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relate crack growth rates to the stress intensity factor range are used to

calculate the safe operating interval or life. In this approach, life is

calculated by integrating a crack growth rate versus stress intensity factor

relationship like

da/dN - C(AK) (6)

where da/dN is the crack growth rate and AK is the stress intensity factor.

To calculate a safe inspection interval the initial crack size used in the

integration is 0.05 inches(ref. 3). To calculate a safe operation life the

initial crack size used in the integration is 0.005 inches. In the

calculation of the safe operating life the crack growth life must be greater

than the design life of the structure.

In this study, a modified damage tolerance approach was used to predict the

total fatigue life of the test specimen. The main difference between the

total life analysis(TLA) and the more widely accepted approach, explained

above, is that crack-closure concepts(ref. 8) are used to define an effective

AK and the initial crack length was determined from a previous "small" crack

study on 4340 steel(ref. 16). From crack-closure considerations, AK in

equation 6 is replaced by AK effective. In this work the effective stress

intensity factor is defined as

AKeff- (Smax- So)(wa) 1 /2F (7)

where S is the crack-opening stress as calculated from the analytical closure

model developed by Newman(ref. 8) and F is the boundary correction factor

which accounts for the effects of structural configuration on the stress

intensity factors. To

calculate the crack growth rate, equation 6 becomes

da/dN - C[(S max-S )(a) 1 / 2 F I m (8)

Total life is calculated by numerically integrating equation 8 from the

initial crack length to failure as
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af Asa

N - z ------------------------- (9)

a C[(S max- S )(xa) /2F] m

where ai is the initial crack length as determined from the small crack

studies and af is the final crack length at failure. Cycles are summed as the

crack grows until Kmax- Kc, where K is the fracture toughness. When Kmax-

Kc, the summation of the load cycles, N, becomes the total fatigue life.

The total fatigue life as determined by the TLA method was calculated from a

computer algorithm developed by Newman. For this study the initial crack

length used to predict the fatigue life was 0.0006 inches . This value was

taken from a small crack study on 4340 steel(ref. 16) in which initial defect

sizes at 34 crack initiation sites were evaluated by scanning electron

microscopy of the fracture surfaces. The largest value was about 0.002

inches, the median value was about 0.0006 inches, and the smallest was about

0.00008 inches.

Comparisons of Predicted and Test Lives

Figure 6 shows the results for the Felix/28 spectrum tests and the rainflow

counted sequence tests. The data are plotted as the maximum stress in the

spectrum versus the load cycles to failure. Table 3 shows these test results

in tabular form at the several different maximum stress values. Figure 6

shows that at the higher stress levels the low-high sequence gave fatigue

lives that were slightly longer than the Felix/28 lives, while the high-low

sequence gave slightly shorter lives than the Felix/28 lives. The test

results also show that as the maximum stress level in the spectrum is reduced

the lives for the three different test spectra appear to converge. In

reference 6 it was noted that Felix/28 test lives should be viewed with

caution at the higher stress levels, whereas, the lives near the endurance

limit simulated the full Felix spectrum test results fairly well. The current

tests also show that for this material and hole configuration a maximum stress
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in the spectrum of 100 ksi will give test lives at about one pass through the

spectrum while a runout is at about a maximum stress of 65 ksi in the

spectrum.

In figure 7 the Felix28 spectrum test results are shown as well as the

analytical life predictions from the nominal stress P-M analysis, local strain

P-M, and the TLA analysis as explained above. The P-M analysis life

predictions follow the trend of the Felix28 test data very well, although the

predictions are slightly on the unconservative side. It should be noted that

these lives were based on a ean regression line through the S-N data of

figure 2. The mean regression line is shown in figure 5. In general,

rotorcraft fatigue lives are based on a reduction from this mean curve. This

will be discussed in more detail later.

The local strain P-M life predictions as calculated by the UPLO program also

follows the trend of the Felix28 data very well. Similarly to the nominal

stress P-M analysis, the local strain predicted lives are slightly

unconservative when compared to the test data where the maximum stress in the

test spectrum is at the higher values. However, at the lower stress values

the local strain predicted lives fall within the scatter of the test results.

The life predictions from the TLA analysis also follows the trend of the

test data very well. These predicted lives are also slightly longer than the

mean test lives but are within the experimental scatter.

Since the nominal stress P-M method cannot account for any load interaction

effects, it will predict the same fatigue lifes for all three spectrums. As

stated previously, the local strain P-M method does account for load

interaction effects . However, in this study since the bounded analysis of

the UPLO computer program was used to predict fatigue lives, it is not clear

how successful the local strain analysis would be in predicting the load

interaction effects of these spectra. As can be seen in figure 8, the maximum

difference in lives that could be produced by the local strain method due to

load sequence effects was similar to the difference in lives observed for the

two reconstructed sequence tests.
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The TLA analysis, like most analyses that calculate crack-growth rates,

accounts for load interaction effects. As can be seen in figure 8, different

fatigue lives are predicted for the lo-hi and hi-lo load spectra by the TLA

method. For the lo-hi spectrum the lives predicted by the TLA fall within the

scatter of the test data. For the hi-lo spectrum, the TLA predicts lives that

approximate the upper bound of the test life scatter. It must be recalled

that these life predictions made with the TLA were done using the median

value(O.0006 inches) of the initial defect size determined from a previous

test program on the same batch of 4340 steel(ref. 16).

If any of the three methods used in this study were used for predicting the

design fatigue life of an aircraft, some type of reduction would be taken from

the mean life curves shown previously. Figure 9 shows such possible

reductions as well as a life prediction curve using the initial crack size

most often used in damage tolerance analysis(O.05 inches, ref. 3). If the

nominal stress P-M analysis were used for design, one possible reduction would

be to reduce the mean S-N curve to 80% of the mean stresses and calculate

fatigue lives based on the 80% S-N curve(ref 12). Fatigue lives predicted by

this procedure are shown in Figure 9. Since this "design" life curve falls on

the conservative side for practically all test data this would appear to be an

acceptable design life curve.

Figure 9 also shows a life prediction "design" curve as calculated by the

TLA method(a i- 0.002 inches). These lives were calculated using the largest

inclusion particle dimensions found in reference 16. While this "design"

curve also predicts lives on the conservative side of the test data, it

predicts an endurance limit between 40 and 45 ksi which is nominally 10 ksi

less than the 80% P-M prediction and about 20 ksi less than the one runout

test.

To place in perspective the effect of using the current damage tolerance

initial crack size(O.05 inches) on predicting total fatigue life, a curve from

these calculations is also shown on figure 9. Very conservative lives would

be predicted using the 0.05 inch initial crack size.
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Conclusions

The following conclusions have been reached from this study on 4340 alloy

steel, quenched and tempered to 45 Rc:

i. Both the nominal stress and the local strain Palogren-Miner linear

cumulative damage rules predicted the fatigue lives under the Felix/28

standardized helicopter spectrum with reasonable accuracy.

2. Two simple load sequences(low-high and high-low) from rainflow counting of

Felix28 showed different lives than the actual Felix/28. The nominal stress

P-M linear cumulative damage rule produces the same life prediction for both

reconstructed sequences. The maximum difference in lives that could be

produced by the local strain method due to load sequence effects was similar

to the difference in lives observed for the two reconstructed sequence tests.

3. The Total Life Analysis(TLA) which uses crack-closure concepts in

predicting total fatigue life using crack-growth data alone (initial crack

size of 0.0006 inches) also predicted the Felix28 test data very well. Since

this analysis can take into account load interaction effects, it also

predicted the total fatigue lives of the simple rainflow reconstructed spectra

with reasonable accuracy.
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Table 1. Constant amplitude fatigue test data for R - 0.

Smax Cycles-to-failure

(ksi)

50 5993030
52.5 3757353, l0000000(run-out)
55 2577077, l0000000(run-out)
60 206790, 116768, l0000000(run-out)
65 97278, 81773
70 308435, 61361, 58233
80 80827, 49277, 37095, 34059

28099
120 7434, 7306, 7056
175 1531, 1336, 1325
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Table 2. Rainflow Low-High Load Sequence Derived From Felix28

NOMINAL NOMINAL NUMBER
STRESS STRESS OF

RANGE MEAN CYCLES
(KSI) (KSI)

2.80 25.59 354
2.80 32.83 334
6.42 29.21 416

10.04 29.21 609
10.04 36.45 1228
10.04 40.07 810
13.66 36.45 2
17.28 18.35 140
17.28 32.83 78
20.91 32.83 2061
20.91 36.45 90
24.53 -7.00 140
24.53 18.35 140
24.53 36.45 2040
28.15 29.21 833
31.77 25.59 346
35.39 25.59 7904
35.39 29.21 56
35.39 32.83 71072
35.39 43.69 2529
39.01 21.97 3014
39.01 25.59 42825
39.01 29.21 6393
39.01 43.69 252
42.63 25.59 480
42.63 29.21 207
42.63 36.45 1274
46.25 21.97 274
46.25 25.59 6239
46.25 29.21 4274
46.25 40.07 604
49.87 3.86 268
49.87 25.59 956
49.87 29.21 2179
53.49 25.59 2
53.49 29.21 116
57.12 25.59 5
57.12 29.21 185
60.74 29.21 25
64.36 25.59 7
64.36 29.21 8
64.36 32.83 75
67.98 29.21 9
71.60 29.21 16
75.22 25.59 7
78.84 18.35 5
78.84 25.59 1
82.46 21.97 128
82.46 29.21 16
89.70 25.59 8
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Table 3. Spectra Fatigue Test Data

a) Felix/28 Spectrum

Smax Cycles-to-failure

(ksi)

65 41000000(run-out)
70 11031000
73.3 4396500
80 3128200, 2898600, 2095100, 1177900

1032500, 841860, 552600, 404510
85 121080
86.7 176308
90 227510, 179180
93.3 279190

100 187490, 175650, 107580
120 52079, 41228

b) Rainflow Low-High Svectrum (of Felix/28)

70 42290000(run-out)
80 2116500
90 4112834, 3176269, 629160

100 577140, 219872, 214420
120 206495, 65124, 49055

c) Rainflow High-Low SRectrum (of Felix/28)

80 592808, 422226, 2440630
90 551120, 532280, 484260, 325150

100 49790, 230500, 62559
120 34915, 33825
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Table 4. Local Strain Curve Fit Parameters

of fatigue strength coefficient 290 ksi

b fatigue strength exponent -0.091

e; fatigue ductility coefficient 0.48

c fatigue ductility exponent -0.60

A cyclic strength coefficient 305 ksi

s cyclic strain hardening exponent 0.15
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Uncertainties in Determining High Reliability For
Helicopter Component Safe Life Design

William Matthews Donald Neal Trevor Rudalevige Mark Vangel

U.S. Army Materials Technology Laboratory
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172-0001

Synopsis

This paper identifies the uncertainties in determining high compo-
nent reliability at a specified lifetime from a case study involving the
fatigue life of a helicopter component. Reliabilities are computed from
results of a simulation process involving an assumed variability of the
load and strength in determining fatigue life. The uncertainties in the
high reliability computation are then examined by introducing small
changes in the variability for the given load and strength values in the
study.

Results showed for a given component lifetime a small increase in
variability of load or strength produced large differences in the com-
ponent reliability estimates. Among the factors involved in computing
fatigue lifetimes, the component reliability estimates were found to be
most sensitive to variability in loading. Component fatigue life proba-
bility density functions were obtained from the simulation process for
various levels of variability. The range of life estimates were very large
for relatively small variability in load and strength.

The substantial sensitivity of these estimates may be indicative of
the typical sensitivity of high reliability estimates in a broader class of
structural design problems including applications of composite materials.
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1 Introduction

Methodology to substantiate helicopter fatigue life has received considerable attention
during the last decade. This interest was stimulated by the substantial variability in
the results from the study on the American Helicopter Society pitch link problem 1.
Recently, further interest has resulted from the U.S. Army's introduction of a struc-
tural fatigue reliability criterion for rotorcraft. This criterion has been interpreted 2
as a requirement for a component lifetime estimate to have a reliability of .999999.

Helicopter safe life reliability methodology has recently been the subject of several
papers 3. 4. s. 6 and an American Helicopter Society subcommittee round robin 7.

The authors 8 have investigated the sensitivity of high reliability estimates from
simple stress-strength statistical model computations. Results showed substantial
variability in reliability estimates even for almost undetectable differences in the as-
sumed probability density functions (PDF's) representing the stress and strength
data.

In this paper the uncertainties in determining high reliability for helicopter com-
ponent safe life design are studied by introducing a simulation process to identify the
effects of a small amount of variability in the design variables for determining the
lifetime estimate. The reliability values are determined for a generic uniaxia) steel
structure loaded in tension similar to a helicopter pitch link component by applying
Miner's linear damage rule 0. The six component fatigue test values were obtained
from Arden ' where the maximum applied stress (S) on the component is tabulated
with respect to cycles to failure (N). In order to obtain an SN curve to represent the
component fatigue test results, a separate regression analysis was applied to a larger
set of coupon tests of a steel for which the results are tabulated in Bury '0. The
assumed spectrum load used in determining the lifetime estimate was obtained from

'Arden, R. W., 'Hypothetical Fatigue Life Problems", Proceedings of the American Helicopter Society
Midwes: Region Helicopter Fatigue Methodology Specialists' Meeting, March 1980.

'Arden, R. W. and Immen, F. H., "U.S. Army Requirements for Fatigue Integrity", Proceedings of the
American Helicopter Society National Technical Specialists' Meet.ng on Advanced Rotorcraft Structures,
Williamsburg, VA October 1988.

3Amer, K. B., "A New Philosophy of Structural Reliability, Fad Safe Versus Safe Life", Journal of the
American Helicopter Society, Vol 34(1), January 1989.

"Krasnowski, B. R., "Designing Rotorcraft Dynamic Components to Reliability Requirements", Presented
at the National Fatigue Specialists' Meeting, American Helicopter Society, Scottsdale, Arizona, October
1989.

SSpigel, B. S., "Safe Life Design for Rotorcraft', Journal of the American Helicopter Society Vol 36(1),
January 1991.

aThompson, A. E. and Adams, D. 0., "A Computational Method for the Determination of Structural Re-
liability of Helicopter Dynamic Components" Presented at the American Helicopter Society Annual Forum,
Washington D.C., May 1990.

?Everett, R. A., Bartlett, F. D., and Elber, W., "Probabalistic Fatigue Methodology for Six Nines
Reliability", AVSCOM Technical Report 90-B-0091 NASA Technical memorandom 102757, December 1990.

'Neal, D. M., Matthews, W. T., and Vangel, M. G., "Model Sensitivity in Stress-Strength Reliability
Computations", MTL TR 91-3, Jan 1991.

eMiner, M. A.,'Culmulative Damage in Fatigue", Journal of Applied Mechanics, 12 (1945) pp. A150-
A 164.

"'Bury, < V., Statistical Models in Applied Science, John Wiley & Sons, 1975 pg. 598.
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Berens . Note that only the six component fatigue test values are from Reference
1, and the remaining test values are from References 10 and 11.

2 The Coupon Test SN Curve

This section describes the procedure for determining an SN regression curve to rep-
resent coupon fatigue test data 10 shown in Figure 1. The assumed functional repre-
sentation-12 of the data is

S = S.. + (S. - S.)e-o°soN)', (1)

where S is the maximum applied stress and N is the number of cycles required for
the coupon to fail. So, is the coupon endurance limit representing the case when
N -- oo and Su represents the static strength of the coupon (i.e., the strength for
N = 1). The shape of the SN curve is determined by#6 and -y. Soo, S,,, P, and -y
were determined from application of an IMSL computer code 13 for solving nonlinear
regression problems. The resultant SN curve is shown in Figure 1 (solid line) with
the individual coupon fatigue test values.

A review of the literature on the determination of component fatigue life showed
various functional representations similar to Equation 1 have been applied where
N is the independent variable and S is the dependent (response) variable. This is
counter to the conventional functional representation of test data where S would
be the independent variable in the analysis since a fixed cyclic load (stress) value is
applied and a resultant (dependent) number of cycles to failure is recorded. In order
to obtain N as the dependent variable, Equation 1 can be inverted resulting in the
following. log1 o N = elog[- log((S-S.)/(S.-S.)))- tog 0)/lr (2)

Although Equation 2 is recommended in determining the functional representation
of the data, Equation 1 was applied in this study since it is commonly used in engi-
neering fatigue analysis and the qualitative measure of the relative uncertainties in
determining the reliability at a specified lifetime are not affected by the SN curve
assumption.

In order to simplify the analysis, the fatigue data from Reference 10 was normalized
with respect to the estimated So value determined from the initial application of
regression analysis. Another SN curve was then obtained from the normalized data,
where 0, -y, and S. were obtained for a known S,, of 1. The resultant SN(N) curve
is shown in Figure 2. The figure also shows the regression results SN(S) from the
application of Equation 2.

"Berens, A. P., "Helicopter Fatigue Methodology", Vol. 1, University of Dayton Report, AVSCOM
TR-87-D-13A, Dec. 1987.

"2 Weibull, W., Fatigue Testing and Analysis of Results, Pergamon Press, New York, 1961.
13"RNLIN",MAISL Stat/Library: FORTRAN Subroutines for Slatlstical Analysis, Vol 1. ch. 2 pp. 239.247

April 1987.
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3 The Component SN Curve

Usually the shape of the component SN curve is obtained from a prior coupon SN(N)
curve as shown in Figure 2. The location (ordinate position) of the curve is determined
from extrapolating the individual component values as shown in Figure 3 to N = l0o
cycles. The original component values in Reference 1 have been rescaled so that they
have scales similar to the S values in Figure 2. The extrapolation process involves
vertically positioning the coupon SN curve (Figure 2) to agree with the individual
component values and then extending the curves to N = 10" cycles. S, values are
obtained for N = l10 and the component curves' mean stress position at N is

S= . Si/ (3)

where n is the number of component test results. The solid line in Figure 4 shows
the representative component SN, curve and component test data. Since there are
usually only six component test results available because of the costs in component
testing, the above procedure is often applied. Using the more extensive, less expensive
coupon test results to determine the shape of the SN curve assumes similar material,
test, and environment for both coupon and component.

4 Spectrum Load

The normalized spectrum loading used in the fatigue life analysis is shown in Figure
5A. The loading was obtained from a rainflow count of a modified combat history
described in Reference 11. The spectrum was determined by the number of loads
within discrete range increments. The spectrum is simplified to five loads {L,}1s by
expanding the size of the range increments and including the appropriate cycle count
{n,}) within each expanded range. The normalization procedure involved dividing
each L, by the smallest damaging load So, (endurance limit). This simplification was
adequate for identifying the spectrum effects in this study.

5 Miaer's Rule

In order o obtain the lifetime estimate from the simplified fatigue load (L) and the
normalized material strength (S) data shown in Figures 5A and 5B, the following
linear dartiage rule 9 is applied where

5 7(t)

DF = E )(4)

is the damage fraction for each pass or repetition of the spectrum. This representation
of operation hours is described in Reference 11. The n(i)'s are the number of cycles
corresponding to the applied load L(i) shown in Figure 5A. The N(i) values are
obtained from the SN curve in Figure 5B where the corresponding S, values are
identified in the figure by the L(O) values obtained from the spectrum loads in Figure
5A. In addition, the rule requires that

NP.DF= 1 (5)
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in order to determine the maximum number of passes (Np) that can occur prior to
the component failure.

6 Simulation Procedures in Determining Component Reli-
ability

6.1 Bootstrap Method Applied to Coupon SN Curve Computation

The Bootstrap method 14 a simulation process, was introduced in the fatigue life
reliability analysis in order to examine the effects of uncertainties used in determining
the coupon SN curve and the resultant component reliability. From a single set of
data, only one reliability estimate can be obtained. However, even with all conditions
the same, one would expect to determine a different reliability estimate from another
set of data. The Bootstrap method provides a technique for estimating the variability
among random sets of data generated under equivalent conditions, using data from
only a single random sample. The idea is to create arbitrarily many 'new' datasets
by sampling with replacement from the original data. If there are n values in the
original data, then a new dataset is created by selecting n values from among these
observed data, allowing data values to be selected more than once. The probability
distribution of the reliability calculated from these datasets, which are created by
taking random samples from the single observed dataset, provides an estimate of the
actual probability distribution of reliability which could, in principle, be determined
from future datasets.

The material fatigue te~ting involves obtaining the number of cycles to failure for
a specified applied load (S) shown as the individual data points in Figure 1. The
Bootstrap method involves selecting a random set of 9 values independently with
replacement from the set of cycles to failure values {N,(i)1?., for each jth applied
stress from {Sj})2 as shown in Figure 1 and obtained from Reference 12. The result
is a new set {N;*(i))} for each of the S. values. The new set is called the "bootstrap"
sample, where some values can be repeated once, twice, or more times. The new set
is then used in the regression procedures described in Section 2 in order to obtain a
new SN curve (S in Equation 1).

In Figure A 1, the results of the Bootstrap application show a 90% confidence band
on the original SN(N) curve. Results in Figure A2 show the individual SN(N) curves
obtained for the Bootstrap samples. The results from Figures Al and A2 indicate
that there is more variability for large or small N values than for the central region of
the curve which is consistent with determining confidence bands on regression curves.

For calculation of the effects of coupon SN curve uncertainties, a damage fraction
(DF*) value is computed from application of Miner's rule in Section 5. The above
procedure is repeated AMB times, so that a set of {DF;(i))}8 are obtained. The
component reliability R can then be obtained from the application of Miner's rule by
counting the number (NB) times NA, -DF < 1, k = 1,2,...,MB, where Np, the number
of passes, is specified. The computed component reliability R from uncertainties in

"'Efron, B., OBootstrap Methods: Another Look at the Jackknife", Annals of Stolislica, (1979), pp. 1-26.
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coupon testing procedure is written as

R = NB/MB (6)

where MB is the number of repeated applications of the bootstrap procedure.

6.2 Reliability Estimates From SN Component Curve Simulations

The following simulation procedure was applied in order to identify the effects of
uncertainties in the location of the component SN, curves on the reliability esti-
mates. The uncertainties are assumed because of the potential differences in loading,
material, surface conditions, and geometry between the coupon and component in ob-
taining the fatigue data. Also contributing to the uncertainties are: the extrapolation
of the component fatigue data from determining S,'s in Figure 3 and the availability
of only six values in computing S,. (mean of the curve) in Figure 4. Examination of
potential inaccuracies in the reliability computations due to assuming that the com-
ponent and coupon SN curve shapes are similar was not included in the simulation
process. Introducing variability in the curve's location was sufficient for showing sen-
sitivity in the reliability computation. In the simulation process a random set of M
S;, values were obtained. These values are normally distributed about the S,, value
in Figure 4 from the following,

S•(i)= S-1+ Vs.z,), i= 1,2,...,M (7)

where the Z1's are the data values randomly selected from a standard normal distribu-
tion with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. The Vs value is the coefficient of variation
(CV) with mean equal to S.. and an assumed variance representing a set of Si values
similar to those in Figure 3. In Figure A3 a representative normally distributed set
of S;, values are shown for Vs = .01 and .02. The newly obtained mean values (Sý)
are now used in vertical positioning of the component SN curve in Figure 4 so that
AM SN curves can be obtained from Equation 1 by the following,

Sj* = S(S., S., ,,-,y) + APi i= 1, 21..., M, (8)

where AP1 = Sý,(i)-Sm. M damage fraction values (DF!) are obtained from applying
the procedures described in Section 5 and the schematics in Figures 5A and B using
the newly available Sj' values.

From Miner's rule, compute Np. DFi', i = 1,2,..., M and record the number (Ns)
of times Np. DF* < 1 for a given Np value, where Np represents the specified number
of passes. The component reliability R can be written as

R = Ns/M. (9)

Note, in order to obtain .999999 reliability, M = I x 106 simulations would be required.

6.3 Load Uncertainties Effect on Reliability Computations

A simulation procedure similar to that in Section 6.2 was applied in order to identify
the sensitivity in computing component reliability by introducing uncertainties in
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the assumed spectrum loads (see Figure SA). There exist potential errors involved in
assuming a specific load spectrum s. They are the results of: an inaccurate measuring
device, the location of the device, and assuming load patterns determined from short
periods of data recording which differ from the actual loads the component would be
subject to during its operational lifetime.

Application of the simulation process involved only modeling uncertainties in the
L values, with n(i)'s remaining constant for a given load. Introducing the same
amount of variability in each {L(i))s values was sufficient to show the sensitivity of
the reliability estimates to uncertainties in the loading.

Initially, the simulation involves obtaining MI sets, where the j", set {L;(i)1?=
is determined from the following,

L;(i) = L(i)(I + VL Z,),i = 1,2,'...,5 (10)

where j = 1,2,...,Ml and Zi = j'4 random value from a standard normal N(0,1)
distribution. VL is the coefficient of variation representing an assumed variability in
load L(i).

For each of the j'h simulation, the original five loads {L(i))s in Figure 5A, are
modified resulting in a new set {L;(i)}s from Equation 10. The distibution of L;(1)
for all j , for example, would be similar to that for Sm in Figure A3.

In the simulation process, each j` modified set L! and its associated N' deter-
mines a damage fraction value DF; as described in Section 5 and Figures 5A and B. In
order to obtain component reliability values from the load variability, Miner's rule is
then applied in the following manner. Record the number (NL) of times Np.DFi° < 1
for j = 1,2,...M1, where Np is described in Section 6.1. The component reliability
R is then written as

R = NL/MI. (11)

6.4 Reliability Sensitivity From Uncertainties in Miner's Rule

A simulation procedure similar to those in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 is applied to the
Miner's rule relationship in Equation 5. This was done in order to examine the effects
of a possible error in assuming that if the damage fraction in Equation 4 equals 1, the
component will fail. In order to identify the effects of this uncertainty in computing
component reliability R, the following simulation process was performed.

Initially, the value 1 in Equation 5 is replaced by a set of random numbers {CR,}'f2
resulting in Np . DF < CRA where

CA- = 1 + Vm . Z,i = 1,2,...,M2 (12)

and VM and Zi are the assumed coefficient of variation and standard normal as pre-
viously defined in 6.2 and 6.3.

"15Gunsallus, C.T., Hardersen, C.P., and Stennett, P.G., "Investigation of Fatigue Methodology", US-
AAVSCOM TR 87-D-17, Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate, Ft. Eustis, VA, May 1988.
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The reliability R is determined from recording the number (Nz) of times that,

Np. DF < CA (13)

and then defining
R = Nz/M2. (14)

where M2 is the number of simulations.

7 Working SN Curve

The adjustment of the mean component SN, curve from a limited amount of com-
ponent test data results in a certain amount of variability in estimating the location
of the curve. In order to account for this variability, and in some instances other
uncertainties in the fatigue analysis process, a component SN, curve reduction factor
is often introduced which results in a new working SNu curve as shown in Figure
A4. There is no standard method for obtaining a working curve in the helicopter
industry 16. The working curve in Figure A4 was obtained by a uniform reduction in
all S, values. This approach maintains the same curve shape as in the original SN,
curve, i.e., the coupon SN curve shape. This approach is consistent with the use of
the coupon curve shape in the extrapolation process for each component data value,
Figure 3, by which the original component curve Sm value, Figure 4, is obtained. In
Figure 3, a schematic of this uniformity is shown where for N = I and N - 10s show
an equal amount of assumed dispersion in the 5, values.

7.1 Reduction Factors for Working Curves

Some of the reduction factors commonly used by the helicopter manufacturers are
discussed in References 15 and 16. In some cases a simple multiplication factor is
used to obtain working curve values, S,, that is,

S. = S, - P. Sm (15)

where Sc represents the strength values from the component curve SNc for various P
values in the range of .20 to .50. Sm was previously defined in Equation 3.

Another reduction procedure involves defining

S,, = S, - 3. SD (16)

where SD, the standard deviation, is often determined from an assumed standard
coefficient of variation for a particular material to represent the S, values shown
in Figure 3 and in Equation 3. A typical value for the coefficient of variation for
steel is 7%. The SD value is then written as SD = .07 • S,.. One other commonly
used definition involves determining SD from the actual 5, values, that is SD =

r(E.(S, -- Sm)2/(n - 1) and substituting the SD value in Equation 16.

"Noback, R., *State of the Art and Statistical Aspects of Helicopter Fatigue Substantiation Procedures',
Helicopter Fatigue Life Assessment, AGARD CP NO 297 North Atlantic Treaty Organization. March 1981.
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The working curve was introduced in this paper in order to evaluate its capability
to include the possible variability in the reliability estimates from the simulation
results.

8 Results and Discussions

In this section, results from the simulation procedures are shown in both tabulated
and graphical form. Variability is introduced in combination and individually for all
of the following four factors: the spectrum load, the mean SN curve, Miner's rule,
and the bootstrap process.

In Table 1 all four factors were varied for a range of CV values (% variability) from
1% to 5% except for the bootstrap simulation where the variability is obtained from
coupon test results. The component reliability results are tabulated as a function of
the corresponding CV values assumed in the simulation procedures. The results were
obtained by systematically randomly selecting values from each of the four factors
so that 1 x 106 distinct factor combinations are obtained for computing the damage
fraction (DF) in Section 5. The 1 x 106 DF values were appli, to Equation 13
resulting in the computed reliability values in the table.

In order to apply the simulation procedures, a 1% variability was introduced for
each of the factors and the number of passes (Np = 3425) was selected in order to
obtain a base line reliability value of .999999. This value was selected because of the
helicopter industry's interest in obtaining high component reliability of .999999.

The results in Table 1 show a substantial instability when comparing the reliability
estimate of .999999 versus .989676 for the respective I and 2 percent variabilities. The
implication of these results is that in one case one in a million failures could occur
compared to 10324 failures in a million in the other. This substantial difference for
such a small increase in the inherent variability in the assumed fatigue life models
shows a severe sensitivity in computing high reliability when there is a small degree
of uncertainty in determining spectrum loads, SN curves, and assuming a failure
requirement from Miner's rule. The results from increasing the variability from 3%
to 5% show a corresponding reduction in reliability values. The R = .81606 for 5%
variability is a very large reduction from the original .999999 for 1% variability. The
CV values in Table I represent a range of potential parameter uncertainties in the
fatigue life model.

In Table 2, reliability values are tabulated as a function of the combined and in-
dividual variability of the four factors. This was done in order to examine the effects
of the individual factor variability on computing component reliability. The 1% vari-
ability was applied to all factors resulting in R = .999999 when Np is equal to 3425
(as in Table 1 at 1%). The 2% variability was applied to each factor individually
with 1% variability for the other two factors. The bootstrap process was applied in
all of the cases. Introducing a 2% CV in the spectrum load (SPL) shows a substantial
reduction in the reliability estimate from .999999 to .996404. The 2% variability in
the component SN, curve (MSN) shows a smaller reduction of .999999 to .999440
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indicating that, based on the particular spectrum considered, the spectrum load un-
certainties could result in greater instability in the reliability values. Small variations
in the Miner's rule assumption (Equation 13) do not appear to be as as critical in the
reliability computations. Increasing the variability from 3% to 5% shows a continued
decrease in reliability estimates except for the case of Miner's rule variability which
has a very small reduction. The 5% variability on the spectrum load shows a value
R = .862469 which is only 5.7% greater than the case where all factors were varied
simulataneously as shown in Table 1 for 5% variability.

In Table 3, reliabilities are obtained for the individual factors, spectrum load
(SPL) and location component SN curve (MSN). In order to obtain the R = .999999
value for 1% variability on each of the factors the number of passes (Np) was 3700 for
SPL and 4425 for MSN. The lower Np value for SPL is consistent with the results in
Table 2 since the R values for SPL were lower than those for MSN when Np was 3425.
In addition, it is obvious that a lower number of cycles of operation would usually
increase the reliability value. The bootstrap method application resulted in a value
of R = .999977 when combined with a 1% variability in MSN. This indicates that
the method is not introducing any substantial variability compared to the SPL and
MSN contribution in determining R. This is expected because of the small amount
of variability in the SN curves shown in Figures Al and A2. In addition, the range of
cycle values contributing the most in determining the damage fraction has the least
amount of variability.

Table 4 shows the reliability results from reducing the S, value in Figure 4 and
Equation 3 by the tabulated percentage in order to examine the possible material
mean strength loss from enviromental effects such as corrosion. New values equal
(1 - p/IOO)Sm where p is the tabulated percent reduction factor. In the case where p
= 0, R = .999999 was obtained varying the SN, curve by 1% with Np = 4425 which
is in agreement with the result in Table 3. This variability in the SN, curve (MSN)
was maintained for each of the reduced Sm values. When p = 1, then .99 S, was used
in the simulation process to obtain a reliability value equal to .999852 compared to
.999999 for no reduction in Sm. This result is not as substantial a reduction in R as
the case where the S, value is reduced by 5% and R= .324206. The overall results
indicate that loads that previously did not increase the damage fraction are now
significant contributers in reducing the component reliability. If there is a potential
for material strength loss due to, for example, corrosion, then high reliability estimates
are substantially reduced by small mean strength reduction.

Table 5A shows the deterministic fatigue lifetime values obtained from the ap-
plication of various working curves described in Section 7. This computation was
introduced to evaluate the curves relative effectiveness in accounting for the uncer-
tainties in estimating the component SNc curve. This evaluation involves comparing
results from Tables 5A and 5B. In the table, a .50 reduction from Equation 15 shows
a lifetime of .325 which is a very conservative estimate compared to the 6150 passes
obtained from using the original component curve without a reduction. The least
conservative lifetime estimate is 2000 which was obtained from reducing the com-
ponent curves by three standard deviations (SD). SD was obtained by using the S,
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values in Figure 3 and Equation 3. This estimate was less conservative than the 1225
lifetime value obtained using an assumed CV =.07. The extrapolation process shown
in Figure 3 may account for the relatively low SD estimate for the case when the life
value is 2000. The other reduction factors result in a predictable decrease in the life
estimate with an increase in the reduction percent P.

In Table 5B, simultaneous variability on the component curve (MSN) and the
spectrum load (SPL) for .999999 reliability shows shows a reduction in the lifetime
value with increasing variability, which is consistent with prior results. By comparing
results from Tables SA and 5B, the effectiveness of the working curve in obtaining
.999999 reliability can be identified. That is, for example, a 1% variability shows
3425 indicating that any of the working curves could provide the required reliability
although the curve obtained from the 3SD reduction would be the least conservative
acceptable method. Introducing 2% variability shows a life estimate of 1850 which,
in this case, requires using the 3SD reduction procedure where SD is obtained from
assuming a .07 CV value. If the variability is assumed to be 5% then a lifetime value
of 50 is obtained which would require a working curve reduction factor of .44 in order
to provide the .999999 reliability. If a 5% variability in the loading and SN curve can
exist, then most of the working curve procedure can be an undesirable method for
obtainint high reliability.

Using Equation 7 in Section 6.2, the results of introducing a 1% uncertainty in
the positioning of the component curve is shown in Figure 6 as a probability density
function for the lifetime estimate (Np = 1/DF) determined from Equation 4. A
7.3% coefficient of variation was obtained with a mean life of 6194. The inner range,
Np ± 3. SD, is 4964 to 7689 when the function is assumed to be log-normal. This is
a substantial variability in the life estimate for a very small amount of variability in
the the location of the SN curve.

In Figure 7, a density function for the life estimate was obtained from an assumed
5% variability using the same procedures, as described above. In this case the CV
was 37.5% with a mean equal to 6621. The inner 3SD range is 2065 to 18587 for the
lifetime value estimates. This exceptionally large dispersion in the life estimates for
a moderate amount of variability (5%) in the location of the mean curve indicates
instability in estimating lifetime values. Note, by taking the log of the data a normal
function was obtained indicating that the fatigue estimate can be represented by a
log-normal distribution.

In Figure 8, a computation similar to that described in Figure 6 was performed
in order to determine the difference in life values between the 1% and .0001% points
corresponding to reliabilities of .99 and .999999 respectively. A 1% variability in the
spectrum wan assumed in the computation of Np. A CV of 10.8% was obtained with
a mean of 6A)3. Results show a life of 4795 for the lower reliability of .99 and 3689
for the higher reliability of .999999 showing a 23% decrease in the lifetime estimate.

Figure 9, where a 5% variability in the spectrum was introduced, shows a log-
normal distribution of lifetime values similar to that in Figure 7 for the SNc curve
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variability. The inner range of 1075 to 31956 again shows the substantial variability
in the life estimate indicating a serious instability in the fatigue life computation
approach when even small uncertainties exist in assuming a specified spectrum load.
Load spectrum and fatigue strength CV's in the range of 7% to 13% are being consid-
ered by the helicopter industry. "7 A comparision of the reliabilities of .99 and .999999
for the respective lifetimes showed 1702 and 448 passes which is a 74% decrease in
lifetime. This is a much greater percent decrease than that of the 1% variability case
in Figure 8. This assumed variability is probably more realistic than that of 1% which
was previously assumed. In fact, reviewing the literature indicates that 5% variability
may be much lower than that which actually occurs in assuming the spectrum load
distribution.

Comparison of these figures show uncertainties in bafe life fatigut design in terms
of changes in design lifetime for a fixed reliability whereas the results of Tables 1 to
4 show variability in terms of changes in reliability for fixed lifetimes.

Although only a simple case has been considered, the modeling and simulation
processes are capable of dealing with more connpiex safe life fatigue designs. Such
designs could include more complex load spectra and additional parameters in the
fatigue life model. The value of any high reliability based analyses, whether simple
or complex, appears in question in view of the very s5bstantial sensitivity of the
reliability and lifetime results from this study.

9 Conclusions

A small amount of variability (uncertainty) in load or strength in the safe life fatigue
model can result in a substantial reduction in high reliability values for a specified
lifetime of a component. These uncertainties also can result in very unstable lifetime
estimates for a given reliability. In contrast, the small variations assumed in the
Miner's Rule criterion, and the variability in the SN coupon curve determination,
caused a minimal amount of change in the reliability estimates,

A small percent reduction in the strength values in the component SN curve (for
example, corrosion effects) can result in a laige decre-ase in the reliability values.

Introducing working curves in the fatigue life computation is only effective when
there is a small amount of variability in the SN component curve, or the reduction
factor was very large.

In view of the sensitivity of the safe life reliability criterion of .999999 to the
modest variability considered in this analysis, it appears that the .999999 reliability
is ineffective as a criterion to ensure safety for a specifed service life. In summary,
this paper has identified a potential problem associated with obtaining a meaningful
quantatative measure of reliability for a fatigue loaded component.

"Schneider, G. and Gunsallus, C., "Continuation of the AHS Round Pobin on Fatigue Reliability and
Damage Tolerance', presented at the American Helicopter Society 47th Annual Forum, Phoenix, Arizona,
May 1991.
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE MANAGEMENT OF THE X-29 VERTICAL TAIL

JAMES A. HARTER
WL/FIBEC

WPAFB OH 45433

BACKGROUND

Many current high performance aircraft have experienced vertical tail
buffet at high angle-of-attack (AOA). Under high AOA conditions, turbulent
air flow from the aircraft forebody can impinge on the vertical tail
causing high frequency loading. This buffeting action has the potential to
severely reduce the service life of aft, vertical control surfaces. The
X-29 demonstrator aircraft #2 first encountered significant vertical tail
buffet on 9 May 1990 during flight #42 at angles-of-attack between 20 and
35 degrees. This buffet condition ocurred for 15 seconds and resulted in
fin tip accelerations exceeding 110 g's and a dominant fin first bending
mode of 16 Hz. This condition resulted in vertical tail loads approaching
their design limits and the decision was made to temporarily avoid this
flight region. However, this decision impacted the X-29 flight test
program since military utility flights were to be conducted at high AOA to
demonstrate the maneuverability of the aircraft. Damage tolerance analyses
of the tail were performed for the assumed most critical location to
estimate the crack growth life of the vertical tail at various 'g, levels.
An initial flaw size of 0.03 inch was chosen based on field experience and
confidence with existing non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods. In this
case, an eddy current inspection method was used. Preliminary analyses
established inspection intervals at the most critical areas of the tail.
These analyses used the limited fin tip acceleration data that was
originally available for the tail and a simple transfer function to
estimate local stress levels. Additional strain gage instrumentation was
installed on the vertical tail while the aircraft was down for it's next
scheduled maintenance and stress analyses were performed to determine the
actual stresses at several locations on the tail. These analyses were then
correlated with subsequent flight test data and more detailed crack growth
predictions were performed to more accurately establish the damage
tolerance of the vertical tail.

APPROACH

Analysis of the in-flight accelerometer data during buffet revealed
that the vertical fin was primarily experiencing the first bending mode at
a natural frequency of 16 Hz. There was some indication of the second
bending mode and first torsion mode at higher frequencies but at a much
lower amplitude. Several areas of the tail were considered as possible
areas for crack initiation and growth (see Figure 1.0), but the aft root
area (location 4) was considered to be the most critical since the tail was
being loaded primarily in pure bending during buffet. The aft fin mount
was considered to be most highly loaded due to the fact that the vertical
tail is swept backward, shifting the center of mass toward the rear
fitting. This was supported by static test data supplied by the
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manufacturer (Grumman). Grumman also supplied a transfer function relating
fin tip acceleration to stress at the aft fitting. This was accomplished
by relating acceleration to deflection and deflection to root bending
moment and finally to the gross section stress in the aft attachment
fitting. The 15 second fin tip acceleration trace obtained during flight
#42 was normalized (Figure 2.0) to be used as a loading spectrum for crack
growth analysis. Various maximum 'g' levels were modelled by mutiplying
the normalized spectrum by the stress level corresponding to a given
acceleration.

Prior to performing any damage tolerance analysis for the aft fin
attachment, a reasonable initial crack length must be assumed. The assumed
size should, of course, be large enough to have a high probability of being
found during inspection. Since NASA/Dyden had safety of flight
responsibility for the aircraft, they were responsible for any type of
aircraft inspection. It was determined that eddy current inspections would
be performed at three locations on the tail (location 3, 4, and 6 - see
Figure 1.0). Inspection of areas I and 2 would have required the removal
of blind fasteners and Location 5 was considered less critical than
location 4. The NASA inspector initially claimed to be able to detect
flaws larger than .005 inch using a hand held probe inside fastener holes.
Air Force experience has indicated that a more realistic size is on the
order of 0.03 - 0.05 inch. After discussion with NASA and Grumman
engineers, it was decided to use the Air Force crack growth prediction
program, MODGRO, assuming an initial 0.03 x 0.03 inch corner flaw at
location 4. It was also agreed that an immediate inspection of locations
3, 4, and 6 would be conducted and subsequent inspections would follow if
and when the time spent in buffet exceeded one half the predicted time to
failure for the highest fin tip acceleration measured since the last
inspection. The predicted life (time in buffet) is shown in Figure 3.0 as
a function of maximum 'g' level. This approach was very conservative
assuming that location 4 was indeed the most critical location, but it was
felt that the limited available data waranted a conservative approach to
assure safety. In any case, this approach returned the aircraft to flight
at high AOA.

While the above approach returned the X-29 to high AOA flight,
subsequent flights and frequent inspections demonstrated a need to obtain
more data to remove some of the conservatism from the analyses. While the
aircraft was nearing the next standard 100 hour overall inspection, Air
Force, NASA, and Grumman Engineers decided to install strain gages covering
all six critical locations on the right side of the tail during the
scheduled down time. These gages would provide detailed stress information
for these locations. Grumman was contracted to perform stress analyses for
each location and used flight test data from the new gages to calibrate
their analyses. Flight 55 was the first flight after the installation of
the gages and was flown at low AOA to obtain less dynamic strain data for
calibration purposes. Flight 57 was the next flight in which a 25 second
buffet event ocurred at high AOA. Table 1.0 shows the maximum strains and
calibrated knotch stresses for these flights. As can be seen in Table 1.0,
the initial assumption that location 4 was the most critical location was
incorrect. In fact, applying the rule-of-thumb that the difference in
crack growth life is approximately equal to the cube of the stress ratio
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results in a factor of 27 between the life at location 4 compared with
location 2. Location 2, which is just above the drag chute bracket, is
non-inspectable in practice since blind fasteners must be drilled out for
inspection. A detailed view of location 2 is given in Figure 3.0. Grumman
engineers performed both crack initiation and crack growth analyses for
location 2 using the 25 second buffet event. Constant load amplitude test
data for 2024-T851 aluminum (X-29 tail material) coupons with open holes
were also available from Grumman. These data provided cycles to failure at
several load levels. Since Grumman is primarily a Navy contractor, their
aircraft are generally certified by crack initiation analyses. Since the
Air Force requires damage tolerance analysis for safety of flight, MODGRO
was used to determine an initial corner crack size that would yield a
predicted life matching the Grumman test data. The resulting initial crack
length was 0.01 inch for the 2024-T851 aluminum skin material. This size
also happens to be the same as the generally accepted size defining crack
initiation. This was pure coincidence since a much smaller initial crack
size is usually required to predict total life with crack growth analysis
alone. However, this material is relatively brittle and Grumman had also
predicted a short initiation time for the flight #57 buffet event. In lieu
of any inspection of location #2, an initial 0.01 inch x 0.01 inch initial
corner crack was assumed at the lower fastener hole (see Figure 4.0).
Since all locations on the vertical tail are matched on both the left and
right side, the event in flight #57 was also inverted to model the loads on
both sides of the tail. The mean stress is rarely zero, probably due to
the fact that at various AOA, left or right rudder are applied to maintain
heading or perhaps the vortices favor one side over the other. The strain
trace from flight #57 is given in Figure 5.0. The minimum crack growth
life from the initial flaw size was predited to be 330 repeats of the
buffet event seen in flight #57 (Figure 6.0). After more discussions
between Air Force, Grumman, and NASA, a life of 165 repeats of the event
seen In flight #57 was decided in order to provide a safety factor of two
(2) for the analysis. Time in buffet prior to flight #57 was counted by
using the flight 57 event, correlation between max stress at location #2
and fin tip acceleration, maximum stress ratio between previous events and
flight #57, and the time spent in buffet in the previous flights. Once the
correlation between stress at location 2 and fin tip acceleration was
determined, the equivalent time in buffet (based on flight #57) for each
previous flight was determined as follows:

Max Stress 3
Equivalent Time = (-------------------- ) x Time in Buffet

Flight #57 Max Stress

A review of previous flight test records resulted in approximately 45
equivalent buffet events up to flight #57. Therefore, after flight #57,
approximately 30% of the tail life was used.

A special version of MODGRO was supplied to NASA/Dryden to be used to
predict crack extension using actual flight test data. Between flight
days, buffet stress data is down loaded to a IBM compatible PC and crack
growth predictions are made using both the given and inverted version of
the stress spectrum. Crack growth is predicted from the last predicted
crack size and each spectrum is input twice to provide the safety factor of
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two (2) on life. The most conservative prediction is then used as the new
crack size. To provide a metric for percent of life expended, the crack
growth curve for flight #57 was used as a reference in that the number of
repeats of the flight #57 event corresponding to the current crack size was
divided by the life (330 repeats). At present, the aircraft is nearly at
100% of the predicted life. The X-29 was scheduled to end it's flight test
program by 1 Oct 1991, but it has been decided to continue to use the
aircraft to study the potential of vortex flow control to suppliment the
vertical tail yaw control. Work is currently underway to rework certain
fastener holes at location #2 by drilling out the old fasteners, eddy
current inspecting the holes, reaming out a 0.03 inch radius,
re-inspecting, coldworking, and re-installing interference fit fasteners.
The Wright Laboratory Fatigue and Fracture Facility is performing tests on
cold-worked and non-cold-worked fastener specimens supplied by Grumman to
verify the life extension for this rework. Grumman is also providing
analysis support to determine the number of fasteners to rework at location
#2 and will examine the possible impact of a life extension at other
locations on the tail.

CONCLUSIONS

The X-29 demonstrator aircraft was not designed using damage tolerance
requirements, but after the tail buffet problem was discovered, it was
possible to employ the damage toleranc6 philosophy to provide a means to
continue it's mission safely. Without the use of damage tolerance analysis
methods, it is extremely doubtful that the responsible organizations (NASA,
Air Force, and Grumman) would have continued operations under high AOA
conditions. Although location #4 was not the most critical location, the
use of a conservative initial approach quickly led to the discovery of the
high knotch stress at location #2. The subsequent detailed analysis of
location 12 provided a means to manage future flights. The Air Force and
NASA used MODGRO as a tool to manage the X-29 test program after flight
#57. More severe flights were conducted earlier than they would have been
and experience gained from certain maneuvers allowed them to be modified or
deleted to complete other important tests of the aircraft. It is very
difficult to quantify the success of the damage tolerant design philosophy
by pointing out aircraft that have not experienced a structural failure.
However, it's use in the X-29 test program has clearly been invaluable.
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TABLE 1.0
X-29 Flight Test Results

Strain (micro-inch) Knotch
Location Gage Fit 55 Fit 57 Stress (ksi)

Fwd Skin 91033 680 700
Radius 91034 610 600 16.1

(1) 91035 580 600

Aft Skin 91029 170 600
Radius 91030 820 1500

(2) 91031 900 1500 77.5
91032 1160 2000

Mid Rudder 91026 300 1200
Hinge 91027 400 1200 19.0

(3) 91028 500 1300

Aft 91037 650 700
Pedestal 91038 620 700 24.4

(4) 91039 520 800

Fwd Pedestal 91040 590 500
(5) 91041 980 850 17.9

Upper Hinge 91024 290 900
(6) 91025 200 700 32.0
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A Case HisLory for Assessing Dynamic
Envir'onmenL on the SRAM 'T' Missile

1991 United States Air Force W.F. Buckey, Jr.
Structural Integrity Program Conference ASD/YGEF
San Antonio, Texas WPAFB
3-5 December, 1991

-\ Case History for Assessing Dynamic Environment on the SRAM T Missile

ASIP SLIDES:
By William F. Buckev. Jr

SLIDE 1.) TitlePage: Good afternoon, everyone! My name is Bill Buckey and I work in the
mvea of Structural Loads & Dynanucs for the Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright Patterson
AFB. My paper is entitled: A Case History for Assessing Dynamic Environment on the SRANI
F Missile. The goal of this paper is to document the thought process and method used to predict
the (current) environment on the SRAM T missile. This environmental data would have been
w~ed to redesign the structure. if necessary. and also to assess the risk associated with the
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Intro to the SRAM 1I/T Program
A Short Program History

* The new generation Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM II) was developed as

a replacement for the aging SRAM A currently in use by the USAF. The
SRAM II Program was in FSD preparing for the Critical Design Review when
the President cancelled the program.

"* In the Fall of 1988 the program began studying a tactical variant of the
SRAM II known as the SRAM T. SRAM T was approved by the Defense
Acquisition Board in December 1989 and began full scale development in
April 19S9.

"* The idea was to make as little change as possible to the baseline SRAM II

missile. The major changes made were to the warhead and software.

"* The SRAM T system was scheduled for delivery to the Tactical Air Forces

in August 1997.

SLIDE 2.) Intro to the SRAM HIT Program: The new generation Short Range Attack Missile
,SRAM 1-) was developed as a replacement for the aging SRAM A currently in use by the
USAF. In the Fall of 1988 the program office began studying a tactical variant of the SRAM II
known as the SRAM T. In December of 1989 the Defense Acquisition Board approved the
SRAM T program and full scale development began in April 1990. The goal of the program
,, iice was to solve the Tactical Air Command's procurement problem by convening the internal
cairriae SRAM 1H into an external-carnage "tactical" version with as few changes as possible to

hlie baseline missile. (The major portion of the modification involved replacing the warhead and
,ottiare). SRAM T was scheduled for delivery to the Tactical Air Forces in August 1997. \,
\ u may already know. the President cancelled the SRAM II program in early Fall of this Near.
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SRAM A Captive Carry Vibroacoustic
Environment

10 =
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SLIDE 3.) SRAM H Vibration levels: I would like to start off with a chart showing SRAM I1
vibration levels that were originally derived (adopted) from SRAM A levels. The SRAM A is
verv similar to the SRAM H (being the same approximate size & weight). The SRAM A was
initallv designed for internal and external carnage on the B-52G/H and FB-1II. Later the
SR.A\M A was certified for carnage on the B-l B with no change to the spec vibration level. The
.SRAM 11 was designed for internal carnage and deployment on the Strategic Air Commands B-
I B and B-2 aircraft.
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F- 15E/SRAM T Photos
On This Page

SLIDE 4.) Now the SRAM T Case. The idea here was to satisfy TAC's need for a new tactical
missile with very little or no change to the baseline SRAM U missile. The new problem turns
out to be: to what level would the SRAM T need to be designed in order to survive the
vibroacoustic environment on the F-15E wing and fuselage stations. Our problem here was
,similar to that of a new store in that we needed to determine what the response of our missile
would be in captive flight on the F-15E. This problem is especially significant due to the fact
that the F-15's ability to generate severe buffet during maneuvers has caused serious problems
on other stores. (slide 4 = Photo of F- 15E/SRAM T: station #8)
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DaLa Needed To Predict Response EnvironrenL

No data on your store...

Data from your store of And no datt from stied
other stores of like class database exists for store

& confeg at similar flight Y es on with similar flight

conditions conditions

Check Aircraft Type... u1Chrck Aircraft Type...
Is Buffet a concern? Is Buffet a concern?

Use eistig dae asNow Acquisition... use

qUeexstiong willtb ablognrt infcn bfeoewudte s MIL-STD-8 10 to get an

much as possible to MILSD -810 ha to egpet.a

develop levels.Idaowhtoexc.

flnstrumente~d Flight Testing to

gather vebroacnuset.c dvata (Ew VdFo tA))
(or VFA) to veriay predicted
levels and supply up Anront
knowledge for final design.

SLIDE 5.) Data needed to predict the ow7ent To start the process of gatherin66data needed to predict the vibroacoustic response of a store lie the SRAM T. one must look •
whether some (or any) data exists on the store or even data on a similar store (of course at the
same flight conditions). A new store with no dt rmsilropeius.'pe stores is a
challenge which requires use of MIL-STD-810. After determining whether the aircraft i
question will be able to generate significant buffet. one would then use MIL-STD-8 10 to Let a
rough estimate of the vibroacoustic environment. A ve~ry worthwhile document that evaluates
the methods and practices for qualification and certification of air-launched weapon systems
during captive carriage has recently been made available as a Technical Report (TR-90-15)
r rom Arnold Engineering Development Center (A EDCO, Arnold A FB. Tennessee (slide 5= PP
I low chart on procedure for determining environment)
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AMRAAM Vibroacoustic Sample
Environment (with SRAM A Comparison)
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SLIDE 6.) TWO SLIDES: F-15/AMRAAM & F-15/ASAT, Examples of levels from other
',%'stems on the F-15E. Since our situation involves a buffet environment, we must stick with
stores that have had experience on a buffet producing aircraft. We were able to concentrate on
the F-15 due to the large amount of data available. AIM-7 and AIM-9 problems first introduced
t•le community to what effect the buffet environment could really have on a store. We were
torrunate to have levels from recent AMRAAM flight testing. Even though AMRAAM was not
,i ver, similar store, it was still a useful tool in providing an idea of what was to come. ASAT
was a SRAM A derivative store that was flight tested on the F-15 centerline. Data gathered on
ASAT was limited but did provide a look into store response on the centerline. These data
helped us justify the flight test program to management. (slide 6 = samples of centerline &
wing levels.., note two slides)
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ASAT Vibroacoustic Sample
Environment (with SRAM A Comparison)
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SRAM T Captive Vibration, Developed f rom
MIL-STD-810 (includes SRAM A comparison)
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SLIDE 7.) MIL-STD-810 Method for predicting response envrnet Method 514.3
Categorv 7A. allows a rough estimate of levels seen by stores carried externally. The big thing
to note here is that the levels provided -give a reasonable first-cut to the cycle of predictin-g store
response. The levels shown here are those compiled for SRAM T using the guidelines in MIL-
STD-8 10. (both HI! & Low in one)
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PAVE TACK Vibration Performance Levels

Prediction & Model & Flight Data
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SLIDE 8.) PAVE TACK Example: This is a program from the mid seventies that was able to
"do the right thing" when predicting the environment. This program and others like it formed
the basis for conducting the early flight testing on the SRAM T instnimented vehicle. Pave
Tack was a centerline only carry on both the F4E and F-I 1 IA and was successful because an
updated store configuration was flown at different stages of the program to verify the missile
predicted environment. They also flew to the extremes of the aircraft envelope. The vibration
specs were rewritten each time, but that was alright because it was early in the program and
ECP's could be employed to change the criteria for pre-production and production.
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SRAM T Captive Vibroacoustic
Environment (with SRAM A Comparison)
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SLIDE 9.) TWO SLIDES: S;RAM T Levels from instrument~ed flight test: Our Early

flight Test Program (EVFA) produced some very high levels for the conditions flown.

On this chart is an envelope of the flight data measured during the EVFA. Responses

below 100 HZ are due mostly to buffet on the wing (station 5&8). Centerline levels were

much lower than those at the wing station. The largest centerline levels came from a

nose-wheel down condition that occurred at a specific dynamic pressure on the approach

to landing condition. (two levels: one all configurations & one centerline only.
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SRAM T Captive Vibroacoustic
Environment (with SRAM A Comparison)
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SRAM T Flight Test Program
Schedule, Planning, & Summary

Flight Test Schedule & Planning

" Early planning began Aug 89 with Technical Interchange Meetings followed
by monthly Test Planning & Working Group Meetings.

"* SRAM T FSD Contract finalized July 1990
"* Flight Testing scheduled to begin Sept 15th & actually started Nov 5th, 1990

Test Summary

* Scheduled 12 Test Flights, test points broken into 3 Phases
* An additional flight was Included to cover a fins-deployed flight regime.

* 13 Test Flights were accomplished (11/5/90 - 4/29/91), (6 months)
108 Test Points Flown ... (from 3 Phases)

48 Vlbroacoustic, (Phase 1)
36 Moderate Buffet Points, (Phase 2, 1-3 G's)
24 Heavy Buffet Points, (Phase 3, 3-5 G's)

* Non-production piece of the suspension structure determined to be fatigue
critical and monitored throughout the flight test program. Total of 93% life
consumed during the testing.

oObserved different buffet response on the wing compared to centerline.

SLIDE 10.) Flight Test Program: Early planning for our flight test program started in
Aug of '89 followed by monthly Test Planning & Working Group Meetings (TPWG).
The SRAM T FSD Contract was finalized July 1990 and flight testing was scheduled to
begin Sept 15th. Schedule problems didn't allow us to start actual flight testing until Nov
5th. 1990. Summary: We originally scheduled 12 flights, broken into 3 phases. An
additional fligjht was included to cover a fins-deployed flight regime. 108 test points were
flown (see breakdown). A non-production piece of suspension structure (an aluminum
attach lug) was determined to be fatigue critical and monitored throughout the flight test
program. A total of 93% of the component life was consumed during the testing. Missile
response was markedly different on the wing as compared to the centerline station.
Vibroacoustic levels from straight & level flight were lower than expected. Wing station
buffet was very heavy and created extreme vibrations on the internal components of the
missile.
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SRAM T Conclusions & Lessons Learned
General Advice on the Conduct of a Timely Early Vibroacoustics Flight Test

"* Technical Interchange Meetings (TIM) began early & were followed by monthly
Test Planning & Working Group (TPWG) meetings. These meetings Involved
all pertinent participants to discuss Ideas and plan details of the test.

"* Involved all parties to write a very thorough test plan: Team Approach

Bad Points:

* Number of flight test points was limited due to a fatigue critical part in the
suspension structure.

* Unknowns Involved in predicting fatigue life remaining (through use of critical

telemetered data points) created a slow test schedule near the end ot testing.

* Gathering & Data reduction problems early In the flight test program made the
program slip approx 4 months. Attributed to: tape speed & cross talk.

SLIDE 11.) Conclusions & Lessons [ered: This chart is intended to pass along some advice
and general warnings on the conduct of a timely Early Vibroacoustic Flight Test. The basic
idea here is that an early assessment of the vibration environment allows for a properly designed
store. The first four bullets on this chart are general rules to follow for a successful test
program (we had these conclusions in mind early on in the test program): A vibroacoustic
instrumented flight test vehicle should be flown as early as possible in the program. This flight
test vehicle should be as close to the production model as possible and be properly
instrumented. And assure that the flight conditions proposed are similar to those of an
operational mission. The last two bullets are items that were very critical to the success of our
program (these items were learned as we progressed through the program): Technical
Interchange Meetings were started early (about one year in advance of the planned testing) and
then continued on a monthly basis as Test Planning & Working Group meetings. These
meetings were especially significant due to the fact that they involved the entire
community...aircraft & store contractors, aircraft & store Programs Offices. Test Organizations
from Edwards AFB, and store certification people at Eglin AFB. With all of these organizations
kept in the loop technically, details & plans for the test program were made suitable to
evervone. This Team Approach was a key in our success. Data gathering and reduction
problems were not really anticipated in our program. but really caused a major delay in our
program (a 2 month slip in gathering useful data!). Advice here would be to anticipate these
type of problems and do the best you can.
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